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Senior sweep

Anger seminar scheduled
for Curris Center July 15

M-CC Fair set

Local Babe Ruth squad
win two on Sunday

Full schedule of activities
and exhibits set for week
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News In Brief

, Aquino says
challengers
get 24 hours
to end ruckus

County awarded road contracts
The state Transportation Cabinet has awarded contracts for
three surfacing projects on Calloway County roads totaling 18.6
miles.
Jim Smith Contracting Co. of Grand Rivers received the follow.
ing contracts: - A $272,032 contract to resurface Kentucky 94, the MurrayMayfield Road,from tbe Graves County line to South 16th Street,
a distance of 9.3 miles.
- A $76,835 contract to resurface Kentucky 280, the MurrayPottertown-Poplar Springs Church Road, from Kentucky 94 to
the Miller Memorial Golf Course entrance, a distance of 2.8
miles.
- A $202,542 contract to resurface U.S. 641. the MurrayTennessee State Line Road, from the Tennessee State line to 528
feet south of Kentucky 1550. a distance of 6.5 miles.
The projects are part of the state's continued effort to improve
Kentucky roads and highways.

MANILA. Philippines 'Al' 1'resident Corazon Aquino today
gave Arturo Tolentino. the
former running mate of exiled
ruler Ferdinand E. Marcos. 24
hours to end what she called a
•'desperate" challenge, to her
rule.

Elsewhere...
tly the Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Nicaraguan rebels, through their control of
U.S. non-lethal aid in two Miami bank accounts, sold dollars for a
profit in currency conversions and mixed the extra money with
their •"general funds," according to a State Department
document.
WASHINGTON - The world's population reaches the
milestone 5 billion mark with the birth of a child sometime today.
The Population Institute reports.
WASHINGTON - In the real world not every problem has a
solution. Unfortunately, biological warfare may. be in that
unpleasant category.
. WASHINGTON - People in dozens of states can expect to see
their state taxes rise if Congress passes a federal tax overhaul
,
touching off local struggles over whether to roll back taxes or
take advantage of huge windfalls.
TOKYO
Prime Minister Yasuhiro. Nakasone's Liberal
Democratic Party appeared headed for a landslide victory in
parliamentary elections that could give it the biggest legislative
majority in 26 years, Japanese news media said Monday.
PARIS - France and New Zealand have reached agreement
on their dispute over the sinking of the Greenpeace ship Rainbow
Warrior and will sign a formal accord within a few days, Premier
Jacques Chirac's spokesman announced today.
MOSCOW - French President Francois Mitterrand began an
official four-day visit to the Soviet Union today that was expected
to focus on disarmament, touch on human rights and include
three meetings with Kremlin leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev.
CARTAGENA. Colombia - Pope John Paul II concludes his
week-long tour of Colombia today by visiting a former slave
trade capital. In a country that supplies much of the world's cocaine, the pontiff will tell worshippers that drug addiction is
worse than slavery.

Murray State University President Dr. Kala M.Stroup (left) and Dr. Yancey Watkins
(right), director
of the division of reading at Murray State, talk with officers of the recently established
chapteraf Alpha
Upsilon Alpha honor society at Murray State. Watkins serves as adviser to the
organization, which
recognizes scholarship in reading and language arts. The Murray State chapter is
one of seven charter
chapters nationwide. The society's officers are (from left) Bonnie Higginson, treasurer
; Stephanie
Ray, secretary; Carolyn Lawrence, vice president; and Holly Bloodworth, president
.

•

One of seven charter chanter's
of Alpha Upsilon Alpha, the na.,tional _reading/language arts
honor society, has been established at Murray State University.
A special ceremony to
recognize- Murray State's Eta
chapter and its members and to
install officers for 1986-87 was
held recently in the Curris Center
on campus.
Dr. Kale M. StrOup, university
president, was the featured
speaker. Also attending were Dr.
James L. Booth. vice president
for acadelnic affairs, and Dr.
Viola I'. Miller, chairman of the
Department
of
Special
Education.
Dr. Yancey Watkins. director
of the division of reading and the
chapter's faculty-advisee'. presid-
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A relatively quiet holiday was
reported in Murray - and
Calloway County eby law en‘orcement and other public
agencies today.
According to a spokesman in
the Calloway County Sheriff's
department. "nothing much
happened". locally with the exception of a couple of minor traffic accidents Friday night.
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The city police also enjoyed a
quiet holiday weekend. The
report of an accident. Thursday
afternoon on U.S. 641 South at
the, intersection of Riverwood
Subidivision was released today.
According-to the police report.
an auto driven by Jelin S.
Housden. 41, was in the southbound lane waiting for approaching traffic to clear so he

could turn into Riverwood. A car juries received in the accident.
driven by James Colson-. 4,3. was
The police report said Gillihan
behind Housden's vehicle when
told' him the load shifted in his
it was struck by a tractor-tanker .tanker preventing him from be-'
rig driven by Kim Gillihan of ing able to stop. The truckBenton. tankeris_ owed by Belcher Oil
The impact knocked the Col- Company
son car into the rear of the
Kentucky State Police inHousden car.
vestigated a one-car accident
Colson was taken to Murray Calloway County Hospital for inrt fiord on pal:#.

WASHINGTON (AI' i - The
Supreme Court today declared
unconstitutional a key provision
of a law requiring a balanced
federal budget by 1991. The ruling jeopardizes congressional
efforts to cut spending and
reduce spiraling deficits.
The justices, by •a 7-2' vote.
said the central provision of. the
Gramm-Rudman Act - ordering automatic deficit reductions
- violates the constitutionally
mandated separation of powers
between the executive and
legislative brtinches.
The law wrongly empowers an
officer of Congress, the com•
ptroller general, to perforin
executive function, the court
said. "
Gramth-Rudman . -contains
fallback provision that allows
Congress 'itself tu vote on a
deficit.reduction package if the
automatic feature were
invalidated
•
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MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m.Monday
Friday or by 3:30 p m Saturday
are urged to call 753-1916 bet
ween 3:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturdays. Office Hours - I a.m.-3
p.m. Mondry thru Friday, II
cs.n• -12 p.m. Saturday.

The Eta chapter sponsored two
professional study conferences
for elementary and secondary
school teachers in June as its
scholarship leadership service
project. Each session met the
state's criteria for one in-service
day.
Delegates to the International
Reading Association's 1985
assemble *decided to establish
Alpha Upsilon Alpha. The socie.

Court says
key part of
budget plan
not right

9.0% - 5.4%
Tor 1987 tax year
-For 1988 tax year
Note: Figures may vary for Individuals
Chicago Tribune Graphic, Source Joint Committee on Taxation

Two Sections
Classifieds
Comics
Crosswords
Dear Abby
Horoscope
Murray Today
Perspective
Sports

ed at the recognition of charter
members and installation of officers. The chapter's. 1986.87-,of.
ficers are: Holly Bloodworth of
South Fulton. Tenn., president:
Carolyn Lawrence of Cadiz. vice
president: Stephanie Ray of Providence, secretary: and Bonnie
Higginson of Murray. treasurer.

Fourth of July roundup from area reported

•

. Average percent change in income tax Wily
House Senate
Imams range
bir
MI"
Less than $10.000
- 76.0% -63.0%
$10,000-20,000
-234% -20.1%
$20,000-30.000
-9.9% -8.1%
$30,000-40,000
-9.0% -5.0%
$40.000-50.000
-8.7% -6.6%

It was not known exactly how
many soldiers still -backed
Tolentino. but reporters said
they counted fewer than 100
at the hotel.
,Mrs. Aquino was on a -political
trip south of the capital when
ty s first seven chapters were. apTolentino. who ran with Marei4s 1---proved by the -association's exin the fraud-tainted Feb. 7 elec.. ecutiv.e eauncil-at-its-1-986-cortvenl-•
tit-Ih." tooWhidàth.
tion in April.
At an afternoon - news conThe organization recognizes ference
today. Mrs. Aquino said
scholarship in the fields of
she was iii it worried by the situareading and language arts.
tion.. 1,e- hich she said was
Membership
is
open
to -completely under our control."
undergraduate and,, graduate
She called the actions by Tolenstudents, alumni and faculty.
tino -desperate.Members of the Eta chapter ol
Alpha Upsilon Alpha from Mur
Asked whether she was willing
ray include:
to use !twee against the rebels if
Terri Futrell, Linda Kimbro. they refuse to abandon the
Eunice Mills. Glenda Roos, Larry Manila Hotel. Mrs. Aquino said,
Salmon. Judy Tucker. Jean "I will not tell yOU what onr opWatkins, Barbara Weatherly. tions are at this point."
Tina Ratterree, Karen Helm.
[kit. she called on Tolentino to
Bonnie Higginson, James Carlin. -end it and come out,within 24
Wayne Gwaltney. Janice Hooks. hours •• Half an hour after the
Miriam Piercy and Yancey
news conference. power was
Watkins.--stioroff-ta the Manila Hotel.

One of seven charters established

Honor society created at MSU

Today's highlight in history: Five years ago, on July 7. 1981,
President Reagan announced he would nominate Judge Sandra
Day 0:Connor of Arizona to serve on the U.S. Supreme Court
O'Connor became the high court's first female justice.

Comparing tax bills

Tolentino. 75. saying he- had
been pressured by pro-Marcos
forces, took the oath of office as
acting president Sunday and holed up in a downtown Manila luxury hotel with a small cordon of
soldiers
Early today, about 200 of the
estimated 300 soldiers with
Tolentino surrendered- to troopsloyal to Mrs. Aquino. military
s po kesm
Emiliano
Tempi() said on governmknt
radio

Forecast
Tonight: Warm and
muggy. Low in the low to mid
70s. Light wind.
Tuesday: Continued hazy
hot and humid
•
Fvtended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for mostly sunny, hot• and
humid conditions with little
chance of rain each day.
LAKE TZVELK
Kntticky Lake
• 359.1
Barkley Lake
359.0
. a

Farewell reception
Dr.-Bill Parsons and his wife Sue were presented an engraved nil% er tilt) at
a recent reception in their
honor at Murray State University. Making the presentation on behalf of faculty and staff
in the College
of Fine Arts and Communications is Melody Weiler (batk to camera),interim chair
of the Department
of Art. Parsons, who has served six years as dean orthe college. has accepted an
appointment as dean
of the College of Fine Arts at Stephen F. Austin University in Nacogdoches. Texas.
Thes will move in
midJuly and he will assume his duties Aug. 1.
•
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Kentucky convention ends Sunday

eachers' union OKs new experiment
CHICAGq(AP) — The head of
e......natimi's_ second-largest
achers union says his local afBates now have approval to exriment with radical ways of
g schools and weeding out
mpetent teachers, even if
efforts run counter to official
policies.
the experiments succeed in
proving the schools and the
tus of teachers, "we'll Arne
ck two years from now and
ge our policies." American
deration of Teachers Presint Albert Shanker said
day.
The 2,600 AFT delegates, wing down their biennial convenn, were holding a ceremony
day to honor teacherronaut Christa 'McAuliffe.
o died in the Challenger ex-,
Ion Jan. 28. Her backup.
rbara Morgan of McCall.
aho. was to speak, two days
,after a similar appearance at
Ape National Education Associan convention in Louisville,
.ty
. 'Seventy-five hundred NEA

oetegates ended their meeting
Sunday after narrowly voting to
condemn the reeently enatted
$100 million U S aid package for
the rebels fighting Nicaragua's
leftist goverment.
The NEA delegates also-rebuffed attempts to water down the
stand the 1.8 million-member
'union took last year in favor of
dismissal proceedings against
incompetent teachers, and voted
to protest the use of professional
athletes in alcohol and tobacco
advertisements.
The AFT delegates voted
overwhelmingly to backian AFT
task force report called "The
Revolution That Is Overdue"
that calls for radical changes in
the profession.
It say-s teachers, not administrators, should make decisions about instruction: supports higher starting salaries for
teachers whose speciality is in
short supply; and calls for more
self-regulation of the profession.
It also endorses abolition of
undergraduate education-

degrees and creation of a nathe concept of a national certional _leacher certification
tification board, but did not pait
board, as the_ Carnegie Task
judgment on any other Carnegie
Force on Education and the
proposals.
Economy recommended in May.
Several AFT delegates. inThe AFT delegates hailed the
cluding some from teachers calCarnegie report as •*a bold new
legs, raised objections to the
vision" for education, though
report.
their resolution acknowledged it
Ellen C. Lavroff, president of
contains several ideas long opthe Colorado Community Colposed by the union. It said th *. lege Faculty Federation and
630,000-member union, withob? leader of an anti-Shanker facmodifying its policies, will "contion, warned that higher starting
tinue to encourage and offer supsalaries for some teachers will
port to state and local affiliates
sacrifice the rest.
that wish to explore and experiBut Shanker, in an emotional
ment with these new
appeal from the floor, urged his
directions."
members to "send the people of
"It gives the green light to all
of our locals lo go ahead and do this country a message that the
American Federation of
all the things" in the Carnegie
Teachers will still (take) risks to
report, Shanker said.
Some experiments are bring :about improvements for
already under way. The AFT our profession and for our
local in Toledo, Ohio, has a peer. schools."
The AFT task force report was
review program, and the Hammond, Ind., affiliate has em- written "by your leaders, people
barked on a program that gives who've led you on strike ... who
went to jail for you." said
teachers more control over the
Shanker. "This is not an-abanoperation of their school.
The NEA on Friday endorsed donment of trade unionism."

-1:Anger seminar to be conducted

Concert here
to conclude
band's work

g The Murray Chapters of'With stress, worry and negativiusiness and Professional ty. It is a venture lnto_anger's
omen and. Professional sources and its impact on both
cretaries International are personal and professional
nsoring a seminar "Anger is realationships, Weber reports that anger is an
r Choice" featuring profestonal speaker Devon Weber. epidemic. It affects bodies and
seminar will be held July 15 minds as blood pressure rises,
m 8:30" a.m. to 3 p.m, in the adrenalin flows rapidly, blood
is Center at Murray State sugar drops and pupils dilate.
f- -Anger can clause ulcer, proraity.
eber is a professional blems with high blood pressure
er, author and Manp.ge- and allergies, she reports.
Seminar, participants will
t consultant who brings pert experiences, humor and learn to-understand whit anger
fessionalism to her training is and its source, recognize
anger's many disguises, imssions.
.
She' conducts seminars' and prove interpersonal relationDevon Weber
itorkshops for corporate. ships, reduce fear of rejection
'governmental and professional and to channel anger positively. available at the Murray The registration fee ,is $45 Calloway County Chamber of
tiSsociations emphasizing com-triunications self-esteem and prior to July 10 and $50 after Ju- Commerce office or from any
ly 10. Team discounts are BPW or PSI member. For more
conflict management.
-'"Anger is Your Choice" 'is a available for companies and in- information call (502)753-5171 or
ique program designed to quirie§ should be made before 753-5743. Checks should be made
ach people to channel anger. July 10 For 1984 seminar par- .. payable and forwarded to
uctively instead of reacting . ticipants to review the seminar '"Anger le—Your Choice"
Seminar, cfro Pam Shay, Box
the cost is $20.
Registration forms are 190. Murray, Ky. 42071.

Ie

A free concert on the campus
quadrangle in front of Lovett
Auditorium on Tuesday evening,
July 8, will conclude the work of
the Murray State University
Summer Community Band for
1986.
. "It's an all-new program,
which really makes it interesting for us," Dennis L.
Johnson...conductor, said. "But
we love performing and I'm surethose in attendance will enj8y

our program."
The baild7.,of more than 80
members will perform its summer season finale at. 7 p.m.
Tuesday. Since-the audience will
gather Ofi the lawn, those who attend are encouraged to bring
blankets or lawn cirairs.
The concert will be
_highlighted by two pieces featuring regular members of the
band.

r
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any Hearing
blems Can
e Helped.
Chicago,
free offer
fspecial interest to those
4ho hear but do not unWrstand words has been
tinounced by Beltone. A
non-operating model of
e smallest Beltone aid of
kind will be given ablutely free to anyone
o sends for this free
del now.
Send for. this model, it
*ill show you- how -tiny
*raring help can be It is
t a real hearing aid and
s yours tokeep free. The
ual aid weighs less than
eighth ofan ounce,and
fits completely into
e ear canal.
These models are free,
wesuggest you write for
urs now. Again, we ret, there is no cost, and
ainly no obligation.
I hearing problems are
t alike and some cannot
helped by a hearing aid
t many can. So,send for
your free model now.
ousands have already
n mailed,so be sure to
today to Department
Beltone Eleccs,4201 West Victoria.
Chicago, Illinois
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Offer not valid in
fornia.
ei

Good reasons to
roll-over your money,
to Republic:
-41111111P"--40111.100
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1 year
certificate

7.50%

3 year
certificate

8.50

• Rate is guaranteed for Fufl Term
you
choose the term
1 year or 3 years
• Minimum Balance S5,000

• Federally Insured up to S100,000 by the
Federal Savings and Loan Insurance
Corporation
Paducah, Kentucky 42001

Murray, Kentucky 42071

(502) 442-9171
Benton, Kentucky 42025

(502) 527-3193

(502) 759-1630
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(IV
• Substantial Penalty tor early
withdrawals We reserve She right
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No tainted ice cream illnesses
are reported at local hospital
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Extra workers were called into
the Kentucky Regional Poison
Center over the weekend to handTe-lelephone calls from Ken- tuckians who suspected that
eating a eontaminated ice
cream treat had made them ill.
Locally, no one reported any
illness to the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital emergency
room related to eating Polar
Bar ice cream bars over the
weekend. according to Kathy
Hodge, director of public
information.
Of the -almost 300 people who
had called the center by Sunday
night, at least 54 had reported
experiencing flu-like symptoms
after eating Polar B'ar ice
cream bars from a batch con-

taminated by a potentially deadly bacteria called Listeria
monocytogenes, officials said.
_ "Our switchboard lit up like a
Christmas tree," after news
about the contamination _appeared on television Saturday,
said Nancy Matyunas, director
of.the center, which is located at
Kosair Children's Hospital in
Louisville. The Kraft Inc., plant in Richmond, Va., has been closed since
Wednesday and Kraft officials
said all unsold packages of the
ice cream bearing the lot
number 51-6426 have been
recovered.
The bacteria was found in
Checkerberry flavor Polar
B'ars that left the factory before
June 19

Supreme Court widens
disciplinary powers of
school administrators
WASHINGTON ( AP ) — The
Supreme ,Court today
significantly broadened the
disciplinary powers of public
school administrators,_, ruling
that students may be suspended
for using "vulgar and offensive"
language.
By a 7-2 vote, the court upheld
the three-day suspension in 1983
of a Spanaway, Wash., high
school &senior for giving an
assembly speech filled with
crude sexual allusions."Surely it is a highly appropriate function of public
school education to prohibit the
use of vulgar and offensive
.terms - in public discourse."
Chief Justice Warren E. Burger
wrote for the court.
Matthew Fraser's one-minute
speech in support of a friend's
candidacy for student body vice
president of Bethel High School
contained no dirty words, but it
caused abrief uproar among his
fellow students.
In the address, Fraser
described his friend as "a man
who is firm — he's firm in his
pants ... his character is firm ...
a man who will go to the very
end,-even the climak7-fcir-eatfiand every one of you."
His friend won the election by
a wide margin.
Officials at the school in

Fourth...
(Cont'd on page ?)
Sunday at 4:15 p.m., 13 miles
east of Murray on the Faxon
School road.
According to the KSP report.
Jennifer Outland. 29, was southbound on Moser lane when she
attempted a turn onto Faxon
School road and failed to
negotiate the turn.
The car flipped onto its side
prior to landing back upright,
according to the report by investigating trooper Ted Thompson . Outland and three
passengers in her car, Kim
Whitley, 32, Brandenburg;
Leslie Turner, 23, Murray; and
Natalie Smith, 23, Lexington;
were taken to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital fortreatment.
All but Whitley. who was admitted with facial lacerations,
were treated and released.
Outland was cited for DUI, the
KSP report said.
The accidents investigated by
the sheriff's office Friday each
involved only one vehicle and
only minor damage.
The Murray Fire Department
responded t1 a grass fire near
the intersection of Industrial
Road and Chestnut streets Friday. The call to that fire came
about 8 p.m.
Fireworks displays around the
area Friday night attracted
thousands of viewers.„Displays
were put on at Kenlake, Ken-

Record spending reported
FRANKFORT. Ky. ( AP ) —
Contributions from political action committees made the
Primary race between state Sen.
Frank Miller and Dr. Nicholas
Kafoglis the most expensive in
legislative history in a year
where record campaign spending was reported in Kentucky.
Miller. a Bowling Green
Democrat. raised $74,110 for his
campaign. including $36,700
from PACs. but Dr. Kafoglis of
Bowling‘Green won their race in,
the May 27 primary election.
Of the $70,748 Dr. Kafoglis
amassed for his campaign,$17.000 was from his own pocket.
113,864 came from PACs
representing schoolteachers and
$10,850 from fellow.doctorS and
PACs representing the Kentucky Medical Association and
the Hospital Nrp. of America.

suburban Tacoma suspended
Fraser for violating the school's
disruptive conduct rule in
"materially and substantially"
interfering in the educational
process.
Now a student at the University of California at Berkeley.
Fraser sued school district officials with help from the
American Civil Liberties Union.
A federal judge ruled that
Bethel -High officials had
violated Fraser's free-speech
rights by disciplining him, and
the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals upheld that ruling by 2-1
vote.
School officials were ordered
to pay Fraser $278 in damages
and $12,750 in legal coats.
Today, the, Supreme Court
said the lower courts were
wrong.
The Reagan administration
had. urged the court to rule
against Fraser. Justice Department lawyers argued that student speech may be restrained
"If' officials have a reasonable
basis for the regulation grounded in the maintenance of an atmosphere of civility or the
transmission oL bask .societal
values."
They said such regulations
should not be used to suppress
"student expression of a particular political viewpoint."

4

tucky Dam and Lake Barkley
state parks as well as Noble
Park in Paducah.
About 30 people were injured
in- Paducah when a six-inch
bomb misfired from a shell sending part of its charge into the
crowd.
The people injured by what
was supposed to be an aerial explosion were treated and .released a Paducah hospitals. Injuries
reported were mainly burned
arms, legs and backs and perforated eardrums.

Albright adjusting
to Morehead post
MOREHEAD, Ky. IAP, — In,
1983, Dr. A.D. Albright released
a study - on Morehead State
University that was greeted
with criticism throughout the
campus.
The report is again popular
reading at Morehead, because
Albright is now serving as its interim president.
"It never occurred to me I
would become associated with
Morehead State in any sort of
capacity when I did the report."
he said in a recent interview!
The, report called for a
stronger definition of program
needs for the region and a
streamlined structure for the
university. Several recommendations have already been implemented, including the consolidation of six schools into
three colleges to encompass all
academic programs and ., a
reduction in the number dl vice
presidents.
Albright, former president of
Northern Kentucky University,
was appointed by the Morehead
Board of Regents in May. He
temporarily replaces Dr. Herb
Reinhard, who left last week to
become president of Igtostburg
State College in Maryland.

Fiscal Court sets
meeting Tuesday
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court will meet in open se'ssion
on Tuesday, July 8 at 1 p.m. in
the office of County
Executive George Weaks in the
Calloway Count); Courthouse.
The Meeting will be general in
nature and open to the public.
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PERSPECTIVE
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Plaudits and
holiday musings
A right turn lane has been paint*e*cp Sycamore for traffic
turning south on Kentucky 121 at those two streets' intersection. That's a welcome addition for the many who have for
years been forced to wait while left turn traffic gets a chance
for a clear shot across 121 (S. 4th Street).
I understand Judge-Exec. George Weaks had a hand in getting the highway department to paint the lane. Whoever was involved, I'm sure there's lots of folks who will join me in saying
"Thanks!"
D
A number of yard sale-garage sale signs are appearing on
utility and other poles around town quite frequently, and in
some cases they are, just as frequently, being pulled downhy
city employees.
The city has an ordinance that prohibits signs of any type,
yard sale, auction, political ... it just doesn't matter, from being put the utility poles in the city.
The city isn't trying to be hard-nosed about the matter. But
the problem is, the tacks, nails and staples used to hold the
signs to the poles are a hazard to utility and telephone linemen
who must climb those poles.
According to Mac Fitts of the city planner's office,
everything from thumb tacks to 16d nails have been fottiAd
holding up garage sale signs in recent weeks. In one hour-long
period a couple of Fridays ago, about 40 illegal signs were
taken down in a small area of the city.
The planners' office suggest that folks who wish to advertise
their yard sale-put their signs on easily removable stakes and
•
stick them in the ground in their front yard, or in friends' or
neighbors' front. yards, with permission, of course.
Technically, in addition to the prohibition against signs on
utility poles, it's also illegal to place signs on the public rightsof-way.
[J OD
The city street department has been hard at it during the
good weather recently making needed street and sidewalk
repairs in many areas of the city.
With its small crew, the city's street department also
deserves commendation for the amount of work it can produce
to enhance the beauty and -safety of our community.
[][]E]
I hope everbody had as relaxing a Fourth of July weekend as
I did. I must say I was somewhat disappointed in the televised
coverage of the lighting of the Statue of Liberty Thursday night.
In spite of ABC's doling'
out of $10 million for exclusive
coverage to some of the Liberty Weekend events. I thought CBS
put on a'better,show for the viewers.
ABC's coverage was like watching a poorly organized
parade, with long gaps between floats and bands.
[1 (110
It appeared that maybe the sun beating down without hope
for relief may have kept some folks away from the un-airconditioned beauty of Kentucky Lake. The anticipated overflow
of-sailors;-boaters, slaters and fisherfolks just didn't
materialize,-much to the pleasure of those of us who ventured
out.
Maybe some didn't show because they feared the crowds
would infringe on their pleasure. Whatever the reason, our
group was happy to be able to set sail without having to worrying about over-crowded conditions.
Generally, the boaters on Kentucky Lake are courteous to
one another and pretty well seem to understand the rules of
navigation. That makes it much more enjoyable for everyone
... especially a novice like me who sometimes confuses jib,
jibe, tack and ready about and ends up dead in the water.
— GENE McCITCHEON

Miirray Ledger & Times

Royko Says

By Mike Royko

Is your neighbor a 'sex criminal'?
Let's talk about crime. More
specifically, about sex crimes.
First, a question. Which parts
of this country would you say
have the most sex crimes, the
most sex .criminals, the most
acts that are considered by the
law to be perverted?
My guess is that most of you
will say New York, Chicago.
Detroit, Los Angeles, San Francisco, and the othes-big.pad, sinful cities.
If so, you're Wrong. The most
sex crimes, sex criminals and
acts of perversion can be found
in the Southern states and a few
of the Western states.
Yes, sex crimes are rampant
— almost commonplace — in
Alabama. Missinippl, Louisiana, Georgia, Florida, South
Carolina, Tennessee, the
Carolinas. Virginia, Kentucky,
Missouri, Oklahoma, Arizona,
Idaho and Utah;
And they aren't being committed. only by the usual rapists,
peepers, flashers. No, there are
hundreds of thousands of people
in these states -- Maybe millions
— 'who appear to be respectable,
'proper, virtuous and lawabiding. The pleasant man raking his leaves next door. The
nice lady behind the counter in
the dry good section. That
friendly lad at the gas itation.
The. cop on the beat. The butcher, the baker and, if anybody
is still in the business, the
candlestick maker.
Oh, how looks can deceive.

I'm sure this comes as a shock
to many people, since most of
these states are the very buckle
of the Bible Belt. And they're
states where the citizens are the
most vociferous in their support
for law and order.
Nit I'm saddened to say that
it's true.
I became aware of this shocking situation when I read the
stories about the Supreme
Court's ruling that it's OK for
states to have laws making
homosexual conduct illegal.
But I'm not talking about
homosexuals. What this ruling
also says is that states can also
prosecute men and women who
perform a certain sex act.
"
Not just some unmarried couple that sneaks off to a motel.
Any couple, single or Married.
In the privacy of their own
home, in a honeymoon hotel, in
their camper, or anywhere else.
And I discovered that the
states I listed above all have
such laws on the books. As of
this moment,any couple in these
states performing this sex act is
in violation of the law. In other
words, the couple is committing
a sex crime.
Now,I'm not going to describe
what thts act is, since I've
always had difficulty with that
kind of. prose. It's sort of a
writer's block, which is Why I'm
doing newspaper columns instead of best-selling sex novels.
'But I think most of you can
guess what it Is. In fact, I'm sure
that a goodly number of you

have engaged in it. Just about, policeman, sheriff,
constable —
every sex survey says as much.
should be required to take a lie
I don't know if the majority of
detector test to determine if they
people do, or if half do. or what
have engaged .in this act. After
the exact percentage is. But one
all, we can't have sex fiends enthing is certain: a heck of a lot
forcing the sex fiend laws, can
are doing it.
we?' .
And they include the outward-If they refuse to take the lest,
ly virtuous and law-abiding peothey should be tossed out of their
ple who live in the above-listed
jobs on the grounds that they
states, where it is against the
probably did it. and enjoyed it-,
law.
too. .
If you live in one of those
Next, special grand juries
states, it is quite possible that
should be impaneled and every
somebody in your neighborhood
citizen atxive the age of puberty
is, at this very moment,commitshould be called in and asked
ting a sex crime. Especially if
under oath: "Have'you ever
you're reading this at night. committed the act of I delated ).
Shocking. And I find it doubly
If so, with whom."
shocking that the authorities in
If they won't testify, then they
these staes aren't doing a thing
should be tossed into jail on conabout it. Rampant criminal actempt charges until they do.
tivity, and nobody is being
I don't see how anybody in
thrown into the hoosegow.
these states can quarrel with
I consider that blatant
this.
disregard for their duty. Cops.
If these laws make sense to
prosecutors and judges all take
Rehnquist. Burger and the other
an oath to uphold the law. And
conservatives on the Supreme
what that fellow and his wife are
Court-. they ought to be good
doing in the upstairs bedroom,
enough for their most. ardent
or buddy, happens to be agin'
admirers.
the law.
If you think about it, what we
seem to have here is not just sex:.
offenders breaking the law. But
thousands of public officials who
might be subject to charges of
misfeasance, malfeasance,
nonfeasance,'and even mopery
with intent to gawk.
NEW YORK I AP I — Have you
Something should . be done.
ever
felt like a crop being raisFirst, any public official involved, like a peach.-or potato that is
ed in law enforcement in these
cared for and sprayed?
states — judge, prosecutor.
If so, you are probably being
farmed.
Farming is a sales term, and
smart farmers. cultivate their
prospects long before the sale
takes place.
Perhaps nowhere is it more
assiduously practiced today
than in real estate, especially in
areas where agency competition
is stiff, prices are rising,
families are growing, breadwinners are transferred and
homeowners are retiring.
Farming is widely practiced
in almost every product and service category today. What.
makes real estate farming so obvious and common is that it involves the biggest item most
people every buy or sell.

Business Mirror

By John Cunniff

WHAT IT FOR CONTRA AID MISIT GOES
$27M11-1.10N
FOOD,MEDICINE,
CLOTHING
$70 MILLION
MILITARY

1F3MILLION
uNo Hums'RIGHTS
oFFIcE

EQUIPMENT

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Haines Ellis, Dave Dickson.
Ruth Cole and Sid Easley were
elected as officers of Calloway
County Chapter of American
Red Cross.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
Woodmen of World presented
Murray Fire Department with a
rescue air chisel to be used in
conjunction with department's
jaws of life. The chisel was purchased for $215.
Mrs. Nadine Turner R.N..
director of nursing at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. was
recently appointed to serve on
Subcommittee on Nursing
Education of Kentucky Council
on Public Higher Education.
Krit Stubblefield, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Billy Joe Stubblefield,
received three outstanding
honors at 47th annual convention
of Kentucky Future Farmers of
America at Louisville. He-is a
1976 graduate of Calloway County High School.
Twenty years ago
The bus which will take persons to Kenlake amphitheatre
for performance of Lexington
Singers on July 8 will leave at 6
p.m. from the west side of the
court square in downtown
Murray.
Mrs. C.C. Lowry, president of
Kentucky Federation of

Women's Clubs, has been appointed to a one-year term to
Council on Public Higher Education by Gov. Edward T.
Breathitt.
Dwayne James, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Rubin James, is stationed with Air Force at San Antonio, Texas.
Miss Marcia Jones. daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. William A
Jones, and David Crick, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Wade Crick.,
were married June 10 at Brooks
Chapel Methodist Church.
Thirty years ago
Ralph McCuiston has been
named to eight-itiember
highway commission for the
first district by Gov. A.B.
Chandler.
J.H. Shackelford, local accountant, spoke about local.
state and federal taxes and explained certain points of laws on •
taxation at a meeting of the
Murrdy Rotary Club held at
Murray Woman's Club House.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital incude a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Max Edward Morris, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Park and a toy to Mr. and
Mrs. James K. Hudson.
Jackie Geurin was ordained to
the full gospel ministry on June
30 at Elm Grove Baptist Church
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Rudolph Geurin.
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Letters To The Editor

Farm Bureau chief encourages 'no vote in wheat poll
Dear Editor:

The prospect of higher prices.
of course, sounds inviting. But
--the truth is, virtually all growers
will reMve less — and I mean a
lot less — net income under this
program. A dollar more per
bushel, according to most
reputable farm economists, will
not make up for the income lost
from.. idling 50 to 60 percent of
your wheat crop land.
In addition, _consider that an
USDA is asking all wheat.proartificial price structure would
ducers if they want to drasticalriykthe heart out of our Wheat exly cut back their acreage — by
ports, which make tip a full 60
50 percent or more — in order to
percent of the U.S. production
get a garanteril trice for nett -total." I w,. ish
our overseas
wheat. That price would amount
customers' would voluntarily
to 125 percent of production' pay us an extra
dollar a bushel
costs, not including land exover the market price, but the
penses or return to managerear worlddoesn't work that
ment. The price is estimated at
way. They would take their
$4.15 a bushel, about a dollar
business elsewhere and we like.
above current prices.
ly would never get therfl back.
If you are a farmer who grows
wheat, you have just a few more
days to mail in your "wheat
poll" ballot before the July 14
deadline. For those of you who
haven't already voted, let me
make one more pitch for a vole
against what could be one of the
most damaging farm programs
eVer to beconsidered..

If our wheat program goes to a
system of strict controls and 50
percent crop cutback, it would
be the beginning of the end.of the
glorious American agricultural
industry. Other 'crops would
have to be controlled, agribusiness would wither and entire rural communities'
e conom i es would be in
shambles.
There's a lot at stake in the innocent sounding "wheat poll."
Please, for all our sakes, vote
no. And remember the 14th is
the deadline.
3.•
Ray Mackey
President
Kentucky Farm Bureau
Federation
120 South Hubbard Lane
P.O. Box 7200
Louisville, Ky. 40207

British agency campaigning for nuclear disarmament
Dear Editor.
We, members of the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament, the largest disarmament
organization in Britain, are
Writing to you as you celebrate
Independence Day.
_ We are asking you to help us
regain our independence. We
have no ., say in the decisions
which are made in our name and
which affect our peace and
security.
210 years ago you threw off
your;colony status and declared
yourselves independent of King
and Country, establishing the
foundation for a democratic
reptiblic.
• There are over 100 U.S.
military facilities in Great Britain ( a country of over 50 million
people- in an area one third the
size of Texas i regulated through
secret agreeruntits
• Most of the U.S weapons

based in Britain are forward
based systems such as Cruise
missiles and F1-1 Is, the
bombers used in the raid against
Libya.
6- Almost two thirds of British
people do not want Cruise
missleS based in Britain
• Our Parliament was not
consulted when 'a 'Star Wars'
agreement was signed between
Britain and the U.S. last
December, and not even
Parliamentarians are altowed to
know what is-in the agreement:
• Some government
ministers did not know that the
F1;11s had taken off from
British bases to bomb Libya and
most British people think that
actions of this kind will make
terrorism more, not less, likely.
We are not being antiAmerican when we say that We
want an end to the . se'cret
agreements on U.S.. bases and

Star Wars research. we are not
being anti-American when we
call for the removal of American
nuclear bases here and an end to
British Star Wars research. We
are not being anti-American
when we call for positive initiatives to end Britain's role in
the nuclear arms race and to
promote the peaceful solution 6f
International problems:
Rather, we write to ybu, ti‘e
people of America, because we
know that your Government will
listen to you, and that. In the
true spirit of 1776 you can help us
gain our independence and we
can work together constructively as partners tcr make the world
a safer place.
Yours sincerely.'
Norma Lancaster
Treasurer. Stratford-on-Avon
Campaign
or Nutlear
Disarmament
England

But rarely has farming been
so oftvious as in today's hot real
estate markets, where a
multitude of agents often chase
a scarcity of houses.
An article in Real Estate Today, the official magazine of the
National Association of Real
Estate Agents, offers a primer
.to agents on how to establish a
farm. "from the ground up.'
'
t,
A successful farming program. it advises, is the way to
increased—listings and higher
earnings. but sinc-e-it is. built on
human relation-ships
takes
time to develop. You must sow
and 'nurture the seed, that i-s.
before you can harvest.
'iYou have to get to know the
homeowners in your area, so
that you have open channels for
finding out about promotions,
wedings. transfers and other lifer'
changes that precipitate-the sale
of a home.- it advises.
"Determine the boundaries of
the area you want to farm. Don't
start tno big: you ran always expand your farm or add a new
one."
The appropriate size farm is
between 100 and 350. depending
on turnover, it advises. "You
should aim for a neighborhood
with the highest possible turnover rate.,"
Do you live on a farm? There's
a very big chance you might.
even if you and your neighbors
are the only croix
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_MURRAY TODAY
An

reception on Sunday

Mr. and Mrs. W.P.
(Dub) Bu-rnette of
Fulton will celebrate
their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday.
July _13.
Their
: children will
host a reception for
their parents at the
Woman's Club on
Walnut Street', across
from the post office in
Fulton from'-2 to 5 p.m.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend. The family requests that guests not
bring gifts.
The Burnettes were
married July 2. 1936 in
Puryear. Tenn.. in the
home of the Rev. Hobart
Miller. Their attendants
were Mr. and Mrs. J.t.
Rainey.
Mrs. Burnette. the
former Corinne Hicks,
is the daughter of the
late Ellis Hicks and and
1.ettie Edwards Hicks of
Paris. Tenn.
Mr. Burnette is the
son of the late , Clyde
Burnette and Patti Mae
Sigmon Burnette of
Fulton
They are the parents
of four children -ieorge Burnette of
Mayfield, Jean Burnette
of Burbank, Calif.. Bill
Eturnette of Frankfort
and Ruth Ann Fahl of
Fulton. They have seven
grandchildren.

Corbin-Wells vows are solemnized
Miss 2tetsy Jaae Corbin, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Corbin of
Clarksville, Tenn., and
Steven David Wells, son
of Mr. and Mrs. David
A. Wells of Murray.
were married in an
afternoon ceremony on
Saturday. June 7, at the
Clarksville First Baptist
Church.
Dr. John David Laida
officiated at the
ceremony. He was
assisted by the Rev.
Clarence R. Kindley.
grandfather of the
groom.

41-

.Mr. and Mrs. W.P. Burnette
to be honored at Woman's Club

Organ Music was
presented by Margaret
J. Dean, minister of
music, First
Presbyterian Church.
Rockford, 41., aunt of
the groom. Bill Morris,
vocalist, and Pam Hofe,
oboist, were accompanied by Robert Smith.
pianist. all of
Clarksville.
The vows were exchanged at the altar
decorated with arrangements of pink
gladioli, white mums
and pink roses,
greenery and five branched and spiral
candelabra. Arrangements of carnations and baby's breath
marked the family
pews.

4

Sir .Frederick Banting, the codiscovererof
insulin, and two others
died in ar., 1941 plane
crash.

MOVIES
GREGORY
HINES

BILLY
CRYSTAL

RUNIWNG
SCARED
:'511 4 1.1

Big Trouble
In Little
Chino (PG-13)
1

k
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The bride was
presented in marriage
by her father.
,
FOR TUESDAY,JULY 8, 1986
She wore a gown of
necessary to talk to an accountant. ' white bridal satin and
AQUARIUS
re-embroidered Alencon
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
lace created by her
Old friends make the best company
„mother. Seed pearls and
today.'Issues between partners can
lace decorated the
be resolved amicably through heartdropped-shoulder sheer
to-heart discussions. Share thoughts.
,yoke, fitted bodice and
PISCES
mew puffed sleeves which
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
wow
Existing projects must be brought tapered .to fitted points to completion before new ones are at the wrist. Lace appliundertaken. Concentrate on one ques -from-her mother's
wedding dress orthing for success today.
namented the full skirt
and cathedral-train.
Her pearl and diaYOU HORN TODAY combine pracmond
necklace was a
tical know-how with a social consciousness. You may be drawn to gift from the groom and
politics and are personally ambitious. pearl earrings were
You would like to be a force to be from her grandparents.
reckoned with in your community. Sire wore a wreath of
Businesses allied to the arts often silk flowers for her
appeal to you, though you yourself headpiece and an illumay also be artistically talented. You sion veil outlined in
have executive talents and belong ott pearls.
the top in business. Professional
Her bouquet, a
fields also appeal to you. Birthday of:
Steve Lawrence, entertainer; Kim cascade of roses, an orDarby, actress; and Cynthia Gregory, chid and baby's breath.
was formed over a
ballet dancer.
mother-of-pearl Bible
brought from
Jerusalem by the
groom's grandparents.
She carried her greatgrandmother's lace
handkerchief

. Fraaces Drake

Your Individual Horoscope
ARIES
Mar 21 to Apr. 19)
Reconciliations are possible. Do
not bring up past hurts. Grandparents
may be asked to baby-sit Creative
tm3es are especially favored now.
•
TAURUS
Apr 20 to May 20)
fer
Home matters are accented. You'll
make important family decisions.
Deal with practicalities. Perhaps it's
best not to have company over now.
GEMINI
:May 21 to.June 20)
.Anything--involving..-writing--or
speaking is highlighted. You're at
your best, but don't scatter energies.
Stay clear of wild-shot gambles.
CANCER
June 21 to July 22)
Putting your .financial affairs on a
sound basis is today's theme. Be
Cautious rather than experimental
where money is concerned.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Ythers are counting on you. Be
sure to follow through on promises.
You express yourself well now, but
don't demand center stage.

VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sepr.22)
Distractions compete for your
time, but research, writing and
studying are favored. Don't let anything interfere with concentration.
LIBRA
(Sept.23 to Oct22)
Some take on extra responsibility
in connection with a groyp. Now's the
time to make your views known.
Moray matters require _careful scru-.
tiny.
SCORPIO
-TOct.-23tnNnc.21)
• Leave ego out of talks with higherups. By being objective you in turn
will be persuasive. Conservative tactics work best for you.
SAGITI'ARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Ideas have been stewing inside of
you too long. Take one of them off
the back burner and make it work for
you. Educational matters are favored.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
You need more time to study a
business proposition. Don't commit
yourself prematurely. You may find it

fie
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Mrs. Alfred Lindsey gives
program at P.E.O. meeting
Chapter M of the
P.E.O. Sisterhood met
on Saturday, June 21 in
the home of Mrs. Olga
Freeman.
Mrs. Alfred Lindsey
presented the program
on unusual jewelry,
speaking particularly of
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Bargain
Matinee
DAILY
All Seats $2.00

some of the fatuous' the Tower of London exjewels, the Kohinoor, cept on state occasions,
the Great Mogul and the and that the Hope diamond is at the SmithsoHope diamonds,
• She told something of nian in Washington,
the history of these D.C. In the cutting progems, saying that the cessess, many, of the
Kohinoor is in the Royal 'world's have been cut
British crown, stored in down into smaller ones.
Mrs. Robert-Bryan.
president, presided.
Devotions were led by
Mrs. Henry McKenzie
who read from the third
chapter of the book of
James.
Educational committee reports were given
on Cottey College and
the Educational Loan
Fund by Miss Ann Herron and Mrs. John
Gregory. respectively.
Mrs. Freeman was
assisted in serving by
Miss Herron. Luncheon
was served ,on embroidered place mats
and decorations were of
Queen Anne's lace and
pink roses.

"2 Prints for
The Price of 1"

•
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•LInilt one coupon per customer and one
coupon per roll with this ad.
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OVIES TO 60
Chestnut Street 753-3311

Snap Shmt
Photo
1 HOUR
PHOTO DEVELOPING
Olympic Plaza, Murray
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Mr. and Mrs. Steven David Wells'.
couple greeted guests in
the-church social rooms
which were decorated
w_ith, ferns and
candelabra.
Pink roses, carnations
and baby's breath accented the bride's table
which was centered
with a tiered wedding
cake decorated with
pink roses and topped
with a, hand-painted
porcelain bride and
groom.

Miss Alycia Parchman was maid of
honor. Bridesmaids
were Melissa Corbin,
sister of tht bride. Lois
G'oad and Lacy
Whittinghill.
The attendants wore:
off-the-shoulder rose
taffeta tea-length gowns
and carried longstemmed roses.

Alder II, Marshall,
Texas; Mr. and Mrs".
Ernest Galloway, Memphis, Tenn.; Andrew
Saul. Nashville. Tenn.:
Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Smith, 1,-ansing, Mich.;
Mr. and Mrs. - James
Corbin, Lora and Tim.
Gainesville, Ga.; David
Pitcher, Athens, G.I.
The rehearsal dinner
for the bridal party and
guests, hosted by the
groom's parents, was
held in the banquet
room of the Clarksville
Best Western Hotel. The
room was decorated
with flower_ ar.„
rangements from
Hawaii.
Events given in honor
Of the couple included
the following:
A luncheon in the
home of Mrs. Monkford
Jones with Mrs. Wallace
Deason as assisting
hostess;
A bridal tea with Mrs.
Robe
rt as hostess;
A tTn the home of
Mrs. Tom Presslerwith
Mrs. Ronnie Nichelson
as cohostess;
A bridesmaids' luncheon given by Mrs. J.J.
Parchman and Alycia
Parchman at Aunt
Be.a's Tea Room,
Cfarksville

- - C.
- Wells
Scott
was his
brother's best man.
Groomsmen were
Craig Hitchcock,
A tiered chocolate
Rockford,' Ill_ and cake was served from
Douglas Ault, St. Louis. the groom's table,
Mo., cousins of the, decorated with
groom. 'and -ST-eve Hawaiian flowers.
Bishop, Murray State
Following a wedding
professor of art.
trip to Memphis. Tenn..
The groom and his the new Mr. and Mrs.
wedding party were at- Wells are residing in
tired in black designer Murray.
tuxedoes. The
Out-of-town guests ingroomsmen wore rose cluded Dr. and Mrs.Ken
ties and cumberbunds.
Harrell and Mrs. Steve
Miss Amy Brittan, Bishop, Murray; Alice
flower girl, carried a Ault, St. Louis, Mo.; Mr.
white wicker basket of and Mrs. Joel Busch and
rose petals. Her white _Mrs. I.ozier Rufe,
hand-smocked/dress' Wabash, Ind.; Mr. and
was accented with rose Mrs. Charles Frock,
embroidery and sash. Xenia, Ohio:- Mr. and
Derek Bowers, cousin Mrs. Wayne Ruse. Mr.
of the bride, was ring and Mrs. Don Ruse and
bearer. His tuxedo mat- Mrs. C.R. Kindley, N.
ched those worn by the Manchester, Ind.: Phil
groomsmen.
Dean, Rockford, Ill.;
The parents of the Mr. and Mrs Andrew

New babies and dismissals listed 1
Newborn admissions 514 South 13th St.,
and dismissals at Murray;
Murray-Calloway CounMrs. Laura Ann
ty Hospital Tor Thurs- Walters, A-5 Mobile
day, July 3, have been Home Villge, Murray;
released as follows:
Miss Tabatha Jo BarNewborn admissions
nhill, Rt. 2, Box 163,
Thweatt twin girls, Buchanan, Tenn.;
parents, Katherine and
Jerry Lynn Walker,
Joe, Rt. 2, Box 74, Rt. 3. Box 181, Fulton;
Murray;
Robert Head, 2438
Hoover baby boy, University Station,
parents, Kimberly and Murray;
Scott. Rt. 3, Box 305,
Mrs. Connie Jones,
Paris. Tenn. 111 North 10th St., MurDismissals
ray; Mrs. Harriet Shaw,
Mrs. Barbara Ann Rt. 2, Box 65, Hazel;
Wolford and baby girl,
John T. Elkins, Rt. 3,
Rt. 3, Box 1096, Murray; Box 629. Dover, Tenn.;
Mrs. Patsy Wallace, Rt. Stanley Darnell, Rt. 1,
3, Box 68, Calvert City;
Farmington;
Jeremy Yow, Box 407,
Mrs. Ruth Weston
Hazel; Stephen Sam- (expired) Rt. 6, Box 159,
mons, 304 South 15th St., Murray; Ed Tucker(exMurray;
pired) Rt. 1, Hardin;
Robert Weatherly, 501
Mrs. Agnes Pearl
South 16th St., Murray; O'Bryan (expired) Rt.
Mrs Debra Galloway, 2,' Murray; Frank
Wainscott (expired)
Long Term Care,
MCCH.
We are pleased to
announce that Bettie
Moore, bride-elect of
James Harryman,
has chosen her flatware, china, &
crystal from our
bridal
complete
registry. Bettie and
James will be married August 2, 1986.
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Newborn admissions
and dismissals at

Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Friday,
July 4, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Vaughn baby boy,
parents, Belinda and
Michael, Rt. 7, Foster
Lane, Mayfield;
Sliger baby bog__
mother, Ann Marie, Rt.
5. Box 310, Murray;
- Madding baby girl,
parents, Marire
-and
Ricl_ty, 601 Park St..
Hartsfield baby boy,
parents. Elizabeth and
Thomas, Rt. 1. Box
120B, Farmington.
Dublin baby girl,
parents, Cheryl and
Charles, Rt. 2, Wingo.
Dismissals
Brandy McKenty. Rt.
2, Box 187, Benton;
Robert Prescott. Rt. 3.
Box 1002C. Murray;
Mrs. Kathy Carter
and baby girl, Box 1263,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Tresa Jones and baby
girl, Rt. 1, Box 244A,
Almo;
Mrs. Bacbara

Bel-Air Laundry
& Dry Cleaners
Bel-Air Shopping Canter

753-5242

Alterations & Summer Storage
$200 Each
Coats. Dresses, Suits
Trousers, Skirts,
$ 1 00
Sweaters & Sport Coats
Each
Prices Good 07 0786 Thru 07 12 86

Trudeau, Rt. 3, Box 228,
Paris, Tenn.; Robert
Myers, 407 Fairlane,
Murray;
Easley Johnson. 400
South 11th St., Murray;
Mrs. Elma Rummager.
1514 Dubley, Murray;
Robert Geurin, 22449
Alexandine, Dearborn;
Mich.; Dolfus McClain,
350 Ryson, paris. Tenn.

Murray-Callo.way
County Hospital has
released the dismissals
for Saturday, July 5. No
newborn admissions
were listed.
Dismissals
Jason Adam Smith,
Rt. 4, Box 147, Murray;
Mrs. Tina Lynn Rawls
and baby toy. Box 94.
Henry, Tenn.;
Mrs. Vickie Perkins
and baby girl, 204 Irvine. Paris. Tenn.; Miss
Kimberly Dawn Davis,
502 Pine St.. Murray;
Mrs. Debra Richardson, Rt. 1. -Farmington;
Mrs'. Bernadette Jones,
804 Minerva Place,
Murray;
Mrs. Stephanie
Watkins. 603 Vine St.,
Murray; Mrs. Janet
Lynn McKnight, Rt. 3,
Box 1117, Murray;
Mrs. Myrtle Farmer,
212 North 13th St.. Murray; Mrs. Beatrice
Smith, 1001 Vine St.,
Murray;
Mrs. Kathryn Car:
man, 505 South 11th St.,
'Murray. Mrs. Katie
(Cont'd on page 5)

Bates and Taylor studying in Austria
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Ladies' medal golf to
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opens

Kay Gardner Bates ---and Marie Taylor, faculty members in the
Ladies' Club Medal dom, Dorothy Fike
and TwyA,Fike.._and_Martha_
be,-served WednesDepaittneiritof -Music at
— Golf' Play -Tairtraiiriear- "Fralfees- Hulse
Sue Ryan:
day at. noon with Anat Murray Country Club
Murray State Univeisi9:10 a.m. - Judy
- 19 am. - Edith Gar- nette Alexander and
ty, have received grants
will have its first round Latimer, Bety
Lowry, rison. Rainey Apperson, Lynn Houston
as
to study this summer at
on Tuesday, July 8.
Veneta Sexton and Carole, Edwards and
chairmen of the
the American Institute
The second round will Faira Alexander;
Nancy Haverstock :
hostesses. Reservations
be played Wednesday,
Musical Studies ins9:20 a.m.
Evelyn
10:10 a.m. - Molly should be made today.
-111579. - AllYonea %Vishing Jones, Inus Orr,
Graz,Austria.
Betty 136o-th, Peggy
Other hostesses will
to play Wednesday may • Stewart and
They will attend the
Diane Shoemaker, Rowena be Charlotte Gregory,
Institute through Aug.
came and be paired up
Cullom and Chris Jean Lindsey. Charlott
e
21. They were admitted
with someone or bring
9:30 a.m. - Toni Hop. Graham;
Parker, Pat Knowland.
your own group.
to the school following
son, Margaret Shuffett.
10:20 a.m. - LaVerne Kate Reeves. Margaret
an audition in October
Ethelene McCallon Ethelene McCallo
n and Ryan, Frances Richey Boone. Cindi Cohoon.
and Euldene Robinson, Virginia
1984 in New York City.
and Debbie Fike.
Schwettman:
Martha Crawford, Barco-chairmen, have
In addition to perfor9:40 a.m. - Kesha
Also on Wednesday. bara Erwin. Barbara
ming, Ms. Bates and
released the lineup to all Sullivan, Sue
Brown. July 9. bridge will be Brandon, Bonnie Jones,
start Tuesday on , Tee Della Miller
Ms.'Taylor will be stuand Jane play with-Marjorie Ma- Janice Howe.
Yield
'No: 1 as follows:
dying the European
Fitch;
jor as hostess. Each one Baker, Frances
9 a.m. - Jerlene
pedagogical studio
9:50 a.m. - Sherry bring own foursome.
Matarazzo. Margie
,Sullivan, Betty Jo Put- Gibbs. Betty
system.-Scott.
A ladies' day luncheon Shown and Jean Hurt
Each woman was
awarded three grants
from Murray State for
the summer study: a
' Committee for Institutional Studies and
Research grant, a Professional Development
The Tuesday Ladies' Twnnis Group of Murray
Calloway County Band Boosters will meet
grant and a Faculty
Country Club will play Tuesday, July 8. at 8:30
TUesday. July 8, at 8 p.m. in band room of
Resource grant.
a.m. at the club courts. Substitutes will be Joy
Calloway County High School. .••osters' officers
A mezzo soprano, Ms.
Waldrop and Jan Wilson. The lineup is as
are Janie Dunn. president; Mae Morgan, vice
Bates is an associate
follows: Court One - Marion Posey. Ann Udd-president; Vickie Jones, secretary; Gail
professor of voice at
berg, Tonda Thomas and Mug Rigsby: Court
Raspberry, treasurer; Polly Underhill, reporter.
Murray State. She perTwo - Norma Frank, Vicky Holton, Annette
forms, as a soloist with
Alexander ,and Bobbie Weatherly; Court Three
opera companies and
- Marilyn Germann, Eileen Fortner, Jan
symphony orchestras
Group II of Christian Women's Fellows
Seargent and Tammy Shearer.
hip
and in recitals.
Firet Christian Church will have its annual of
picnic luncheon on Tuesday, July 8, at 11
A native of Kennett,
a.m. in the
Mo., Ms. Bates recieved
Fellowship Hall of the church. Lucille Austin
will
the B.M. degree from
give
the devotion. Hostesses will be Estelle
Independence United Methodist Church will
Union University in
McDougal and Jewel Jones.
have revival services each night at 7:30 p.m.
Jackson, Tenn., and the
through Friday, July 11. The Rev. Bill Hart,
M.F.A. in performance
pastor of Martin's Chapel and Good Shepherd
from the University of
United' Methodist Churches, will be the
Blood pressure checks for senior citizens will
.
Georgia. She joined the
evangelist. Special music will be presented each
be given from 11 a.m.,to I p.m. on Wednesday,
Kay
Gardner
Bates,
standing, and Marie Taylor, at piano, are studying this
Murray State faculty in
evening.
Ally 9, at Hatel Community Center. Edythe
summer at the American Institute of Musical Studies in
1978.
Graz, Austria.
Frantz and Bea Hughes will give the checks. The
A Murray State facul- an associate professor M.M.
degree at and manages the Kencenter will be open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m: with
ty member since 1969. at MSU.
Michigan State Univer- tucky Music Teachers
lunch
served at noon.
Ms. Taylor's specialty is
She earned the B.M. sity. She performs in Association keyboar
d
Fun Day for preschool and kindergarten has _
Piano and harpsicord degree at Southern Il- recitals,
conducts festival at Murray been changed from July 8 to Tuesday, July 29,
'chamber music. She is linois University and the keyboa
rd workshops State.
Pottertown Homemakers Club will haye its anoccdrding to Janet Fanner and Becky Allies, co•••••1
nual outing on Wednesday. July 9. at noon at
chairmen for the event.
Lake Barkley State Resort Park. The group will
meet at 11 a.m. at Elm Grove Baptist Church to
carpool to the park. For more information call
•
Monday.July 7
Iva Alford at 436-5592.
Monday,July 7
Tuesday,July
Tuesday,July 8
Tuesday,July8 •
Wednesday. July 9
South Pleasant Grove
Murray-Calloway
Murray TOPS (take
First round of Ladies' Murray State Universi- meet at
United Methodist
1:1-1;1171V
f
10 a.m. at
County Jaycee Fair off pounds sensibly,) -Club 114Tsde1 Play- - ty will be from 8.a.m. to church.
Women will-meet-at 6 t 30'
Queen Contest, spon- Club will meet at 7 p.m. Tourney
of Murray 4 p.m. in Curris Center
p.m. at Seven Seas
40
---sored by Murray at Calloway County Country
Club will be Ballroom.
Restaurant.
Ruth Wilscfn and
We
are
pleased
Woman's Club. Will be Health Center.
to
held today.
Wesleyan Circles of
---announce that Dana
at 7 p.m. at Lovett
-----First United Methodist
Bethel United Auditorium, Murray
Chapman, brideMurray Lions Club is
Callo
way- Band
Health Express of
Church Women will
Methodist Church will State University.
.41
elect of Robert Billscheduled to meet at Murray-Callow
Booster
will
meet
s
8
at
ay Counmeet at 7:30 p.m. at
begin Vacation Bible
ington, has chosen
6:30 p.m.. at Murray ty.Hospital...
in band room _of
will be-at
- -church.School at 6:30 p.m.
'Sing Out. -Ice-ii--- Woman's Club House.
her
china
and
Ellis Center, Murray. Calloway County High
------tucky!" will be percrystal
from our
---School.
from '9 t6 11 a.m.
Health Express of
AA and Al-Anon will formed at 8 p.m. at Kencomplete
bridal
Murray'Star Chapter
------Murray-Calloway Counhave closedsmeetings at tucky Dam State Park.
registry
. Dana dna
No. 433 Order of Eastern
Group II of CWF of
Alzheim
er's
Support
ty Hospital will be atRobert will be mars p.m. at First Christian
---Star will meet at 7:30
Group will meet at 4:30 First Christian Church
Almo from 10 a.m. to
ried August 9, 1986.
Church, Benton. For inCalloway County p.m. at lodge hall.
p.m. in private dining will have a picnic at 11 noon.
formation call 753-0061, Democratic Executive
room of Murray-- a.m. in fellowship hall of
762-3399. 753-7764 or Committee will meet at
---Memorial Baptist Callo
way County church.
Bereavement Support
753-7663.
7:30 p.m. in Millet Cour- Church Youth will hold
Hospital.
Group will meet at 9:30
113 S. 4th 753-2835
---thouse Annex.
a Mission Vacation BiFaith Doran Circle of
---1,
a.m. and Living with
Patents Anonymous
ble School children of
Classes for Summer II First United Methodist Diabetes will
za, Voir .40•0
Tues-day,July 14
meet at 2
will meet,at 6 p.m. For
161.
carnival workers at at Murray
State Univer- Church will meet for a p.m.. both in third floor
mformation call 762.6862
"Sing Out, Ken- Murray-Calloway Coun- sity
will begin. luncheon at the church. classroom of
,r 762-6851.
Murraytucky!" will be per- ty Fair at 9:30 a.m.
---Absences will be
Calloway County
---formed at 8 p.m. at Ken---recorded.
Wednesday,July 9
Hospital.
Parenting Class will
tucky Dam State Park.
Summer Youth Series
---Covenant Prayer
---meet at 7 p.m. in third
will be at 7:30 p.m. at
---Late registration for Group of First United
floor classroom of
AA will meet at 8 p.m. Calvert City Church of
Sti,ninier IT session at Methodist Church
1i'ont'd on page 6r
will
Murray-Calloway Coun- at American Legion Christ.
t v Hospital.
Building, South Sixth
------and Maple Streets.
Rebecca Whittaker
Day Camp for
Group of First Baptist
Bel Air Center
Murray State Univer- Church Women
children, aged 7 to 9, of
will
The women of the
sity/Community Sum- meet
Tee
First Baptist Church
12
- Erma Tuck. ly 2. have been released
with Velma
-ad
Oaks Country Club will Doris Rose, Cheryl
We are pleased to anmer Band will present a Wisehart at p.m.
will start at 9:30 aim.
2
by Shelba Barnett,
play
golf
Wednesd
on
free
nounce
ay,
concert
that Lisa C7ees.
at
7
Darnel
l
For information call
and Denay hostess, as follows:
---- •
July 9. starting at 9:30 Hargrove;
bride-elect of Ken
Joetta Harlow at quadrangle area near
Senior citizens acFirst flight - Burlene
.a.m.
Darnell. has made her
Lovett tiditorium.
753-1854.
tivities will be at 9:30
Tee 13 - Marge Hitz. Brewer, , first, Shelba
' Mary C. Lamb*. phone
selections from our
—a.m.
Dexter
it
Barnett
Center:
. seCbnd. and
General Education
753-4983, will be hostess. Shelba Barnett, Burtene
bridal registry for
Kentucky-Barkley _Devel
opment (GED) from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Anyone' not listed and Brewer and Florence Grace James.
decorative accessories.
third:
Bass 'N.Gals Club is test will
Hazel
Dougla
and
s desiring
be in Room 226,
Lisa and Ken will be
to play may Hensley:
Second flight - Irene
scheduled to meet at 7 Stewart
Stadium. Mur- Centers; from 10 a.m. to come and be paired at
Tee 14 - Sallyann
married August 2.
Woods. first. Erma
p.m. at Golden Corral ray
3
p.m.
at
Center.
Ellis
State University.
the tee. Artyone listed Sawyer. Grace James, Tuck, second. Lee
Restaurant.
-----but unable to play Mabel Rogers and Hazel Christenberry, third.
---Antique Tractor Pull.'
Story Hours are
•• 'VISA. INc_404...
should
call Mrs. Lamb. Beale:
and Mary C. Lamb.
Murray Lodge No. 105 scheduled
at 10:30 a.m. will.be at 7:30 p.m. at
Belinda
Tee
15
The
,lineup
fourth;
is
as
Free and Accepted and 3:30
Murray-CallowarCounp.m., at
follows:
Elliott, Marlene Beach,
Third flight - Bronda
Masons will meet at 7:30 Callo
Jaycee Fair.
ty
way Public
Tee 10A - Essie Doll Redick and Bronda. Parker. first, Martha
p.m. at lodge hall.
Library.
Caldwell. Isabel Parks. Parker:
Butterworth, second.
Events in Land BetCrystal Parks and Jean
Tee 16 -= Sue Wells. Florence Hensley. third,
ween the Lakes val inGinshrick;
Mary C. Lamb, Laura and Denay Hargrove.
çlude
1ifef_Tour at s
(Gard from page 4)'
Tee 1011
Pala ParkeY'r and - Vickie fourth:
a.m. and LSI, Wildlife
Low putts - Burlene
Reeder, 1404 Poplar St., Foster Lane, Mayfield; at 1*: 3 0 p.m. at; Crouse, Gene Wrather, Oliver:
Tee 17 - Peggy Noel. Brewer.
Murray;
___
• Miss Christine Car. Woodlands Nature' Cindy Lucas and Vickie
Irene Wood. Lee
Bridge will be play
Mrs. Clotille Wisehart mode, Rt." 4, Box 6. Center; Iron Industry at Crick;
Christenberry and Ada Wednesday at 9:30 a.m.
Murreli
Tee
11
e
t expired) Rt. 1, Box 326, Murray;
10:30 a.m.,and 1:30 p.m.
Walker. Mary Alice Roberts.
with Joyce Thomas,
Almo.
Mrs. Elizabeth Hart- at The Horneplace-1850.
Winners from golf phone 753-944 2, as
Garner.
Bobbie Burks
sfield and baby boy. Rt.
---play on Wednesday. Ju- hostess.
F u n Day for and Margaret Gibson;
1, Box 12B. FarmA newborn admission ington; Mrs. Elizabeth Preschebl and
and dismissals at Wilson. 317 North Fifth Kinderga.kceN
.ei will be
Murray-Calloway Coun- St., Murray: Mrs. from 1: em.to 1 p.m. at
ty Hospital for Sunday, Rubye Humphries. 1631 Oaks Country Club.
---.July 6. have been releas- Hamilton, Murray.
ed as follows:
Newborn admission
Wofford baby girl,
parents. Angela and
Michael, Rt. 5, c/o
Wilbur Wright, Paris,
Visit the Board Certified Hearing
Tenn.
Reg. $44.30 $3450
Health
Professionals at Stone-Lang
Dismissals
I•
Choose From Over 300 Summer Sport Coats In Stock
Mrs. Roberta Tucker,
Hearing Aid Center.
Rt. 1, Box 188. Kirksey;
-ALSO AVAILABLE- .
'FREE HEARING TESTS
Mrs. Elizabeth
Blodgett. 1636 Main St.,
'HEARING AIDS SOLD ON A
Murray;
30 DAY MONEY BACK TRIAL
753-9627
Mrs. Virginia Henry,
Reg $54.50
$4450
(except for dispensing fee)
201 S 6th
821 Sha Wa Circle. MurSORRY. NO RAINCHECKS
ray; Mrs. Brenda Kay
'BATTERIES/SERVICE ALL MAKES
Hurt, Rt. 3. Benton:
• Miss Ann Marie Sliger
and baby boy, Rt. 5. Box
cike a good neighbor.
On The Corner Of South 5th & East Water St.
310, Murray; • Mrs. Dian
Stare Farm is there
Mayfield. Kentucky - Phone 247-2757
Paschall, Rt. 2, Box 291,
206 South 4th, Murray, 7113-11053
" Store Hours
Puryear, Tenn.;
Monday-Friday 10 a m -6 p.m Saturday 10 a m -5 p m
2620
Broadway, Paducah, 442-3361
Mrs. Belinda Vaughn
InSv,
• •
,
.0 •
Suit
e•
'
,
Won ....OM
VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED
304 Main St. Fulton 47 - 311
and baby boy. Rt. 7.

DATEBOOK

Tennis play Tuesday

Bang group will meet

Group II plans picnic

Church starts revival

Events planned at Hazel

•

Fun Day changed

Club plans special event

Coming community events listed

rio

Furches Jewelry

lc\ Nat••

Oaks women plan golf play

.-few+-41044,

Pier 1 imports

4

I

.•

your hearing..

CLEARANCE SALE
Mon.-Sat. July 7th-12th

"See me for all
yourfamily
insurance needs.
Jane
Rogers

;

Men's Top Quality Summer Sport Coats

Summer Sport Coats
Now

Wholesale Stores Inc.

•
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By Abigail

A series of 130 district
conventions of
Jehovah's Witnesses
has been scheduled in
the United States during
the summer of 1986.
Stanley Weigle,
spokesman for the Watchtower Bible Tract
Society in New York,
said 1,250,000 delegates
are anticipated to attend the "Divine
Peace" conventions
scheduled in 65 different
cities.
Weigle said the four.
day conventions will
begin June 1.2-15 and
continue through Aug.
14-17. The program will
be presented in nine
languages with a record
11 Spanish-language
meetings this year.
In Louisville, J.F.
Gates, convention
spokesman, said two
conventions are
scheduled for Freedom
Hall during the month of
July.
"Divine education

Van Buren

Liberty's Crown Symbolizes,
Seven Continents and Seas
DEAR ABBY: Several weeks ago
I wrote to yqu,askitig what the
seven spikes in the crown of the
Statue of Liberty stood for. You
wrote back and suggested I write to
the mayor of New York for an
'authoritative answer. You also
asked me to let you know what the
mayor said if I heard from him.
Well, I wrote to Mayor Kock and
here is his answer:

Pope calls drug abuse
new form of slavery

Jehovah's Witness
convention series
planned for summer

She told me she loves me and I'm a
jerk to be jealous. Am I? Was I out
of line to object to her skimpy
swimsuit?
JEALOUS

DEAR JEALOUS:You are not
a jerk to be jealous; it's a
natural reaction. You had every
right to express your feelings,
but having done so, it's Lisa's
right to wear what she wants to
Mr. Louis Binns
wear. You seem insecure, posForsyth';Mb.
sessive and threatened. Since
Dear Mr. Binns: Thank you for you're not yet officially enyour letter and question.
gaged, you and Lisa would be
According to the Statue of Lib- wise to resolve your differences
erty Ellis Island Foundation, there now, and let it all hang out.
is a twofold symbolism in the seven
spikes in the Statue of Liberty's
•• *
crown. They stand for the seven
seas and for the seven continents.
America brings together people
DEAR ABBY: When I was 17,
from every continent,and they have
to cross every ocean to get here — pregnant and unmarried, I slashed
my wrists in a suicide attempt. Now
or they did before the airplane.
I'm married, in my 20s, and very
All the best. Sincerely,
self-conscious about the scars on my
Edward I. Koch, wrists.
I was told by a veterinarian
Mayor, New York City
that there's no way of getting rid of
those scars, so I guess I will have to
•• *
learn to live with them.
_What should I say to people who
DEAR -ABBY: My girlfriend and ask me what happened? I don't
I just had a heated argument over want to admit the real reason, but
her new swimsuit. The top is OK, when I say I had an accident, they
but the bottom consists of a string 'press for details. I fabricated a
that goes around her waist — story, but I don't think it was very
attached to a triangular piece of convincing. Please help me come up
fabric that is no more than 4 inches with a solution.
wide in the front, and not much
YOUR FAN IN THE SOUTH
more in the back.
The trouble started when we went
DEAR FAN: Before you acto the beach and I saw -Lisa" in her cept the word of the veterinarnew swimsuit for the first time. I ian, please see a plastic surgeon
told her I thought it was too skimpy about the possibility of minimand no decent...girl would go out in izing the conspicuousness of the
public like that.
existing scars. Bracelets might
She said I was living in the dark also hide them. And to those
ages, and proceeded to point out who press for details, a direct,
other girls in similar swimsuits. I "I'd rather not discuss it," is
told her I didn't care if there were better than Ei fabricated story.
girls naked on the beach, as fares
I was concerned,that didn't make it
• ••
right.
I'm 24 and she's 22 and we're
practically engaged, so I told her
(Problems? -Write to Abby. For a
that wearing a swimsuit like that
looks like she's advertising her body personal, unpublished reply, send a
self-address
stamped envelope to
and inviting the attentions of other Abby. P.O. ed.
Box 38923, Hollywood,
men. (Lisa does have a beautiful Calif. 90038. All correspondence is
figure, and the men did look at her.) confidential.)

(I)

CARTAGENA, Colombia (API — Pope
John Paul II, . on a
promotes peace," Gates
pilgrimage to the counsaid. "The program will
try that supplies mucti
stress that a better
of the world's cocaine,
understanding of the
told Colombians in this
principles contained in
former slave-trading
the Bible is vital if gecapital-that drug addicnuine peace is to be
tion is worse than
achieved.
human bondage.
"Jehovah's Witnesses
The pope on Sunday
believe we are living in
also visited the ruins of
the last days," Gates
Armero, where 23,000
continued. "The
people died in a volcanic
dramatit events we
eruption in November,
have witnessed in the
and prayed before a
world during this
huge concrete cross
generation illustrate
erected atop a church
that God's kingdom by
now totally buried in
Christ will soon exercise
volcanic mud.
its authority over all naJohn_ Paul avinds up
tions of the earth. It:
weeklong visit to
alone will bring a perColombia today with a
manent peace," he said.
trip to the Caribbean
Gates said whole
coastal -city of Barranfamilies attend the anquilla, where he plans to
nual district meetings
give a speech.
and that counsel
The pontiff then flies
presented during 19
to the Caribbean island
hours of lectures,
of St. Lucia, where he
discussions and dramas
will say Mass on a knoll
will highlight the need to
reach for spiritual goals
NOTICE
and not material goals
We Haul White
in modern life.

tivities by senior
citizens.
————
Spouse Abuse Center
Board will meet at noon
at Pagliai's.
————
P,0 t t e r,t o w n
Homemakers Club will
meet at Elm Grove Baptist Church parking lot
at 11 a.m. to go to Lake
Barkley State Park.

Wednesday,July 9
"Sing Out, Kentucky!" will be performed at 8 p.m. at
Kanleke State Resort
Park.
————
Late registration for
Summer II session at
Murray Statg University will be fran 8 a.m. to
4 p.m. in Curds Center
Ballroom.
Murray Bass Club is
————
.Events at Calloway scheduled to meet at
Public Library will in- '6:30 p.m. it Sirloin
clude Parents and Twos Stockade.
at 9:30 a.m. and Story
——
Hours at 10:30 a.m. and
Ladies and Men of
3:30 p.m.
Fraternal Order of
Eagles 4071,will meetat
———— .
Free blood pressure 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
checks will be given
————
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Ladies' day events at
for senior , citizens at Murray Country Club
Hazel Community will include golf and
Center but center will be bridge at 9 a.m. and lunopen from 10 a.m. to 2 cheon at noon.
p.m.
————
Ladies' day events at
— ———
Douglas Community Oaks Country Club will
Center will be open from include golf and bridge
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac- at 9:30 a.m.

-4=•••••••••••1011111...

then return to Rome.
would paddle out to
In the steamy Carib- slave ships, which
bean city of Cartagena,- brought- about 200,000
John Paul on Sunday blacks from Africa, and
Issued a strong condem- try to care for them and
nation of- drug abuse, convert them to
which'he called "a new Christianity.
form of slavery ... that
Dealers of cocaine
must be prevented at all and
marijuana smuggle
costs."
an estimated $3 billion
John Paul prayed in a worth
of narcotics out of
Cartagena sanctuary Colombia
each year.

Coldwater Gravel
and Dirt.
K&K STUMP REMOVAL
Mechanically removed
24" Deep,
Free Estimates

Coming events:..
(Cont'd from page 5)

overlooking a yacht- commemorating a 17th
filled harbor outside the.. century Jesuit priest
capital, Castries.
who called himself the
After a seven-hour "slave of the slaves."
stopover, the pope will
St. Pedro Clever

• OM QUALITY
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--Keep That Great GM Feeling 116 deadsa.OM

Pads
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1986 Chevy Blazer
4x4,automatic transmission, V-6, air conditioning, power steering, power brakes, power door
locks, power windows, AM/FM cassette, blue in

$13.000.00
DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC.

Treated Cross Ties

435-4343 Bob Kemp
r

641 S. NoPrraIr

435 4319 Bob Kemp Jr

PURCHASE
AREA

Nowt
DEALER

733-2617

Stock Market

Industrial Average
Previous Close
Air Products
American Telephone
Bilrfs--11F Stratton
Chrysler
CSX Corp
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store
Exxon
Ford
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich
Goodyear

-33.90
1900.87
34% -1
24% -14
96% -114
36% -11
/
4
31% -3/s
ges.
1/4
201/4 -7/s
60 -s/4
53/
1
4 -11
/
2
351/2 -1/s 771/4 .1/2
.74 -1/4
41 -1/4
32% -1r4

I.B.M.
Ingersoll Rand
Jerrie°
Kmart
Kroger
Overnight Trans.
JCPenney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

WOODMAN BUILDING
300 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

147 -2
56% -%
231/s -1/s
53/
1
2 -2%
56% -1
33% -1
/
4
gO/
1
2 -3%
65% -1
81% .2%
• 471
/g -1
30/
/
2
1
2 -1
• 87% i.1%
42% -1%
50% -2/
1
4
3 15/
1
2 -%
6.24

BETTY BOSTON
JACK UDDBERG
753-3366

ammarnmsmommminms.

T

WAREHOUSE
FOODS

We Reserve
The Right
To Limit
Quantities.

623 South 4th

Across from Murray Drive In Theater—Open Monday Thru Saturday 8 a.m. to 7
p.m.

Frito-Lay
Delta Gold

Coca-Cola
Products

•

Potatoes

Richtex

Richtex

SHORTENING

Shortening

8

42 Oz. Can

Reg. $1.491-

1.

2 Liter

88

98°

8 Pk. 160z,

Coke Classic, Diet Coke,
Sprite or Mello Yello

of the Sea
Water or Oil

Pantry Pride

Bread

Tuna

16 Oz. Loaf

6/
1
2
(1

(.
1 A.S;di • ,•

Plus Deposit

Turner 1/2% Milk
Sweepstakes

Jack Mackeral

Ice Cream

15 Oz. Can

$359

2/1
Smuckers Grape

Jelly
2 Lb. Jar

„,

:.,., ,(

,

Cabbage

0

.

99°

Home Grown

Tomatoes

1 u.,- 4P1

39..?

Yellow

Potatoes .
Onions
i4 r%0
,
1
$
•
10 Lb.

Reg $1.49

Grapefruit

Red

Wieners

•

Frito-Lay Rumbles or Stuffers

01 /10

Reelfoot
All Meat

12 Oz.

96°

Red

Gal. Bucket

Pizz
a
Assorte

d Variety

Oz. Can

59

Gal $ 1 69 _
Turner

Party Pizp.
..a /I
•

3/99

ofq 6i,g-

Totino's
-7
.
1 0
,
11
1.UMW a.
CRISPCRUST

,
_ 00

I.

v

Lb.

Bananas

29cLb

•

•
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Chernobyl effect on crops
still not known_ by U.S.

Background helps explain
current plight of farmers

WASHINGTON (AP)
— A team of U.S. crop
experts back frOm the
Soviet Union, and an
Agriculture Department official who has
spoken to European officials, still don't know
how the Chernobyl
nuclear accident has affected Soviet crops.
Uniiersecretary
Daniel G. Amstutz, who
oversees the department's international affairs and commodity
programs, says he has
heard of no new- information on the Ukraine
power plant, which began emitting 'high
amounts of radiation
after an explosion April
25.
Neither did an
American team of crop
experts who recently

LARRY FORGY
agribusiness, exports of positive effect on U.S.
Attorney
'
agricultural com- ag exports.
With all we read about
modities were slammed
3) Control of inflation
the current plight of the
by. Mr. Carter's grain generally and fu-el
farmer and particularly embargo. Then came prices and interest rates
the problems of the Ken- the worldwide recession specifactui
icQi will result
tucky tobacco farmer, of the early 80's. The in an
decline of
perhaps a little
principle result: world farm production costs in
background may be in demand for agricultural 1986.
order to explain how
commodities stayed flat
.41 Reduction in oil
agriculture got to this at a time when world prices will not only
The employees of the local FinHA office have receive
point and what must be
production of the same reduce the farmers' fuel
d certificates of appredation from the State Director of the Farmer
done.
commodities increased. and fertilizer costs, but
s Home Administration,
Kedell L. Seaton. The awards were presented on
Agriculture is one secIn late 1982, the U.S. it will also allow niany
July 3, 1988 at the Murray
County Office. Each employee was recognized as
tor of our nation's was the first in- underdeveloped councontributing to the total efficiency of the office operation from October, 1984,
economy that has not dustrialized nation to tries to use more of their
to September, 1985. Picbenefitted from the emerge from the reces- funds to purchase
tured with their certificates are Tammy McBee, County
Office Assistant,
American economic ex- sion. Our strong agricultu .ral
Ron Nelson/. County Supervisor, and Jennifer Arnold,
County Program
pansion of the last few
economy, coupled with commodities.
Technician. Each office employee received a
cash award for their efforts
years. Instead, higher U.S. interestAgriculture continues
that have set this office apart from other offices in the
state. The office staff
American agriculture rates and the perception to face serious prois to be commended for a job well done and efforts
that far exceed their job
has been whipsawed by of the U.S. as a safe blems. Land values
requirements.
the inflationary policies
haven for capital, con- have decreased rapidly.
of the 1970's and the tributed to a sharp in- but there are indications
disinfla,tionary policies crease in the value of the decline should be
of the 1980's. Our the dollar. The strong bottoming out. The
farmers deserve help.
dollar made U.S. Farm Credit System is
The -export boom of agricultural com- under stress. Congress
the last decade was modities. far more ex- must pass legislation to
'LEXINGTON. Ky.
typically accompanied
Ernie Peoples. senior Agriculture.
pensive and often non: alleviate the pressure
1A13 1 — Secretary of vice
by rising farm incomes, cdmpetitive in the world and assure that this
president and
Officials of the USDA
Agriculture Richard general counse
and agricultural promarketplace. Under critical element of the
l of objected to the "terLyng
has
approve
d an Brown &
duction increased in an- American ag policy. farm financial commination clause" on
ticipation of ever- larger and larger munity remains agreement between said the plan represents grounds
that it could inburley
groups
and four "the best shot we've got
growing world demand. percentages of available to our farme.t/Inge on USDA authoriIn most years, com- domestically produced as a source of funds. major cigarette at continuing the tobac- • ty
over the tobacco
manufacturers for a co program."
modity prices received commodities went into Commodity prices reprogram.
buyout of 255 million
by farmers kept pace government storage and main low, and 'while the
The buyouts were proBut Forgy said Lyng
with Inflation, and net American controlled an 1985 Farm Bill gives pounds of surplhs leaf. vided for under the
farm income generally ever smaller share of some income protection an attorney for tobacco federal Tobacco Reform and the tobacco corn.parries agreed in a
rose through 1979. But, the world market.
to the farm community interests said:
Act. approved this year
"That
was
because agricultural
the
last
The U.S. government, while promising inby .c,ongress. and Forgy meeting Tuesday to a
compromise proposal
major. hurdle." Larry said the tobacco
production is largely concerned ,about creased exports in the
firms
financed by debt, many decreased foreign sales future, more must be Forgy, who represents will pay the, interest- That would allow the
companies to object to
the Kentucky Burley related charges
farmers borrowed of domes.tic com- done.
on the'
any
USDA decision afTobac
co
Growe
heavily to expand or modities, has sought
rs
Continued problems
stored leaf.
fecting the plan. Under
cover produetion costs. with partial success, caused by the burden-CI'Cooperative Assac i a An 11th-hour problem
compromise, the
using increasingly high policies that would put huge debt and lovV com- tion, said Tuesday.
arose over the com- the
companies would have
He estimated that panies' insisten
priced land as col- more American com- modity prices mean
ce that
lateral. Indeed, modities into the world there arena quick fixes. Kentucky's portion of they be allowed to to wait _ six months
agrieultural.debt is ap- commerce.
Nonetheless, improved the leaf was 192 million withdraw front the before voiding their contracts to -buy surplus
proxmiateiy $210 billion.
economic policies and pounds.
tobacco agreement if it The severe problems
leaf.
Forgy said that under were chang
2 1/2 times as great as 10
farm programs designed unof the agricultural
years ago. We are ined to regain export the contract, the tobac- favorably.by law or by
With that procedure,
economy in this decade
deed in a farm credit
markets. such _as the co companies- — R.J. administrative action
of the USDA and the comhave reflected economic
crisis.
Helms-Ford-McConnell Reynolds. Brown & the U.S. Department
panies would have time
of
changes as well as farm
_
Largely _by _ borrowTobacco Bill, will lead Williamson Tobacco
policies. Ffopefully,
ing, farmers came to
to American Corp., Lorillard and
there are macrogrips with inflation.
agriculture's return to Philip Morris — will
Then, to bring this infla- economic changes for prosperity and must be purchase the -stored 1982
the better on a number
tion under control,
fought for and and 1984 crop surplus, to
many industrialized na- of fronts.
be delivered over five
implemented.
tions began tightening
In the midst of all this, years,
1.1 The continuing
monetary policy in the decline in interest rates it is apt to note William
He said the bu3,,out,
late 70's and early 80's. should be of particular Jennings Bryan's along with the federal
The effect on benefit to the farm com- famous quote:
government's plan to
agriculture when coupl- munity. A one percent
-Burn down your purchase 212 million
ed with large govern- drop in interest rates in- cities and leave our pounds of the droughtment deficits, was to creases net farm in- farms and the cities will stricken 1983 crop for
push up interest rates to come by more than $2 spring up again as if by about $500 million., will
the incredibly high billion.
magic...but destroy the reduce farmers no-net
levels in effect by 1980.
2) The 30-percent farms and grass will cost assessments, which
As the effects of infla- decline in the value of grow in the streets of help finance the federal
tion and interest rates the dollar in the- last every city and town in tobacco program,
to
strained- farming and year should have a the nation."
about 3 cents per pound

.s.M.
'
,••
.•

visited some important
grain areas of the Soviet
Union, Amstutz said
Wednesday in a meeting
with reporters.
The three-man team
returned this week from
a nine-day tour of Soviet
winter wheat areas, including collective and
state farms near Kiev in
the Ukraine.'Chernobyl
is about 80 miles from
Kiev, and just south of
important Soviet cropgrowing areas.
Amstutz said that
Soviet grain prospects
and the nuclear accident came up in casual
conversation last week
during talks with European Economic Community officials in
Brussels but that "no
new information" was
available.

Agriculture secretary approves contract
to work out any
disagreements without

undoing the plan. Forgy
said.

Hog market report listed
Federal State Markel Seas Ser.ice
July 7. 19116
Kentucky Purchaae Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 compared to last
Thurs. BUyillk Stations
Receipts: Art. 764 est. MO Barrou•
4 Gilts 2.30-3.00 higher.
..MY 2.440-4.40)
higher
.4 02 210-2411 lb.
$410.30-61.1ai
•• I 2 TIM 210 lb'.
$311.541 011.50

2 3 210-2341 lb..
S 3-4 23112711

$44111 401-50.74)
3.19.110-4111.10,

Sows
1-2 270.330 lb..
AS 1.3 31011 430 lb.,
IS 1 3 47447440 lb..
l's 1 3 over 300 lb•
S 2-3 300-3410 lb..
Beam •30.00-42.00

$450045.70
443.110.411.74o
346.401 47.50
$47.30.40.50
641.00-45.00

CORRECTION
The pillows in K-Mart's ad th—a-t—
appeared in Saturday, July 5
Murray Ledger & Times should
have been $2.99 ea.
We're
sorry
for
any
inconvenience.

Mi!iiray Ledger & Times

Hot Off The Press!

Agriculture Dept.
to make decision
on hen program

••••

•

WASHINGTON (AP)
— Sothetime this summer the Agriculture
Department will make a
decision that could
mean the stew pot for
millions of the nation's
hens during_times of excess egg production.
The USDA is expected
to make a preliminarx
decision in the next few
weeks on the so-called
-fienocide program being
pushed by the egg industry. A final decision
could be ready by early
- fall. The industry alsb
wants a referendum
among producers.
Technically, the proposal calls for a federal
marketing order that
would levy assessments‘'
on egg producers to
finance research, Promotion and the voluntary removal of surplus
hens "during periods of
extreme egg
According to the
department's
Agricultural Marketing
Service, which is handling the proposal, an
'estimated' $24 million
could be raised in the
first year of operation
for research and promotion An additional $12
million or so could be
raised to pay for surplus
hen disposal if needed.
The, assessment to
finance the programs

would be 1 cent per
dozen eggs marketed, •
with options for future
increases. A 21-member
national-board made up
of producers and
handlers would administer the marketint
order.

Subscribers of the Murray
Ledger & Times who now
receive the paper by mail in
Calloway Cbunty will be able to
get delivery Hot Off The Press
the afternoon we publish, six
days a week for only

YOUR BEST
INSURANCE POLICY IS
A GOOD AGENT
We'd like to have the opportunity to show you
.what we mean with quality
Am
.state Auto
--r7 Insurance
protection and service Call
1111,
,
- Companies
us today

iituy Ld9,k Timms

$400
per month
Starting Sept. 1, 1986

Unlit 4.7111
M :tray L..(kp I
& Times
•
-

PURDOM, THURMAN
& MCNUTT

Mia toy Lecitri &

Tunis

.
1 r11 . I! ANL

407 Maple
Southside ol the Ct. Square
753-4451

If you're ready for:
•Money saying coupons
(Enough to pay for your subscription

Kenlake State Park Hawaiian Night

Mu,

.-

t A

Times

Wednesday the 9th, 16th, 23rd, 30th
5-9 p.m.
Kenlake's Main Dining Room

4

Hawaiian Buffet consists of Hawaiian Style Baked Chicken, Hawaiia
n Barbequed Chicken Wings, Roast Pork with Sweet'n Sour Sauce, Beef Teriyaki
.
Skewers, Oyster Polynesian, Yam Patties with Cauliflower
& COconuts.
Banana Muffins, Polynesian Salad Bar with Fruit & Cheese, Pineapp
le Upside Down Cake for dessert.
$8.95

•Entertainment for the entire
family
•Details on the stories in
which you're interested, not
just the headlines.
Fill in the form below and
mail it to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

Adults $4.50 Children

Kenlake's Candlelight Steak
Dinner For TWo
In Kenlake's Garden Room
5-9 p.m.
On Mondays the 14th, 21st, 28th

•

20 oz. Sirloin Charbroiled, Baked Potato,
House Salad, Drink and Assorted
Cobblers.

$13.95 For Two -.
P.S. Don't Forget Kenlake's Friday Night Seafood Buffet
and The Saturad

y

Night Country Buffet.

Kenlake State Resort Park

Hwy. 94 S.

474-2211

Name
Address
City
Zip

4

State
Phone(

•

41.ens..

For More information Call 753-1916
•

Murray Ledger 84 Times

P.O. Box 1040 Murray, KY 42071

••1144

•

•

•

s
'

artar--

gib

-

111111.1.11.11111MIMISINIMI
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Babe Ruth squad
sweeps Mayfield
The win streak third and second, and
continues.
they scored when Shawn
Sunday in Murray. the McClure blooped a douMurray-C.alloway Coun- ble down the right field
ty Senior Babe Ruth line.
team won its 14th and
Murray-Calloway15th straight games of County had tallied two
the season.
runs in the first, one in
Murray-Calloway the second and one in
County (15-0) swept a the fourth.
doubleheader from
Ed Hendon and Greg
Mayfield Sunday, tak- Futrell lined back-toing the first game 6-5 back, tie-out singles in
and_ the second game the first-. Chuck Adams
11-1 in six innings.
walked, loading the
Its next test will be bases. Jay Watson
Thursday in the first • smacked a-two-out. tworound of the league tour- run single.
nament in Murray.
Mark West doubled
Mayfield, Livingston with one out in the seCounty. and Marshall cond, stole third and
County also are in the scored when Futrell
league. The tourney will grounded out to the
be double elimination.
shortstop.
Sunday, Murray Adams (3-01 was the
Calloway County broke winning pitcher. worka 4-4 tie with two runs in ing the last 523 innings,
the fifth inning.
giving up two runs and
With one out in the four hits, striking out
fifth,. Mike Garland five and walking four.
singled and went to se- Mark Miller started.
cond when the pitcher
Futrell had two of
made an error on a ball Murray -Calloway
hit by David Sykes. A County's nine hits.
wild pitch moved
Adams had a double.
Garland and Sykes to
Hendon raised his

record to 5-0 in the second game, throwing a
complete game. He
allowed one run
(unearned) and three
hits, struck out two and
walked three.
Murray-Calloway
County broke open the
game with ten runs in
the second inning. West
kriocked in two of the
runs with a double. Hendon and Watson had
two-run singles. Futrell
hit a RBI-double. Chris
Padgett lashed a RBIsingle. Mayfield committed two errors in the
inning.
The game was called
in the sixth due to the
ten-run rule, MurrayCalloway County loaded
the bases on a walk to
Watson, a bunt.singleby
Padgett and a walk to
Chuck Baker, • thendesignated hitter Jimmy Kelley was hit by a
pitch.
West went ,2-for-4,
with a double and triple.
Padgett went 3-for-3.
Hendon went 2-for-4.,

Hawaiian Tropic wins
Junior Babe Ruth title
After a season-long.
close race. Hawaiian
Tropic edged the
Kiwanis Club by. one
game for the Junior
Babe Ruth championship crown.
Hawaiia-n Tropic
finished with a 12-4
record, while the
Kiwanis Club finished at
11-5. Taco John's placed
third, with a 9-7 mark.
followed by the _Lions
Club. at 88, and-Holland
Drug. at 0-16.

The Kiwanis Club ended its season on Thiesday by beating Taco
John's 5-3.
Bruce Thurmond
threw a complete game
for the Kiwanis Club,
giving up four hits. fanning 11 and walking two.
The Kiwanis Club
scored four runs in the
third inning and one in
the fourth.
In the third, John_
Hudson walked. then
Mark Miller singled.

Murray All-Stars
head to semi-state
Murray's 13-Year-Old Junior Babe Ruth AllStars won the district tournament last weekend
by defeating Caldwell County twice in Princeton.
Saturday, Murray, after drawing a bye,
defeated Caldwell County 21-7 in six innings.
Sunday. Murray beat Caldwell County 16-6 in
five innings.
Both days, Caldwell County earned the right to
play Murray by beating Trigg County in the double elimination tourney.
Joey Bazzell doubled and singled for Murray
on Saturday. William Beale, Tony Patrick and
Bart Crum eac.h had two singles.
Murray totaled ten hits.
Doug Payne and Benji .Kelly pitched for
Murray.
Bazzell and Payne doubled and collected three
hits on Sunday. Kelly lined two singles. Rob Dennis cracked a double.
lqurray finished with nine hits.
Beale hurled a complete game.
Murray now moves on to the semi-stat%
tourney in Owensboro Saturday. Bowling Green,
Hopkinsville and Owensboro Nroal be its
opponents.
Members of Murray's squad are Kelly, Payne,
Beale, Bazzell. Patrick, Dennis,Crum,Christian
Crouse. Kevin England, Michael Barnett and
John Hudson.
Bobby Bazzell. Bill Payne and Jim Baurer are
the coaches.

Stop! Look!
Listen!
Worldwide company needs
two additional sales representatives for your area. Limited
travel, guaranteed income to
start.
Requirements: aggressive,
ambition, good health, high
sehool grad or better.
Sales experience not required. Must be bondable and
have car. Expense paid training, no seniority, unlimited advancement opportunities.
CALL:
MEL PECK, 886-4413
Monday & Tuesday 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Wednesday-9 a.m.-12 Noon
EOEM fF

Both scored on an error
on a pick-off play. Andy
Rickman walked and
'came home on
cott
Adams's thiple. J mes
Payne plated A ams
with a double.
Taco John's ta lied all
of its Ains in the second.
Allen Bazzell and
Mickey Jones singled.
Doug Payne walked.
Scott Lyons rapped a
three-run -single.
Bazzell hurled a complete game for Taco
John's. He gave up five
hits, struck out seven
and walked six. •
Tuesday, Taco John's
defeated the Lions Club
10-4, as Joey Bazzell
clouted a three-run
homer in the first.
Kevin Turner was the
winning pitcher.

MTA
clinic
is free
The Murray Tennis
Association is holding a
Youth Tennis Clinic July 14-18 at the Murray
High School tennis
courts.
The clinic is _open to
youngsters ages .6-14
and is free.
Participants can sign
- up for any of three morning sessions: 8-9, 9-10
or 10-11.
Registration for the
clinic is Saturday. July
12. from 9-10:30 a.m. at
the_MLIS tennis courts.
For more information
contact Bill Whitaker at
753-0783

NISU Football Camp
Several local athletes attended the football camp at Murray
State University, June 22-26. Shown are, front row, left to
right, Mitchell Fike, Brad Nunnally, Rusty Thomas, Chris
Weber, Shane Beamer, Marcellous Foster, Bill Sanders and

Toby Latimer; back row,1-r, Carey Alexander, David Gibson.
Kevin Tucker, T.J. Gradisher, Lance Allison, Benjie Gresham
and Greg Milton.

Becker, at 18, is Wimbledon champ'
WIMBLEDON.
Sweden's Mats
England (API — Boris Wilander and Joakim
Becker's first Nystrom landed the
Wimbledon champion- men's doubles, beating
ship was marked with Americans Gary Don'diving, shots and nelly and Peter Fleming
remarkable recoveries. 7-6. 6-3. 6-3.
His secpnd may be
Becker proved 'last
remembered for just year's historic
one shot.
Wimbledon triumph —
. Becker was on his when he became _the_
knees:- the- tall co-Ming youngest and first
at him and the world's unseeded player to win
top-ranked player, Ivan the men's chamnpionLendl, anticipating two ship — was no fluke.
chances to brlak the
By whipping Lendl in
teen-ager's sereand str#ight sets. the West
keep his hopes for a first German showed himself
Wimbledon title alive.
to be the grass-court
But the 18-year-o1d master.
West german flicked
"This year I really
his racket' at the ball proved I can play well
and produced a winner on grass, and proved I
.while still horizontal.
can be a Wimbledon
It was a moment of champion," Becker
Becker magic that all said. "You can't say
but assured a second - after just two weeks
successive Wimbledon that I am the best tennis
triumph.
Less than a minute
later, Becker had won
the 100th Wimbledon
men's championship
6-4, 6-3, 7-5 to ruin
Lendl's first-ever final
appearance.
"Man, young man.
boy, whatever you call
him, call him chamMichael Lovett and
pion," Lendl said.
Joy Roach were the
That title was thrust boys' and girls' first
again on Martina flight winners at Junior
Navratilova, who beat Golf Day at the Oaks
Czechoslovakia's Hana Country Club Thursday.
Brock Hammat finishMandlikova 7-6. 6-3._
Saturday to gain a ed second in the boys
record-tieing fifth con- first flight. Trent Gibson
secutive singles title. In placed third. Jason
partnership with Pam Reed fourth and Brian
Shriver. Nayratilova Hulick fifth.
-also picked up they---......Amy Perrin was the
women's doubles for the second-place finisher in
fifth time in six years the girls' first flight. She
when they beat was folIcked by Vickie
Mandlikova and Woods, Mary Ann Todd
Australian Wendy Turn- and Christa Beane.
The reSults of the
bull 6-1, 6-3 Sunday.
But Navratilova miss- other flights were:
Second flight
ed out on a record -tieing
Boys — Benjamin
triple when she and mixed doubles partner Wright. fifst: Jason
Heinz Guenthardt of Goodyke, second; Chris
Switzerland were Hopkins. third: Ashley
beaten by Americahs Ross, fourth and Curtis
Beane. fifth.
.
_
Kathy Jordan and Ken
Girls — Jennifer
Flach. 6-3. 7-6.
Wright. first; Natlie
Bridges, second and
Jayme Gibson. third.
Third flight
Boys — Matt Perrin
and Jason Kelly, tied for
-first I Perrin won putt..
off I: Johnny McConnell.
second and John Key.
third.
Fourth flight
Boys — Zack Ross,
first; Craig Rogers, second: Justin Manna,
third: Scott Farmer.
fourth and Boone
Chambers, fifth.
Fifth flight
Boys — Cory Martin,
_first: David Jones, second and David Todd.
third

player in the world. On
graSs, maybe I am the
best in the world. but on
other courts I am just
one of the best."
Becker has two Grand
Slam championships.
both on the Wimbledon
grass. He has never.
made it past the fourth'
round at an'of the other
three toufnaments, on
clay at Paris. cement at
New York and a slower
gra de of grass at
Melbourne. Lendl has
won the French and I ".S.
Opens and reached -the
finals at Wimbledon and
the Australian Open.
and believes that
overall strength means
he should retain his No.
I ranking.
_"To be the best player
in the world. you have to
play very consistently
over 12 months. You

Walnut St.
Mayfield

LELAND J. ELLIOTT, MD,
Board Certified
in
Obstetrics
and
Gynecology

Haskins Wins Tourney
Kelly Haskins captured the 16s division of the W.A. Gunther Tennis Tournament in Louisville last week. The tourney was held on the clay courts of the
Louisville Tennis Center. Haskins, who was the No. 3 seed, defeated Natalie
('Iem of Louisville 6-0, 6-0, Cathy Cloud of Lexington 6-2, 6-2, Allison Trent of
Louisville 6-0, 6-0 and Leah Todd of Louisville 4-6, 6-4, 6-1 to reach the finals.
In the finalA. she beat Heather Crown of Paris. K1', 5-7, 6-3, 6-4. This was
Haskins' first tournament on clay. She practiced on clay with Del Purcell in
Louisville prior to playing in the tournament. She is the daughter of Mr. and'
Mrs Jack Haskins of Murray.

Soviets.say
8 barred
by U.S.

Oafir
.

SPECIAL
D'Large Bar B
and French Fries

Appointments

247-8100

sledgehammer servo..
and blockbustu
groundstrokes.
But, until the final
game, the champion
ship match appeared to
be going by without his
characteristic tumbles
At 15-30 and 6-5 in tinc
third, Becker %V a
grounded as he produl
ed a cross-court yolk
at the net_
"He Lendl ) got it and
I thought he was going.
to play down the line."
Becker said. "I went fot
it and suddenly the ball
wasn't going behind my
ears. Then I .saw it fall
in front of me.
"I thought maybe I'll
go for it and I hit a
cross-court winner."
Navratilova's victor
over Mandlikova alsq,
was sprinkled with spec
tacular all-court play.

Lovett,
Roach
triumph

Morgan-Haugh
Clinic
220 West
Announces the association
of

have to win on every
surface, not only one,"
I mud! said.
Winner last month of
the French championship and reigning U.S.
Open titlist. Lendi ad-mitted before and during the championship hebad13: wanted to add the
Wimbledon _title. to_ his_
collection.
"1 have to say I'm
very disappointed and
very tired at the mori4.nt," the 26-year-old
Czechoslovak said after
his defeat in_the final.
He said he would rest..
get himself back into
shape and see how he
could improve .his
game, although he was
pleased With the was- he
played generally Becker won the final
with a typically
awesome array of

Special Good July 7 12

Chestnut St. Murray

T. J.'s •
Bar-B-Cs &
Burgers
753-0045

MOSCOW • Al') —
Eight more American
athletes, who are
membets of the
military, have been barred from the inaugural Goodwill Games by the
ti.s: Defense Department. a Soviet official
Mid today
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Cardinals hit Carlton, then lose
SAN FRANCISCO
He waited, they
when you stall your
"I think he's going to
(API - Steve Carlton waited, and the same
windup and you make be one of our best
played peek-a-boo again scene Occurred again. your turn, you got to be
starters," Melvin said.
on the mound and in the The game ended when able to hold it and. don't
threw the ball
tacker-loom,
Carlton put on the rest let the ball go until where he wanted to
The 41-year-old left- of his clothes, which he
you're ready to throw it. throw it, but they got
hander's debut for the kept in the back, and Sometimes it's going
some broken-bat hits.
San Francisco Giants on slipped out a door that - fast on him."
He had real good velociSunday ended after only led to the 49er5' locker
ty. They just had some
3 1-3 innings with the St. room.
Other Giants also balls that found some
Louis Cardinals leading,
Carlton didn't do were impressed.
holes."3-0.
much or say much, but
However, thanks to he left a good impres"kids" half his age and sion on Giants Manager
three errors by the Roger Craig and pitCards, Carlton watched. ching coach Norm
his loss turn into an 8-3 Sherry. They believe his
victory for the Giants, mound problems May
Increasing their first- be just a matter of mak;
place lead to 1% games ing a minor adjustment
Lynn Sullivan, the three years of on-the-job
in the National League in his delivery and assistant professional
at training while working
West.
working off the rust with the Murray Country at a recognized golf
"They did a helluva a couple more starts.
Club. has, become a facility as a registered
job," he said of his new
Carlton threw 77 pit- 'member of the Profes- apprentice, complete
teammates, who scored ches, 49' of them for sional Golfers' Associa- two week-lo
ng business
six runs in the eighth in- strikes, while giving up tion of America.
schools conducted by
ning. "It was a good eight hits and three
Sullivan, 25, was the PGA, pass a Playing
comeback."
runs, all earned. He elected to the PGA on Ability Test and comThat was all Carlton walked two and struck ,June 1. He now is a plete a standardized
insaid to the media after out two.
member of the Ken- terview at your local
perhaps filling his quota
tucky Section of the section level.
"I thought he' threw PGA. which
of quotes for another.
is the
Once membership is
decade when he held a well," Craig said. "We world's largest working
attained, it must be
news conference Friday clocked him at 88 or 89 sports organization.
upon joining the Gi4nts. mph and that's pretty
Tlie mission of the renewed every three • •
Before that, he'd been good for a guy who PGA is to assist the na- years by earning receras silent as Harpo Mark, hasn't pitched in two tion's golfing public in tification points through
not speaking to a weeks. It'll take one. its enjoyment of the participation, service
maybe two more starts game.
and self-improvement
reporter in eight years.
programs on the local
Carlton turned to chat before he's 100
Sullivan's father, and national levels.
about the wild finish percent."
Sherry said Carlton is James E. Sullivan, is
with rookie catcher Bob
The PGA of America,
working
on a problem of the head professional at
Melvin, who was three
the Murray Country headquartered in Palm
years old when Carlton balance in his delivery,
Club and a long-time Beach Gardens, Fla.,
broke into the majors at and once he solves that
was founded in 1916 in
he could start showing member of the PGA.
St. Louis in 1965.
To
become
a
New
member
York City. It conmore
of
the
form that
Dressed in street
of the PGA, you must tains more than 9.000
made
him
the
only
fourclothes but no shirt,
receive approximately members.
Carlton then disap- time Cy Young award
peared behind a curtain winner.
Carlton won his four
in a "players only" part
Cy
Young awards with
of the locker room and
played peek-a-boo with Philadelphia, where he
the media for about a had pitched since 1972
half-hour while talking until'his release on June
The Murray Little League All-Stars take on
26.
with teammates.
Marshal
l County tontght at 7 p.m. at the Murray"He lets his body glide
He peeked out from
Calloway Coulay City Park.
ahead
of
his
arm."
the curtain a couple of
Tonight'S game is the first of a best two out of
times, saw more than a Sherry said. "There's a
three series.
point
in
your'
.deliver
y.
dozen reporters and
„television cameras still
In front-of his locker and
ducked back out of
sight.

Sullivan obtains
PGA membership

Champion Cougars
The Cougars are the champions of the Lower Division Girls' Softball League,
with a 9-0 record. Shown
are,front row,left to right, Stephanie Simmons,Becky Burkeen, Mary Maddox
, Ellen Uddberg, Allison
Cantrell and Jill Miller; back row,
coach John Miller, Amanda Baneline, Carrie Watkins, Rachel
Cella, Christy White, Brooke Maher, Megan Malinauskas and coach Mark Malinauskas.

O'Grady scores first tour victory
CROMWELL, Conn. hole
the one where _
(AP)- If Mac O'Grady the playoff began and
should lose his appeal of ended - Maltbie missed
a six-week suspension an even shorter putt for
and •$5,000 fine meted par to give O'Grady his
out by PGA Commis- first career victory.
sioner Deane Beiran,
It came a week after
the 35-year-old golfer O'Grady met with a
will have a• $126,000 three-member PGA ap-'
cushion to help him peal board to present his
through any tough side of the dispute with
.times.
the PGA over O'Grady
With a decision on
allegedly berating a
appeal imminent. tournament worker at
O'Grady shot a course- the 1984 USF&G Classic.
record 62 and beat The penalties of the
Roger Maltbie in a one- dispute, which has led to
hole playoff Sunday to a running feud betwe,en
win the $700,000 Canon- .the golfer and Beman,
Sammy Davis are on hold pending the
Jr.-Greater Hartford appeal.
Open and the healthy
"I have a profound
first prize.
respect, for everyone
Although O'Grady associated with_the PGA
missed a four-foot birdie Tour,- O'Grady said
putt on the par-3 16th Sunday. "I'm not trying

Atlanta's Horner
has 4-homer game
•
ATLANTA (API - fourth innings, a threeAtlanta first baseman run blast in the fifth and
Bob Homer's four home another solo shot in the
runs in one game put ninth.
him in a select company
The first three came
of the famous and the off Expos starter Andy
forgotten.
McGaffigan, who was
Most of the 10 other knocked out of the game
major leaguers to do it when Homer's threein the past 92 years were run homer, capped a
remembered for - five-run Braves rally
something else, if at all, that made the score
but that didn't dim the 10-7.
jubilant Horner after he
"The guy just got
hit relief pitcher Jeff hot." McGaffigan said.
Reardon's fastball over "The ball waS jumping
the left-center field today, but Homer's a
fence in the ninth inning good hitter who-got hot.
for his fourth homer I didn't get away with a
Sunday..
mistake."
"I had a good week toReliever Tim Burke,
day," he said. "It was the winner at 6-2. was
just one of those things the only pitcher to retire
that happens and you Horner. on a popup in
can't explain it. I didn't the seventh inning.
in my wildest dreams
No player has hit five
expect to do anything home runs-- in a single
like that. I don't expect game. Joe Adcock, of
to do that again anytime the Milwaukee Braves,
soon but I have been hit- came closest with four
ting the ball hard for the home runs and a double
last-two weeks."
in 1954. The last time a
Despite the hofne player got four home
runs, the Braves lost to runs was in 1976 when
the Montreal Expos. Mike Schmidt did it for
11-8. A smaller than the Philadelphia
usual crowd of 18.156 Phillies against Chicago
gave Horner a five- at Wrigley Field in 10
minute standing ovation innings.
after his fourth homer.
Others to have hit four
We were down by home runs' include
four runs and there Willie Mays, Lou Gehrig
were two outs and I and Gil Hodges, all
figured I Reardonl was baseball legends. More
going to challenge me." obscure are Bobby
Horner said. "He threw Lowe, the first man to
a fastball right there."
do it in 1894. or
His homers were solo Chicago's Pat Seerey.
shots in the second and who did it in 1948.

Church league announces
Schedule for this week

1

This week's Murray. iteo to. bAlll GroveCalloway County First Baptist II.
Church Softball Leagur
Thur9day - First
schedule is:
Christian vs. Poplar
•
Monday - First, Springs. University Red
Christian vs. St. Lko's vs. Westsid'e' and
University_ Blge v§.„.
11_West.N...cnk.
r: Baptist I and St. Leo's I /Irk fAiptist
vs. Poplar Springs. . 'Friday - Memorial
vs. Eirn Grove-First
. Tuesday - Memorial Baptist IL St. Leo's 1 vs.
vs. First 'Methodist, First Methodist and
Westside vs. University
West Fork vs. St. Leo's
Blue .and University It.

.
...,apasi,awaire•ampawiseasiees
,
'
,
..--ern•sisisall11111111111119•••

to be a martyr or a
heretic. I just feel
there's been an injustice
done to me and my wife.
"I'm not here to stick
It .to the PGA Tour or
grind any axes."

fragmented along the
yellow brick road, this is
a day I share .with
them."
Despite temperatures
in the mid-90s with 75
percent. humidity.
O'Grady finished with
an eagle, eight birdies
and one bogey for a
1,5-under-par 269 total on
the par-71, 6,786-yard
Tournament Players
Club of Connecticut
course.

Rather, O'Grady
wanted to savor a Victory that ended years of
frustration, he said. It
took him 17 tries at
qualifying school before
he made the PGA Tour
and it was another four
years until his victory.
"For the dreamers of
the world, the people
who's spirits have been

Maltbie, who started
the day at 10 under par,
had six birdies and one
bogey.

Little League All-Stars
play Marshall Co. tonight

111

SCOREBOARD

Heat Relief with GE
Room Air Conditioners

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
LINDY SUITER

901 SYCAMORE

BASEBALL STANDINGS

There's a GE Room Air Conditioner
for almost any budget or need!

753-8355

Atlanta iPillmer 5.6. at Philadelphia oftawley 10-4 ,
in.
St Louis i Forsch 6-51 at Los Angeles i Pena 0.1,. In
Pittsburgh I Rhoden 9-41 at San Diego 'Show 7-4.
In I
Only games scheduled

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L
Pet.
GB
Boston
28
52
650 Cleveland
•
551
13 35
6
Tuesday s Games
New York
37
15
549 41
Houston at ..tontreal. n
Baltimore
42 38
525 10
Cincinnati at New York. in.
Toronto
43 40
518 101
,
Atlanta at Philadelphia. In,
Milwaukee
40 39
506 Ilts
St Louis at Los Angeles. tn.
Detroit
39
41
468 13,
Pittsburgh at San Diego. leo
West Division
Chicago at San Francisco. int
Texas
37
44
543
Califomsa
43 37
538 ,
1
Kansas City
37
44
457
7
MAJOR LEAGUE LEADERS
Chicago
13
36
456 7
Minnesota
46
35
432 9
Seattle
444
33
422 10
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Oakland
31
52
BATTING 1192 at bats 1 -Boggs. Boston. 371. Mal
373 14
Saturday s Games
tingly, New York. 340. Puckett. Minnesota. 3441
Seattle 9. Boston 5
Yount. Milwaukee. 339, Rice. Boston. 335.
Cleveland 10. Kansas City 5
RUNS-RHeridersols. New York. 75. Puckett. Min
Toronto 7. California 3
nesota. 62. Phillips. Oakland. 58. Hrbek. Minnesota
Minnesota 7. Baltimore 6
541', Mattingly. New York. 56
New York S. Chicago 0
RBI-Canseco. Oakland. 68. Barfield, Toronto. 61
Texas 9. Detroit 3
Joyner. Callfornla. 61, Presley. Seattle. 61. Bell
Milwaukee 2. Oakland 1
Toronto. 59. Hrbek. Minnesota. 59
Sunday's Games
HITS-Puckett. Minnesota, 120. Mattingly. New
Cleveland 5, Kansas City 0
York. 11/1. Rice. Boston. 109. Fernandez. Toronto. 105.
Baltimore I. Minnesota 0
Boggs. Boston. 102
Chicago 5. New York 2
DOUBLES-Rice Boston. 28. Mattingly. New York
Oakland IS Milwaukee 3
26. Boggs. Boston. 23. Barrett. Boston...22. RHender
Boston.7....Seattle 3
son. New York. 22
California 8. Toronto 2
'Thlt'Ll'.S-Owen Seallie 6. 7_are tied with
Detroit 5. Texas 2
HQME RUNS-Barfield Toronto. _21. Canseco
Monday's Games
Oakland. 19. Hrbek. Minnesota. 19. Joyner. Callfor
Seattle Morgan 6-7. at Toronto i Key 7,5.. • n
Ma. 19. 4 are tied with 18
Oakland ,Stewart O.0' at Boston ,Clemens 14.i i n
STOI.EN BASES-RHenderson. New York 49
Cleveland 'Butcher 1 Siat Chicago Davis 4-4
Cangelosi Chicago. 36. Griffin. Oakland. 20. Wiggins
n
New York i Nielsen mot at Texas /Hough *3, n
Baltimore, 20. Moseby Toronto 19. Reynolds. Seat
Baltimore
Hoddi, ker 10.41 at Kansas City tie 19 F'ITCHING 18 derisionsi-Clemens. Boston
iLetbrandt 11.5,. in
14 1. 933 234. Rasmussen New York. 94. 818. 347
Detroit iONeal 131 at Minnesota !Smithson 7Schrom Cleveland 92. 818. 397. Haas. Oakland. 7 2
in, ,
7741. 2941. Nieves. Milwaukee. 7.2. 7711. 391
California iWitt 98, at Milwaukee %Seeman 2-71,
STRIKE.Ot'TS -Clemens. Boston 133. Higuera
In,
Milwaukee 114 Want. California 112. McCaskill
Tuesday's Games
Caltfornia 112 Morris Detroit 112
Detroit at Minnesota
SAVES- Aase. Baltimore. 22 Righettc
.
Neis York
Seattle at Torontb..n
18
Hernandez TIffroil 17, Harris Texas, 15
Oakland at Boston. in!
EIStanley Boston 14
Cleveland at Chicago n
California at Milwaukee. , n
New YOrk at Texas .n
NAT'OVAL LEAGUE
Baltimore at Kansas City ini
BATTING .1102 at bats. Gwynn. San tDiego. 342
- -talrown San Francisco. 339. Raines. Montreal 333
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Brooks Montreal 325. Sax.1Los Angeles 317
East ChriSiOn
•
RUNS Gwynn San Diego 54. Murphy Atlanta 34
New York
55
22
Montreal. 49
714
Raines
Hayes. Philadelphia
4*
Montreal
44
34
564 11,
Brooks Montreal 46 S. hmidt. Philadelphia 46
1
Philadelphia
40
Is
4/47 171
RBI SI hood! Philadelphia. 5S. Carter New York
,
St Louis
33
46
541. Horner Atlanta 55 CI!lavas San Francisco, 53
4141 23
Chuago
32
46
410 231
• , Parker. Cincinnati 51
Pittsburgh
32
46
HITS Gwynn San Diego. lisi. RAMPS Montreal, 97
410 23i,
West Division
Sax Los VIgele4 97. Ba4s Houston 93 Sandberg
San Fran,
45
37
Chicago. sfi
3410
Houston
.43
Is
DOUBLES Has,'s
531
Philadelphia
25. Dunston
San Diego
42
19
21, Chicago 23 HHeynolds. Pittsburgh 22 Raines Mon
519
Atlanta •
mos
40
31
, treat 20, Straw twrrs New York 20
('in. innati•
35
43
441
TRIPLES Coleman StLouls 7 Raines Montrea,
11
mi. Angeles
36
Samuel Philadelphia 6 Brooks Montreal 5
45
444
Saturday's Games
Stlanos S Moreno Atlanta 5
Montreal 12 Stlanta
Glla%1S /4410910t1 17 Horner kilarl
HOME RI
St Louis 7 San Francisco 4 10 innings
Marshall Los Angeles 17
17
ta
Schmidt
Chicago 3 Sim Diego 2
Philadelphia 16 Parker Cincinnati 15, Stubbs Los
Houston 2 Nip. York 1
Angeles IS
Cincinnati 7 Philadelphia 2
S1111.EN BASES Coleman StlAsuis 56 Stitimrs
811g4Iiiva
Pittsburgh S
Montreal 30.
Cincinnati 35. Duncan lx,UAW/VI/Winn
Angeles Si . Doran iloustm 27
5,-a York I Houston 3
x de, isions ! McDowell New York 7 i
Philadelphia 12 Cincinnali
s7s1 .2 Fernandes. New York 11-2 946 24141
,Montreal II Atlanta 8
Oieda New York 92 Sls 243, Darling Neu York
1.11% ingrle,4 Pittsburgh :i
"2 son 3 is Goodon New York 10-3 769 2 501
:44.in Diego '2 Chicago
STI4IKE01 TN 5, oil Houston 131. Valevintels. Los
San Francis,05 St 1.0tli. :1
Angeles 125. 1..6 mith. Atlanta, 101- Goixten New
&rivet
_
" lId ,tv.latt usties. 97
'
-fr.aa,1,7":7•:, art 5:..It-Lt•Iii-friui I
SAVES Reardon Montreal 1111 1180018h .
•n
IH(*Ron
I'
0•A\'!4
S
. , in ,:••••.,;,•
I e.n;
4.•gr, IN
•'I,
n

GE. We bring good things to life.
Easy Terms-Financing Available-Layaways
LOW INTEREST RATES!
FREE WARRANTY!
LONG MONTHLY PAYMENTS!
FAST, EFFICIENT SERVICE!
HOME OWNED!
LARGE INVENTORY!
•

MURRAY APPLIANCE
AND TV
Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
212 East Main Street - 753-1586

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S:SYCAMORE

11

753-8355

Howard Cot, & John Simmons Owners

•

t

•
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•

•
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CLASSIFIEDS
2

Notice

2

Notice

2

NOTICE

PKGK'S PLACE will

Notice

2

Mirrray Ledger & Times
Notice

NOW open- Ju-An's
Varieties 753-9569 1% e
feature name brand
for men
and ladies. including
Toni Todd and Albert
Nipon dresses and
men's light weight
coveralls. shorts, and
jogging 'suits We have
uniforms as well .as
shorts and long lab
jackets 1%e also carry
name brand boots for
men and children and
have a great selection of
joggers for men.
women, and children
ATTENT 10N
kt'
ER CA M
Barkley. waterfront.
lull hookups. swiumung
pool miniature golt
/boat ramps. tennis
courts Nightly, weekly
or monthly ratesr. Call
for reservations 1-s00828-3914 or 502-362-8652_

11111111

Our Sales Force- Mir
be here to better
serve you until 6:30
p.m. on Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday
and Friday

Purdom
Motors Inc.
1406 W. Main
Murray, Ky.
* \i7p3-5315

IIIIIII
1111111111.1111111

Kci -in -lictniv41
/lat.ca 11-OM/Cl/id

111

be OPP n on $U
during the ninth of
JULY ONLY from
11:30-6. For the best
fried chicken & sandwiches on homemade
bread in the area. 32
flavors of ice cream
Hours Mon.-Fri. 10-8,
Sat. 10-6, Sun 1130-6.
Dixieland Shopping
Center 75%.361,4

I

•

No Age limit to apply
If your present policy
is over 5 years old it
may not cover some
of
the
newer
treatments such as
. chemotherapy. For
free information call
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
free

- WE'RE
PRAYING
FOR MURRAY!
Please join us
7-8 a.m. Mon.-Fri.
at home or
with our staff
at Bethesda
Ministries
115 S. 4th St.
753-1622

PAMS Cake Hut- when
you need a cake for any
reason call Pam's Cake
Hut. Their cakes are
always fluffy & moist
and iced with a butter
cream icing made from
scratch. Their decorating is superb. Best of all
their prices are great.
So give us a call. We
promise you'll be glad
you did. 759-4492 or
437-4455 evenings.

lot-al claim ..ert fer''

I

im

Bill/03C

/i
310 AI% % s.

/01•C

111

)i/./

I Am Seeking An Individual
To Learn My Business.
Busy manager in nation wide organization is seeking an individual who has
strong desire to learn the workings of this
successful organization.
Must be willing to accept training &
have desire to quickly accept major
responsibilities.
For Interview Phone
1-800-432-7221

LICENSED INSURANCE AGENT
DON'T MISS THIS!

0
"Stay away from that character down
there, Barb - he's poison for sure."
L.Ut-iERE
ARE WE7

*Company furnished leads
*Complete expenses paid training
*No seniority, unlimited
advancement
*Major medical, dental & life
insurance program
If you like, call to set up your appointment for a personal interview.
John Crosby 886-4413
Monday & Tuesday 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Wednesday 9 a.m.-12 noon
Only quality men & women need apply.
EOE MiF
I TWINIK TUEY'RE7
GOING TO TEACH US
HOW TO SURVIVE..

Job
Dperience• None.
Previous
Position,6
Held.:

THAT'S EASY..JUST
DON'T GET OFF
THE BUS!

Never been
late for
worK

None.
rtre.

WHAT A NIGHT: I DREAMED
GOOD
,OARFIELD.
THE HOUSE WAS SURROUNDED WOULD MORNINCs
VOIJ LIKE TO GO 001?
BY A PACK OF VICIOUS DOGS
CHANTINIG,'SEND OUT THE CAT!
SEND OUT THE CAT!"

bids to have
-put on
14x60 trailer. Call 7591512 or 753-8540

/ THOUGHT YOU
WERE ON MY SIPE!

3000 GOVERNMENT
jobslist.
$16.040:$59.230;yr. Now
Hiring. Call 805-687-6000
Ext. R-7777.
APPRENTICE trainee.
Need 2 people immediately, no experience necessary.
Company training program. Promotions 1st
year. Call for interview
.
between Sam.-10a.m.
Tuesday July 8 and
between 8a.m.-9a.m.
Wednesday July- 9. 7594097.
BABYSITTER for infant. starting July 28.
Mon.-Fri., 8:30-5:30. in
my home. Must have
-' own transportation & be
non smoking. References required. Calf
753-1206 or 759-1020.
,you need a job and
hope for the future? We
now have 5 openings
that include training
and placement. You
may qualify if you don't
have a GED or High
School diploma and
have been out of school
9 months or more and
are between ages of 16 &
22. Call us at JTPA
753-9378 Monday-Friday
8a.m.-1p.m
EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $714.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No sales. Details-- send
stamped envelope:
Elan- 332. 3418 En33482
terprise. Ft. Pierce, Fl.

HERE COUNTING
CADENCE ON
,OUR HIKE ?.

NE'RE 0Pg
0 -*HE
BEACH

9. Situation

11. Instruction
HEALTH Training
Program. Learn to be
healthy. Call 15021 7536245 The Center for
Biological Health.

SILVER dollars- 1878 to
1904. Extra premium
paid for the ones I need.
753-6784.
WANTED: private
party wishes to pur
chase from homeowner
economical, 3 BR house
within 6 miles of
Murray. Prefer large-.
lot/acreage on south
side of town. Send reply
with details of house to
3618 _Velma Drive,
Hortkinsville, Ky. 42240.
No Realtors.
WANT to buy lot to
build small house, in
Murray or 1 mile rad
ius. Call after 5p.m.
753-7187.
16. Home FurnishingsMAPLE dining room
suite., Large drop leaf
table, chairs and De.
aeons bench. Large
glass door hutch. Call
753-5209.
REMODELING sale.
Custom built bookshelf
and cabinet with medium walnut stain,
measuring 8'x8' and 21"
deep. Eight louvered
paneled doors across
front of cabinet $450.
Green. rust and black
plaid sofa 80" long $75.
Hevily carved 35"x53"
gold -leg mirror 135.
Antique brass entrance
hall light fixture $20.
Ca11.753-5890.
WHI'RLPOOL
MICROWAVE ovens as
low as $4 per week; 25"
Magnavox color TV as
low as $7 per week:
Whirlpool automatic
washer as low as $6 per
week; Whirlpool refrigerator as low as $8
per week. Goodyear
753-0595.

-

2

1 Fabric having
short pile
2 Similar
3 Southwestern
Indian

3

4

5

8
02

15

26. TV -Radio
LEFT handed golf
clubs. Call 759-1937.
Best offer.

FISHER 19" color T.V.
with stereo. 2 months
old. Call after 5p m
762-6105.

2 2 . Musical

27. Mobile Homes for Sale

BALDVIIN Orga-Sonic.
solid wood, two
keyboard with 3 1/2
octave each, plus 13 key
bass foot control. over
50 selections of Panoramic Tone. 45"W.
34"11, 22"D, needs some
transistors. As is. Best
bid over $600. Call
7.9p m. 522-8776
OLDER Baldwin upright piano, good condition. $400. Call 753-2621

12x60, 2 BR, in Fox
Meadows, excellent
condition. Moving must
sell. Call 759-9890 or
753-5944.
1986 CAVALIER 14x66.
3 BR, 2 full baths. Call
435-4365.
COLONIAL mobile
home. 55x10. Will sell
fee best offer. Must sell.
Mid-Way Trailer Park
759-9590.
SEVERAL 10' & 12'
mobile homes. Ideal for
lake or rental, furnished
or unfurnished. AC.
Negotiable. 753-5209

24. Miscellaneous
ELECTRIC golf cart with
top. Call 753-6546 or 7599849.
FIREWOOD, $27.50 a
rick delivered, 10 ricks
$250. Call 436-2778.
LARGE, large, large
selection of storage
buildings in stock for
immediate delivery.
Acree Portable
Buildings. Mayfield,
Ky. 502-247-7831.
LAWN mower, extra
I ight wt.. cast
magnesium. 20". 3 h.p.,
Sears. ex. cond.. $125.
759-4005.
& used truck tires.
Call 753-1372 TTB ask
for Bob. All size's and all
brands.
ODD jobs- build decks,
patios; tree trimming:
concrete work. Phone
436-2004.
OFFICE FURNITURE.
NEWshipment of
shelving- 1 load computer desks. storage
-cabinets, desks, chairs.
files, etc. 02-4302. Cryts
Used Office Furniture.
1016 Jefferson St.,
Paducah. Ky.
_
PROTECT your investment put a rubber
bed mat in your new
pick-up truck. Stokes
Tractor 753-1319.
RON'S Mailer now
has: heavy duty shocks
for $15.90 ea. installed:
mufflers $26.95 installed. Will change
your oil, filter with lube
$14.95. 400 N. 4th St:
753-3514.
SEARS washer & dryer.
Call 753-1204.
HARP copiers. For
demonstration, service
or supplies call 502-3548187.
SMALL. light tiller, ex.
cultivator, 13"x6" front
tines. Sears. $95. 7594005.
TAPPAN refrigerator,
avocado green, no frost.
$125. '77 Thunderbird.
sharp, loaded. Call 4892527

At Rates As Low As

$21

a month!
Bennett &
Associates

Murray

305 N. 4th
753-7273

21

Id

lil

24

1111
II
id
31

29
33

35
iil

111111
42

II
43

UUU

41

as

ill

MI

SLOT

HOME

AERO

9 Country of
Asia
10 Recover
11 Musical
ihstrument
13 Railroad
station
16 Indicate
7
8
9
10
19 Chemical
compound
21 Story
22 Golfer
17
Slammin'
Sam
25 Warm
27 Concur
28• 30.Ceremonies
32 Permit
ill
34 Penny
36 Footprints
fil
37 Protective
• organization
38 Pack away
II 41
40 Followed
ill
Closely
41 Sweetened
ill
the kitty
44 Boxes
ill
47 Winglike
0
49 Break
suddenly
Ilirld
Bungle
54 Succumb
57 Prefix with
58 Teutonic
deity
60 Neon symbol

53

ill

ill

UUU

UU

ill

II
ill

SCAR

ill imi la

59

UUNUU
Will

Miscellaneous

711.11.FR
used 1 season, $125.
759-4005.
Wr have good clean 53
gal. drums. $6 each. AG
Brokers. Industrial Rd.
753-4533.

20. Sports Equipment

New Group Medicare
Supplements Plans
Announced-

4 Permits
5 Figure of
speech
6 Versus abbr
7 Exclamation
8 Ordinance

24

OAK dining room set
with 6 chairs. cfilna
cabinet to match. 'Antique Duncan Phyfe sofa
with 2 matching fireside
chairs. Some other
items. Call 753-5344.

VAT
END
EN
DI VA
PEN
TB
RODS
RAPT
CRAG
DEEM
LEO
RALLY
REAL
Li A
EDDINES
DREAMS
I
Elwr in LIMIT
MCI
ROOF
SOTS
STOW
PURE
ST
TEN
SODA
I F
ODA
ADEN
SANE
lillS
POST
poop

DOWN

te

.,DEvOlE MY LIFE 70
DESTROY PIRACY„ CRUELTY„
I NJU67ICE,,,
50N5 WILL
FOLLOW tsiE„,

Furnishings

Answer to
Previous Puzzle

deposit of
sand
42 - and fro
43 Depressions
45 Pertaining to
the dawn
46 Guido s high
note
48 Halts
50 Humor
51 Heap
53 Staff
55 French article
56 Infrequent
59 Showered
61 Mistake
62 Haste

1 Leap or
bound
6 Bravery
11 Annoy
12 Disgraced
14 Negative
prefix
15 Short jacket
17 Salary
18 Hail!
20 -Freckles
23 Short sleep
24 Bird's home
26 Babylonian
hero
28 Maiden loved
by Zeus
29 Aquatic
mammal
31 Polished
33 Heroic event
35 Nobleman
36 Fairies
39 Triangular

14

rcooy„TNE 21E7PHANrom
„NEME515 OF EVILDOERS
EVERYWA'ERE,,AfE
WORK'S ALONE.
..,

Home

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

11

///5 OE5CErvOANr5 cvo
FOLLOW NIM„ 5i/7"JtiNELF FOLK AAV SEAFARERS
1HOuEwTH/41 THE 5441E
MAN,./mArOATAL„,

Wanted

WILL stay with elderly.
Day or night shift. Will
also clean houses. Good
references 759-4128

PEDERAL, State &
Civil jobs now available. Call 1-201-586-2556
ext. 16A5 24 hours for
info.
HELP wanted. Ladies if
you like people & money
you will like this job.
Work your own hours.
Free training. No investment. After 6p.m.
753-7377. 8a.m.-5p m
247-4456.
HOME Assembly income. Assemble products at home. PartTime. Details-. Call
813-327-0896. Ext 168.
•
HOUSEKEEPER
needed, 1 or 2 days a
week, some babysitting.
Must be efficient & de.pendable. Send, information with references to
P.O. Box 1040-C. Murray.
•
1K4MEDIATE positionis I available for
tree climbertsi and
timber fellerisi. Steady
work, good pay, fringe
benefits to qualified
person 1st with proven
experience. Call 7530338.
KENNEL help for
veterinary clinic. Send
replies 'to P.O. Box
1040-A, Murray. Ky.
MATERIAL toten, ladder climbing, tar moping on flat roof. Mimi be
able to work alone with
out supervision. $4 per
hour. Apply at WIG
Glass, Dixieland
Center.
•
MOMS, need money for
back to school?
Christmas? Join us in
.the House of Lloyds,
party plan. No investment, no collecting.
Free kit. Plus commission. Call Cindy today
9-5, 759-9538

1

&IR 77/OE
MVO CAME
IN LA rE„,

16

Wanted

14. Want to Buy

O wO0L.9
YOU RATHER
tlAY iN?

HE SAYS HE DOESN'T WANT
TO SE JUSTANOTHER
DESK-BOUND &ENEIRAL

Help

NEED someone to,ke-in
wIthef5elVe00p11.-tall
492-8879 or 492-8413.
RN or LPN positions
are available for the
3-11 & 11-7' shifts. Employees would be
scheduled Mon.-Fri.
with every weekend off.
Excellent salary & benefits. Apply in person:
Care Inn, 4th & Indiana,
Mayfield, Ky. or call
247-0200.
•
SPOUSE abuse program is in need of
volunteers who are
willing to work directly
with victims and 'provide 24 hour support. For
spouse abuse hot line
759-4050.
WANTE • salespeople
for Murr
& Mayfield
area. $200
eekly salary PLUS. No experience necessary, will
train. Must have own
transportation. 502-2476577 or 502-247.6604.
WORK from Home $60
per 100 inserting envelopes information
send stamp to K.S.
Enterprises P.O. Box
1501-E Bloomfield NJ
07003.

6.. Help Wanted

ACROSS

sNi-iY 15 THE
GENERAL OUT

6

TAKING

CANCER
INSURANCE

THE tlold Nugget.aesf
-side of square.
Mayfield. Ky .247-6782.
Diamonds. black hills
gold. 14kt gold chains-11e sell for less!- "We
guarantee it
Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler.

Notice

2

28. Mobile Homes for Rent
2BR trailer in Murray.
Call 753-9478.
2 6R 3 BR, furnished or
unfurnished, some new
furniture, natural gaselectric, air conditioned. Shady Oaks
753-5209.
30. Business Rentals
LARGE, very nice
building on campus.
Call 753-21e.

CREEK VIEW
SELF
STORAGE
Hwy. 641 N.
24 Hr. private entrance

753-6734
32. Apts for Rent
1 BR duplex apartment
near downtown. $140 a
month. 1. ,,year lease.
Deposit. No pets. 753-,
w 3913.
1 BR, upstairs. furnished apt. $170 per
month. Water furnished. Close to campus. No pets.• No chitdren. 753-5980.
2 BEDROOM furnished
apts. Low rates- by the
day, week or month. No
pets. 436-2594 or
436-2231.
-2 BEDROOM apt. near
UniVersity. Water- furnished. gas heat. $50
deposit, $140 per month.
Call 489-2244.
2 BEDROOM apt.. carpet. all -appliance included. 1413 Hillwood
Dr. • Lease 8r deposit.
.1275 month. No pets.
753-0814.
2 BR duplex, appliances
furnished_ Quiet, nice
neighborhood. No pets.
Central heat & .air.
759-4406.
FURNISHED apts.
Renting now. Adults
only. No pets. Zim
merman Apts., S. 16th
7516609.
FURNISHED or un
furnished apt., low
utilities. No pets please_
Call 753 3949.
LARGE 2 BR un
furnished and large 2
BR furnished. 1604
Miller. Call 753 0932 or
753'5898.
liaUR Cal apts. Nor
thwOod Dr. 1, 1 or 3 BR.
Now renting. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
759-4984.
NEW 1 bedroom brick
duplex in Westwood.
- Appliances included. Extra nice. Carpeted.
Call 753 6814.
NICE 2 BR ap1., central
heat & air. No pet. Call
492 8634.
ONE bedroom furnished apt. 9•4, 100 S.
13th St.
TAKING applications
for -Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
A-pts., Hardin,- Ky.•
Equal Housing
Opportunity.
34

Houses for

Rent

2 BR house in city, nice
neighborhood, WOO per
month. For further
Information phone 7539021.
3 BEDROOM house al
Panorama Shores. $230
per month. 443-9960
after 6p.m. or 753-6531.
3 BR house. 12 miles
east of Murray. 8175 a
month, gas included in
rent. Deposit required.
436-2576.
3 BR house for rent, in
city, corner of 12th dr
Elm. 1350/month. Call
753.3415, after 5p.m.
7,53-7123. •
' AVAILABLE 7/ 15. 5
room house, bath. utility. City water. References. Couples. No
pets. Near Murray
References. $185. - 753.
7551.
EXTRA nice, large. 4
BR house, to responsible family Appliances.
No pets. References
$500 per month_ • Cal/
753-7457.
EritAlirrshare nice fully furnished
house located. near University Inn Call after 4
pm. 753-4101_
LARGE 4 BR. 2 story,
near Murray Call 7538035

CLASSIFIEDS
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36 For Rent or Lease• 40. Produce

46 Homes for Sale
49
Used Cars
53 Services Offered
53 Services Offered
MUST lease soon . 4,000 SWEET corn- $1 per
53 Services Offered
53 Services Offered
2 BR house with garden.
53 Services Offered
sq. ft. of office space in dozen 'Ready Monday
in city. sip S. 4th St
J L. _McKnight 0, SonS._
(14',
Olympic Plaza, ,N. 12th July 7th 1 1/2 miles ,
ROOF
.1
ING
-SUMM
ER is the -ttme-to 2-0.444-T I NG- Papet
Price $19,000. Call 753TOMMY SANDERS Sawmill on Poor Farm
St., Murray. Will alter north of Kirksey on
Metal & Shingles
either deadwood, or hanging, commerical ,or
3098.
Rd
Buyer of standing
to suit; has industrial Hwy 299 489-2402
tial, Free es
Akirniattfn & Vinyl
• DEDILOOM_Immile easi
timbel Call 753 7528 ' remove drseased art residen
carpet, good I's
5.
d/or unwanted trees. timates, References 25
of
Murra
Siding.
y
Owner
Advertising
JOINER'S complete For
convenient to banks &
all your needs call years experience.
transferred. Must sell.
Silver Queen Corp
tree service, 32 yrs. Bover's
Free estimates.
Post Office. Adjacent to
Tremon Farris 759 1987
753-3299
Tree Service
Mid-20's. Call 443-9960
exp-erience. Also, the
Medical Claims Serivce
Johnny Robertson
professionals at ROOFING. SidiA9.
Call 759-1600
after 6p.m.
Norman
stumps mechanically 753 0338
and MTG Realty and
Concrete work, Ad
Rd.
CEDAR LOG HOMES
removed 10" below
Insurance. Contact Tom
Rockwell Calendars
No. Int.
di tons, Painting,
TWEE WORK
94 West Turn South
Corn
Northern white cedar.
Karvounis 753-9469.
surface. Call 753 0366.
APPLIANCE: repair.
plete removal, topping, General Carpentry
Pens-Matches
On 1660.
No rot, no bugs. You
washers. dryers.NOW leasing non-airSEWING Machine Re
Frirnming. stumps P A Molony
753 8628
Yearly Date Planners
build or we build
Call to place your
refrigerators- ranges conditioned school
pair All makes and. mechanically remove
Free Estimates
d
We
carry
901
the
air
'
note
644
corrd.
9052
Brend
George
buses to churches and
a
Balloon
s
models Home & In
Hodge
orders. 753-1816
Experienced
Larr,,
& Son, 10 Dixieland
Munson.
schools. Toll Free 800dustrial Bag closing Wood 753 0211
4000 Specialty Items
Call Sammy
Shopping ('enter 753.
FOR sale by owner
222-1500. West Ky. and
machines. Also scissor WET
Murray
BASEMENT' W.-to choose from
4669.
It' 753-5448 (.74
43. Real Estate
Tn. only.
country living in the
sharpening. 40 yrs
make wet basement'.
Pavin
g Co. Inc.
APPLI
city
ANCE
limits,
experience. All work dry
wooded area
REPAIR:
48 ACRES heavily
Work completei y
Specializing in asphalt
behind house, pool/.
84 CAMARO. 1 owner, Factory authorized for HAMILTON Cultured guaranteed
Kennet
h
wooded
timber
guaranteed
37. Livestock-Supplies
land, in
Call or
excellent condition. Call Tappan. Kelvinator and Marble, tops sinks
paving, saalcoating and
Barnhill; 753 2674, write
Trigg Co. on S. Bank .of deck, paneled basemt
Morgan Con
Brown 'Service on gas Panels, custom made Stella, Ky
n/bar, 3 bdrm., 1 bath, 753-8156.
11-AMPSHIRE Boars. Donalson Creek.
crack repairs 7 yrs ex
struction Co Pt 2. Box
Tel
and
vanities
.
Free
electri
Est 753
$150 each. Call 753-2963.
c ranges.,
STUMP REMOVAL 409A, Paduc
penance
Providing
904-456-4474 or 502-753- cedar siding. All this for
MUST sell 1985 Ford micro
ah; Ky
waves. dis- 9400.
only $38,000. Call 753
MOtING, must self 6240.
SERVICE
quality
work
Mustang GT, extra h wash
at
42001
or
call
1
442
7026.
ers. re- HOUSE building, re
9553 for appt.
hors
and pony. Call 5.5 ACRES on 280
Mechanically removed
reasonable prices
nice. loaded. Wholesale frigerators'',
less
etc_ Earl modeling, storage 10 inches below the WILL do bushhogging
492-8194.
NE-ED
to
sell
im
than 1 mile from lake,
S. Sam 753-6267_
Free Estimate
and order gardens Cal'
Lovett. 354-6956 or 753- buildings, drivew
SIMMENTAL and great for house or mediately to settle estate,
surface, no damage to
ay
5341_
Call 753-0411
v sealing. For all your surrounding lawn. 753 8590.
Simbrah bulls. Per- camper site. $5,500. nice three bedroom brick 50
Used Trucks
CARPET installation, building & home repairs
house at 700 Meadow
formance & semen 759-9859.
Larry Wood 753 0211
professional' service. call Duncan:5 Con
Lane. Make offer. 753
tested.. Excellent _qual- dOVF:RNM ENT
homes
Also
1980
Chev.
repairs. Satisfac- struction 474 8000.
ity. $650 & up. Cadiz, from $1
Yearry's Tree
tU repair,. 5901.
guaranteed. Glenn INSULATION blown in
Ky. 522-8794.
Scottsdale Pickup tion
Delinquent tax pro-_ NICE cedar siding
Fiebber 759-1247.
by
Sears
&
Yard Service
TVA
ap
Good gas mileageperty. Repossessions. house, 3 BR, den, 2 full
ihAN.E S Window Clean- proved- Save on those
Call 805-687-6000 Ext. baths, in city. Will
Free
Estimates
cold
air. Excellent
ing Residential, com- high heating and coot
38. Pets-Supplies
EI-8155 for current repo consider trade for house
Phone
436-2562
mercial
conditi
.
on.
one
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
&
two
mg
stdry.
bills
Call
Sears
in country. 753 0659.
3 BEAGLE puppies, full list.
References. 10'; Senior 753 2310 for free
753-0789
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
blooded. _ excellent hun- kOPPERUD Realty SECLUDED 3 bedroom,
Citizen discount.
estimate
Experienced
ting stock, 3 months old. offers a complete range 2 bath, brick home on 15
OVER
753-9873.
have been wormed. $20 of Real Estate services acres,
miles east of
20 YEARS
DECKS, patios, founeach. Call 753-7459.
with a wide selection of Murray. $84,500 Phone
E XPERIENCE
•
dations. greenhouse
soul) WOOD CABINETS & •
KKCGerman quality home in the city 436-5574.
additions. Custom enRAISED PANEL DOORS
We also offer:
Shepherds, adult and & in the county. All
ergy saver homes. ConBrrch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry •
Golf carts, utility &
puppies. Free ob- price ranges. Phone *47. Motorcycles
Clean-up, rivet-on side
GUNCASES • MANTI4S • BOOKCASES•
tracted or hourly'. Solar
•
edience training with 753-1222 for courteous, 1982 KAWASAKI 250
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
moulding & pinstriping
goosneck trailer parts.
home builders. Tripp
•
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISH
purchase of ARC competent Real Estate KLT, excellent condiCall 753 9872
ING
Williams 753-0563.
Service & repair.
•
COMPETITIVE PRICES Drop ay & Sem Our Display
Australian cattle dogs. service. We make buy- tion, electric start, road
•
641 So. Hazel, Ky.
Boarding available. ing & selling Real license, loaded with 1975 DOlir;E 3 4 ton FENCE sales at Sears
492-8
122
•409 Sunbury Circle
753-5940•
04, good mechancially. now. Call Sears 753-2310
•
•
Estate easy for you.
•
Call 436-2858.
•
•
••• OOOOOOOOOO •••
extras. Call 345-2160.
for free estimate for
Call 436-5554
ARC reg. Old English
1982 SUZUKI 650. exyour needs.
44.
Lots
1982
for
SW
Sale
PICKU
P
truck,
Sheep dogs $175 ARC
cellent condition, 10.000
Pekinese $1504175. 3 3 4 ACRES, ap- miles. $1495. Must see to Tohoe package. 56.000 GENERAL HOM
miles.
Asking
$4,000 REPAIR. 15 years exARC Chihuahuas $175. proximately 5 miles appreciate. Phone 753perience: Carpentry,
firm. 753-6614.
1-502-879-8532.
east 94, back of Groves 3575.
concrete, plumbing.
PEEKAPOO puppy, Heights Subdivision. 1984 HONDA Big Red. 1985 4 WHEEL drive
roofing, siding. NO JOB
finale: 2 months old. Call City water. Call excellent condition, like Chevrolet Scottsdale. TO
SMALL. Free esCall 753-0747.
759-4567.
. 753-0747.
new. Call 759-4663.
timates. Days 753-6973.
LARGE wooded lake 1987 YAMAHA. 350 '77 PI.V11101 TH van, nights 474-2276
.
lot, near Hamlin Kens Warrior. 4 wheeler, ex- custom interior, rebuilt
40.Produce
GENERNL Building
lucky & Pinebluff area. cellent condition Call 437- motor, new tires. Great RepairThe Paper
20 years exfor camping. Call 759CONE'S U-Pick Farm. Good view of lake. Nice 4131
©-.
perience. Roofing &
'Now ready- Blue Lake building' site. Accessa4134.
painting. indoor & outand Horticulture beans. ble. Reasonably -priced. 49.Used Cars
door. Odd jobs. No job
5 1
Police
Campers
Have soon- sweet corn Financing available.
911
to small. 474-8057.
and Ky. Wonder Pole. 1 Ken Shores Estates 1962 CHEVROLET Be.
911
lair, motor excellent.
GUTTERING by .Sears.
mile west of Benton on 753.7531.
FOR SALE
body
Sears
good.
Call 759:4683
continuous 'gutSymsonia Hwy. 527-7657.
LOVELY partly wooded
1976 26 Foot
ters, installed for your
.
PLYMOUTH
PEACHES- r•pick .$12 building lot..2 miles SE of 1968
specif
ications. Call
• 205 North 4th St.-753-4110
bushel: we pick $14 Murray. Price reduced to Valiant, slant 6 motor.
Trophy
Travel
Sears- 753-2310 for free
bushel. Also. by 1 2 $5000. Call Kopperud automatic 'transmisJohn
Traile
r.
Roof
Deere-Snapper-Roper-Echo-Stihl
estimat
Air,
e
sion, solid state
bushel or 'peck. 12 miles Realty 753-1222.
Plymouth radio, excel
We Service What We Sell
awning, TV antenwest of Murray on Hw%
L EE'S CARPET
lent mechanical condi94 west. Turn left at 46 Homes for Sale
CLEANiNG. For all
na,
new
tires.
tion. Call 753-3469.
Harpoles• Store. 1 4
your carpet & upholst
Good condition.
mile on gravel road. 3 BR. 2 bath, central 1974 ORANGE Beetle
ery cleaning. For a free
heat
& air, brick house style Rolls Royce front
laxik for signs_ Shupe.
Hwy. 94 East 1 mi. from city limits
estimate call 753 5827.
Videotaping & 35mm filming. Will film on
on a well shaded 3/4 ,end,,---black interior,
Phone 75177393
DixOrchard
I
Satisfied references.
Open for classes Tues. & Thurs.
acre lot. Close to North speed. $650 or best offer.
desired location for all occasions.
LICENSED Electrician
Elementary. $43.000. 753-6901.
12-10 p.m.
,0
Weddings, Birthdays, Anniversaries,11
CAliii%
ER
anmer
06.
for
rs
r
esidential and
Call 753-7870 for an 1977
M-ONTE Carlo, sleeps four, good condi.
Graduations, Reunions, Showers
753-0079
commercial. Heating
appointment.
cfC
$2000. Call 489-2599. •
tion. Call 436-5584.
or Insurance Claims...
and air condition, gas
3 13R frame. Nice 1977 PONTI
759-1737
AC. Grand SMALL pull. camper. installation and
neighborhood. Newly
repair.
Prix, fully equipped. sleeps 5. Elassic, good
Phone 753-7203.
decorated. Fenced Call
762-6105 after 5p.m.
condition. AC. ,Can be MITCH
backyard. garage, outELL Paving.
1978 OLDS. 88 Royale. 1 pulled with small imside storage. Call for
Commercial, re
Aluminum and Vinyl Siding,
owner. $1850. 5 tires, port pickup. Call 436.appt. 753.8357.
sidential. Large or
80016.5 used 9500 mi. 2855.
Custom Trim Work. References.
15 years experience
small. 30 years ex
$50. Calf753-2677.
perience. Call 7531537.
Residential & Commercial
52.
Boats
-Moto
rs
1979
INTER
NATIO
NAL
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Scout 484, automatic 15 H P • Evinrude. (all MOBILE HOM'E.
(502) 489-2580 (502) 345-2602
Specialist Repair and
Gold
i
Silver
transmission. ps,
753-8464.
RAND
Y
THOR
prevent
NTON
ative mainten
HEATING
Closed
ac..excellent condition. li ALUMINUM
Closed
Brenda's Beauty Salon
.canoe. ance. Roofs, floors,
Phone 753-9201 or 753- top condition.
& AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
Yesterday
344.40 Yesterday
5.11
"Super Cuts Guys 6 Gals"
2 paddles. phumbing, wiring,
9331.
trans,
and
Carrier dealer
2 life jackets included. hurricane straps.
Opened
Opened
Open Tues. & Wed. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
759
for
solos
1981 DATSUN 310. great $225.- Phone 753-3575.
and servic• In Murray
Timm
Today
Thurs. & Fri. 7 .m.-6 p.m
343.80 Today
4850.
5.08
gas mileage. One owner 24 FT. Harris
and Calloway County.
Float MOODY'S Mower
Down
Sat: 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
.60 Down
car. Call 489-2704 after Boat, deluxe furnitur
.03
4
44
.
11414
(
44
(
.
1
404
'
1....'..•
e, Repair
Evenings by appt.
pickup and
1102 Chestnut.
6p.m.
Compliments of:
camper conversion. 55 delive
Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center
753-8181
ry. Alt work
753-4582
r
1981 FORD Grenada.
EvinrUde, lift. guaranteed.
VERNON'S PAWN SHOP
Call 753
ps.
pb.
factor
Lowran
y
air.
ce
depth
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
finderexcellent condition. all accessories. Dock 5668.
753.7113
ODD jab sp-ecialist.
Phone
753-4417
.
rent
paid
4-1-87.
Must ceiling
We buy Gold. Silver & Diamonds
fans, electrical,
753-9841
1981
MONT
sellhealth.
E
Carlo,
Call 436Center Dr off 641 N
We loan money on anything of value
plumbing, fencing. You
55,000 miles. 1979 Grand 5821.
'Behind old Boston Tea Party
Hours: 10-6 Daily. Closed Sunday
Prix. Rick's Vinyl Roofs MUST sell! 16 Ft. name it, I do it. You
M F 85
753-9872.
fib7e.rglass buy, I install. You
Sell auto luggage racks
break, I fix Call 436
1981 VW Scirocco. air. ski runabout
New 2868 evening
s
1
5-speed
, am:fm stereo upholstery. engine over
PH 502 759-4034 DAYS
Hopkins Insurance Agency
502-753 1458 NIGHTS
cassette, sport package. hauled l985 Complete!
24 HOUR SERVICE
55,000 miles. $4500, Call $1575 or best offer'
ALUMINUM
LIFE
753-3801.
761-2445.
DUNCAN'S TRUCK SERVICE Prompt.& Professional-Residential 8 Commercial
'SERVICE CO.
SUPPLEMENTAL CANCER
1982 CADILLAC Seville
Free Estimates
HOWARD DUNCAN, OWNER
Alumin
um
and
vinyl
53 Services Offered
Elegante, 4 --door
Licensed, insured 8. bonded
INTENSIVE CARE
siding.
Custom
trim
P
AM/FM stereo cass- 2 MEN want
Truck Wash
492-8254
to do yard
HEALTH
work. References.
•
ette, 50,000 actual miles
AT 2 BOX 45A
work. Tree trimming,
MURRAY, KY 42071
Call
Will
Bailey
Ed
Call 753-9240.
removal of unv.ante-ti
Corner 13th & Poplar
753-0689
1987 DODGE Omni. trees fir shrubbery. Mov,
eiZELLUD
...
I
115 South 13th
loaded. 3,500 miles Call yards. light hauling
RENTAL SALES
& WILL do plumb , ng
753-9644
.
wood for sale! Free heating.
Murray, Ky. 42071
air cond
Individualized logos 8
CENTER
'77 FORD LTD, good estimates. 753-06s0 or
painting, carpentry &
(502) 753 6202
kl MI
drawings done for VERY
,
condition, $600 or best 759-1683,
roofing. Also. haul stuff
offer Must sell. Call ALL type mason
Reasonable'Rates!
ry & clean up Free es'
Buy Carolina Stoves For Quality Heating.
753-9775 after 5p.m
work
block
brick
753 9600
Call
759-9
567 after 4 p.m. '-:753-8
201
oncrt'te, drixelcays,
211 Main
,
sidewalks. patios, house
115 South 13th Street
toundatio
n e4y.
Murray. Kentucky 42071.
niliimneys air chimney
*Carpets *Upholstery
502-753-3492
repair 25 years .ex
24 Hour Service
*Free Estimates
perieni
Free es
imates call Charle,
Indus
Satisfaction Guaranteed
trial
Commercial
Barnett 753 5476,

Look
Need Car

Specialty

Good, Bad,
No Credit
Bankrupt

Otnurtf.s-

Rick's
Vinyl Roofs/
Motor Sales

641 Welding & Trailer Sales

r,

,,,,„„........_
,
,
, •Dial-A-Service ,..
:•,
(Clip This Ad From
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Si,

All Season's Lawn & Leisure Center

Cindi Lin Ceramic Studio

GOLDEN MEMORIES

Aluminum Service Co.

DON WILKERSON

SWEET
CORN

753-4095
489-2137

ROOFING

Call Will Ed Bailey, 753-0689

Poison Control
753-7588

Greg's Vinyl Tops

T & M Cleaning

,

MURRAY Vik: , S-A.:4,31;eP
4V11:3HOT TUBS
Considering iverything you go
through daily, who deserves a
REGENCY SPA
more than you?

1981
Datsun 510
Wagon
Excellent
Condition.
$2,950.
Call after 5,
753-6098.

At this age, you can
do a lot of damage-.
You're picking her up
to your body.
eight and your lace looke.

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
YOUR LIFE

merican Heart
Association

ty

at

like a pizza VVelcome to
teenage land A place where
your'can do as much ciamact••
to your body as it's trying to
do to you But you can also
do your body a- lot of good.
imply by watching what you
put into it By cutting down ,
.on foods that are high in fat
and cholesterol - like fatty
meats and tried foods Aoct
substituting foods that are
lower sit fat-like fish. pool
tile'
and lean meat By replac
ing whole milk and cheeses
with skimmed-down version!-.
It all adds up to a diet that
helps keep your weight ccHt
trolled. your energy level up
and your blood cholesterol
leVel low And any way you
look at it. looking good and
feeling good can make the
tourney through teenage
land a little less awkward
And maybe lust a little 7777

ETIVVOSC)1/10

Lee's Carpet Cleaning

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

SERVICE Kenmore
Vt est ing Ii it ii,
Whirlpool .- 23' -yea: experience
servo.' Bahl
opper
MAI'S Appliance Ser.
vice. 202 S 5th._ St
Business 753-1572. 43i;
5515 hornei

Installing
city
sewer, water lines
& septic tanks. All
types
backhoe
work.

15 Years Experience

Now Taking
Applications For
Motor Route
Carriers '
Must have
driver's license
and good
reliable vehicle.
Apply in person at
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY 42071

.

..,

Hill Electric
Residential
753-9562

Call 753-5827

._

Estimates Welcomed

Your'Ad Could
Ap
pear Here
Res. 753-6965
•

Dunnaway's Body Shop
404. N. 4th Street
Murray, KY 42071

753-9224
30 Years Experience

Starting A New Business?

Bus. 753-8730

MICHELIN

BECAUSE SO MUCH IS MING
014 YOUR nRis

753-1489
..;,,,...:,:;-.
.

0 •
0

_,. „..

/-"N

4

Ray Elkins Carpet Laying

CARROLL
0
0
4

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-5131 753-6952

li._-1
Bucee le Up fur 5,1*I y. ,

Tire & Wheel Alignment

-

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

.info

Raid Wh••I All•nrri•ni
Corn otehriz•d Who& Solon in
P
1105 Pogo•
' g
Murray
ll y
•

,

'ears Experience Highest Quality Workmanship
20

753-9559

Your Ad Could
Appear Here-,

1 L-pi
IV
•„ - ot t
1.

-

k

To place your ad

1
Dial-A-Service

call:
Nionday-Frida% 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturda 8 a.m.-12 p.m

•
"I 11'1 1

4

,

•
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•
and Mrs. Toy (Gracie)
Edwards, Benton; one
stepdaughter, Mrs.
•Mozell Noel, New Concord; three sisters, Mrs.
Otie Fallowell.

Mrs. Pearl Hill O'Bryan

Paducah, Mrs. Emma
Burchette, Metropolis,
The funeral for Mrs.
Mrs. O'Bryan, 86, Rt.
and Mrs. Nora Ian*
Pearl Hill O'Bryan was 9, Murray, died ThursHill, Rt. 1, Alma; two
Saturday at 4 p.m. in the day at 6:45 p.m.
at
grandchildren; two
Tommy Tucker, Ed
Burial was in Unity chapel of Blalock - Murray-Calloway Counstepgrandchildren.
Carroll, Tommy Car- Cemetery with ar- Coleman Funeral ty Hospit
al. Her husEd 'Tucker. 75. of Rt. din. and Terry Tucker.
roll, Joe Jones. Jimmy rangements _by Filbeck Home.
band. Lon O'Bryan, died
1, Hardin. died Thurs- Benton; one sister. Mrs.
Darnell and Harry and Cann Funeral Home
Officiating was the Aug. 31, 1976.
day at 1:30 p.m. at Gracie O'Brien. Tucson,
Smith
Rev. Layne Shanklin.
of Benton.
She was a member of
Final rites for . Mrs. retired beautician and a_
Murray-Calloway Coun- Ariz.; one twother. K_elMusic---vies--.15y-betarld -Othre-BaptISUCIfUreh
ty Hospital. He ..is aIji_Tutkei-liairdin: five
. ert were Member of Almo
- MOW. Wiif-'soloist, and
Born S'ept. 3. 1899. in Sunday-at4-1571'n;11rtfie Church-of Christ.
retired stock roan clerk grandchildren; three
Regina Peeler, Calloway County,
for Murray Division of great-grandchildren.
she chapel of Blalock Her husband, Gleneth
organist.
was the daughter of the Coleman Funeral E. Wisehart, died
Tappan Co.
The
funera
l for Mrs; Church at Calvert City.
He was a member of
Pallbearers were late John Hill and
- Born Sept. 8, 1910, in
Nan- Home. •!
March 14, 1977. She also
Rochelle Joan Nimmo is She was born April
28, Bobby Joe Nanney, cy Ann Towery Hill. One
R.B. • Barton and Bob was preceded in death
Marshall County. he Unity Cumberland
today
at
2
p.m. in the 1937, in Olmstead. Ill.
Harold. Hill, Phillip daughter. Mrs.
was the son of the late Presbyterian Church
Edna Haley officiated. Jerry by one sister. Mrs.
chapel of Blalock Hale. Jerry Hale, Louise Bates.
William Tucker and where services were
died
in Bolls directed congrega- Margaret McClure, and
Mrs.
Nimmo is surColeman Funeral,
Stanley Hale and War- 1962.
'tional singing.
Emily Jones Tucker.
Saturday at 2 p.tn. The Home.
one brother Charles
vived by her husband,
ren Hale.
Survi
vors
are
Pallbearers were Vaughn Jr.
Survivors are his Rev. L.E. Moore and the
two
Rober
t.D. Nimmo, to
Officiating is the Rev.
Burial was in Temple daughters, Mrs. Muriel Hoyt Cleav
wife. Mrs. Beatrice Car- Rev. Ray Hutchens
Survivors are three
er Jr.. Gary
James M. Calhoun. whom she was married Hill Cemetery.
EllisonK Rt. 2, Murray. Evans. Ralph Evans. sons, Donald Wiseha
roll .Tucker; two sons, officiated.
on
Aug.
11, 1979; one
rt
Music is by Mrs. Vernon
Wilson Gantt. Marshall and Ronald Wisehart,
Pallbearers were
Mac Tucker. Rt. 1, HarShown, soloist, and Mrs. daughter. Mrs. Randy
Brandon and Buel Rt. 1. Almo, and Larry
(Vickie) Houston, 1612
Otto Erwin. organist.
Hargis.
Funeral rites for group.
Wisphart. Rt. 1, Mur-,
•
Colleg
e
Farm
Rd..
MurPallbearers are
Burial was in Murray ray; four grandray; one sail, Ronnie Frank J. Wainscott
Burial
was
in
Murra
Herb
y
ert
Helm
grandc
JameS Robert Byars.
ig,
hildren.
Memorial Gardens.
children.-Loren, Celena,
Joe- Baker and wife, were Sunday at 2 p.m. in Memorial Gardens.
Also surviving are Denver Shelton.
65. of Paris, Tenn.. died
.
Mrs. Wisehart, 63, Molly, and Wesley
the
chapel
of
Blaloc
Trudy
k,
1309
Popla
Mr.
r
St.,
Wains
cott.
Chris
75,
tophe
r
Kurz
Friday at Henry County five sisters. Mrs. Mag,
died Saturday at 2:15 Wisehart; her parents,
Coleman Funeral died Thursday
Murray.
at
Medical Center there.
gie Paschall, Murray. Albert Zimmerman.
a.m.
Home.
at Murray. Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Murray-Calloway CounAlso surviving are her
He was - a former Mrs: Mae -Gallimore, Tony Castleman and
Calloway County Vernard Vaughn. Rt. 1.
_Dr. David Roos of- ty Hospital.
stepfather and mother.
mechanic for Memphis Puryear. Tenn., Mrs. Sheridan Talbott.
ficiating. Mrs. Otto ErBuchanan. Tenn.
He is survived by his Hospital. She wa
Burial will follow in Mr. and Mrs. Carl B.
Toyota Motors. An Ar- Dorothy Atteberry and
win was organist.
,
wife,
Mrs.
Hazel
E.
my veteran of World Mrs. Irene Lee, Hot Spr- Murray City Cemetery. Tinsley. Goreville. III.;
Pallbearers were Don Wainscott; thre
e
Mrs. Nimmo.49. Rt. 2, two sisters, Mrs. Naomi
War II, he was a ings. Ark., and Mrs.
McCord. Dan McKeel, daughters. Mrs.
member of Spring Hill Robbie Rowland. Paris; Calvert City, formerly Ellis, Brookport. Ill., O.B.
Mrs. Virginia Gadsden. _Ala.,
Boone. Frank Rowena
three
Baptist Church in Henry two brothers, Arlos of Murray, died Satur- and Mrs. Patricia Robert
s, Bailey Gore, Frankfort, Ind.. Mrs. Clayton, 67, died Friday grandchildren,.. Deidre
Byars, Hazel, and day at 1:55 a.m. at Granger, Corperis Dr. Howar
County. •
d Titsworth, Donna Sprunger, at her home at 806 Daugherty and Don
Survivors are his Carl- os Byars., Lourdes Hospital. Her Cove. Texas; two
Guthrie, Murray.
Dr. Clegg Austin and Mansfield. Ohio.
•Bert. Gilbert of Murray
and
death followed an ex- brot.hers, Sam
wife. Mrs. Norma Crossland.
Johnny Reagan.
and Denice Reed of
Mrs.
Nancy
Cathe
y,
tende
Burkh
d
illness
art,
Farmer Byars: one
.
Metropolis,
Born May 4. 1919. in
Services are today at
Members of Men 's Murray; one sister
Puebl
o, Colo.
, Indiana, she was the
She was a member of Ill., and Perry
daughter, Mrs. Sherry 2 p.m. in LeDon Chapel
Bible Sunday School Mrs. Dorothy Miller
The funeral will be
; daughter of the late
Ann Parker. Paris, of Ridgeway Morti- First United Methodist Burkhart, Paducah.
Class of First Christian one brother. Ralph
Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the
Tenn.; two sons. Dannie cians. Paris.
Arnett Moore and Nellie
Church. Thomas Red- Wainscott: eight
chapel of J.H. Churchill
grandHolt
Byari
Spring
F
Burial will follow in
Moore.
.
ville,
den, superintendent, children; four greatFuneral Home. John
Tenn., and Ronnie C. Bitterest Cemetery
Services_ for Mrs.
Mrs. Clayton is sur- Dale will officiate.
Mrs. Brandon. 60. of served as an honorary grandchildren.
Byars. Paris. five there.
Helen Brandon were 523 South
vived 'IV one son, Bill
Burial will follow in
11th St., MurSaturday at 2 p.m. in the ray.
Daugherty-- and wife, Murray City Cemetery.
died Thursday at
chapel of Blalock - 11:25 a.m.
at Baptist
Friends may call at
Gilbert Smith, 72, died Mrs. Migoa Lamb. Jackie, Rt. 8. Murray;
Coleman Funeral Centra
l Hospital. Mem- Saturday at 4:15 a.m. at Mayfield, and Mrs. one sister. Mrs. the funeral home after 5
Home.
Mrs. Ruth Lee Mary Squires.
Margaret Came. piii ii 1v Nt()inlay
phis. Tenn. She was an his home. 703 Hillcrest Beauton Whee
ler.
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe employee
Weston, 84. of Rt. 6.
Mrs. Weston is survivof Clinic Dr.,-Mayfield.
Sedalia; one brother.
and Dr. T.A. Thacker of- Pharm
Murray. died Thursday ed by her husba
acy. Murray.
Bern Feb..12. 1914. in Basil Smith. Mayfield.
nd.
ficiated. Music was by
at Murray-Calloway James_Robert Weston.
Calloway County. he
The funeral-is today at
Choir of Grace Baptist
Survivors are her husCounty Hospital.
The funeral was Sunwas the son of the late 2 p.m.: in the chapel of
She was- a retired day at 2 p.m. in the Church with Leland band. Hobert Brandon', - Leo
Smith and Nancy Byrn Funeral - Home.
Peeler as director. to whom she was, marjunior high school Memorial Chapel
Freeman Smith. Three Mayfield. The Rev.
of
ried
Dwan
on
April
24.
e
1948;'
Jone
teacher.
s as.
s,vAnglin Funeral Home.
brothers preceded him Gary Frizzell is
Born July 30. 1901, in Dover. Tenn. The Rev. organist and Anita one daughter. Mrs. in
death. He was a officiating.
David i Paula) Palmer.
Smith as pianist.
Granite City, Ill., she Bill Hart officiated.
deacon at Northside
Pallbearers are HartPallbearers were Rt. 1, Almo: one son.
was the daughter of the
Burial wasin Hillc,rest
Baptist ChurCh. well 'Goodwin, Hoyt
James Cohoon. Brian Jimmy Brandon and
late James Squires and Cemetery, at Dover
.
•Mayfield.
Gough: Clarence West.
Gossett. Johnny wife, Debbie. Nashville,
•Pizza
.
•Salad Bar
He is survived by his Deere Towery. R.T.
Phillips.- SteVe -Com- Tenn.; three sisters.
wife, Mrs. Christine Morri? and Lynwood
•Spa
ghet
ti
*Soup
pton. Dewey - Hall and "Mrs. Marie Simmons,
Jones Smith; one Morris.
Fernda
Tomm
*Fre
Mich.,
le.
y
Hines.
sh
.Mrs.
Muff
ins
Mrs. Treva McCullom and one brother. Bonnie
daughter. Mrs. Carolyn
Members OT-Men•s
Members of Willing Virginia Emmons,
died Sunday at .tier St. John. Rt. 2. Hazel.
11 a.m.-2:00 pan.; Sunday thru Friday
Morris. two grand- Ambassador Class of
Paris,
Worke
Tenn..
rs
and..
Sunda
Mrs.
y
School
5:110 p.m.-6:181 p.m. Mon., Tues.. Wed. Evenings
home in Memphis,
children, Andrea Leech Northside Baptist
Class of Grace Baptist Sarah Roberts.
Tenn.
Miller Funeral Home
and Christy Hill, and Church are serving as
She is survived by one of Hazel will ' have Church served as an Bruceton, Tenn.; one three great- an
.cross from NISI. Stadium/Olympic Plaia
honorary group.
'brother. Joe Gossett,
sister, Mrs. Paul charge of funeral and honorary group.
grandchildren,
B.ur
ial was in
753-0900 .
Burial was in Murray Phoenix. Ariz.; five
Newman. Parts, Tenn.. burial arrangements.
Mayfield; three sisters, Hi_ghland Park
Free Delivery-after 11 a.m.
grandchildren. •
Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Evon West and Cemetery at Mayfield.

OBITUARIES

Ed Tucker

Mrs. Clotille Wisehart

Mrs. Michelle Nimmo

•

Frank J. Wainscott

James Robert Byars

Mrs. Virginia Clayton

Mrs. Helen Brandon

Gilbert Smith

Mrs. Ruth Lee Weston

Pizza innI.

Buffet

All You Can Eat: ,

Mrs. Treva MCCullom

\

JOE SMITH CARPET CENTER
Professional Installation
Professional Service!

For A
Finish
That Lasts

Devoe
Paint

Factory Authorized Sale
Philadelphia Carpet
Style
Wildwood
Affirmed
Seattle Slew
Secretariat
Silhouettes
Classic Touch
Now & Forever
Grandoise
Mystic Shadows

Reg
11 49
20.99
16 99
13.99
13.25
17 99
17 99
12.49
13 25

Sale
9.99
18.49
14.49
12.49
11.49
16.25
15.99
10.99
11.49

Consumer Brushes,
Rollers Etc,

40%

Off ,
-

Wallpaper

20%

Off

In-Stock
In-Stock

No-Wax Vinyl

•
,

Starting At
$3
99

-COLORS GALORE-

sq. yd

Factory Authorized Sale
Queens Carpet
Style
Calypso
Caravelle
Countess
Crystal Royale
Lenox Park
Magic Valley
Palm Court
Savoy
Soft Elegance

In-Stock
$899
gal

Req.
9.49
9.49
14.49
15.99
15.75
11.49
16.49
10.49
15
. .99

Sale
7.99
7.99
12.25
13.25
12.99
9.49
13.75
9.25
13.25

"We Want Your Business"
Road Is Now In Good Shape!
Hwy. 641 North, Murray

Sale Ends July 19th

r

*White or Soft White

Plush Carpet
$599 $1n95
to

I \if

sq yd

In-Stock

- Hi-Lo Shags
..
, $399
;;;,....-!.:...•1.1
S 1 95
.... , . • ,..,,,,,,
to
sq

.•

$1399ga

y(1

#

Kirsch Custom-made
Mini and
Micro Blinds
Woven Woods
Pleated Shades
Wood Slatblinds

Blinds

40 koff

753-6660

J

re. .
.A.4...$4t*

-

-

-

•

.r•

son•

•

v••••••

nf

A Special Section Of

Mtierray Ledger & Times
This special section is dedicated to
the 1986 Murray-Calloway County
Fair, July 7-12

Murray-Calloway Fair slated July 7-12
Full schedule
of activities
and exhibits
set for week

4

1985 MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY FAIR
QUEEN Kim Greene (center) and
her court, Jill Thornton, left.
and Huong Dinh. Candidates for the 1986 Fair
Queen are pictured on pages four
and five of this special section.

I

Calendar of Events

_

Monday, July 7
7:00 p.m

(Lovett Aud.)

Fair Queen Contest

Tuesday, July 8
10:00 a.m
1 p.m
1 p.m
1 p.m.

Jersey, Holstein- Freisan Dairy Show
Agronomy Judging
4-H Judging
Women's Division Judging

Wednesday, July 9
10:00 a.m
7:30 p.m.

4-H, FFA Dairy Show
Mini-Hot Rod Tractor Pull

Thursday, July 10
•

6:00 p.m
-6 p.m.-Close.

4-H Rabbit Show
. .. .Family night on midway

Friday, July 11
7:30p.m.
8:00 p.m.
10 p.m.-1 a.m

Saturday, July 12
1:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m

Horse Show
Free Gospel Music Show
Midnightroacinessomidway

•

-

Kiddies' day on midway
Motorcycle and Three-Wheel races
•

..,,••••••••

The - 27th annual Calloway
County Fair will get underway
Monday. July 7 with a week-long
schedule of events.
Major nightly features of the
---1986 fair begin Monday with the
Fair Queen beauty Contest at
Lovett Auditorium.
The beauty contest is sponsored annually by the Murray
Woman's Club in connection
with the Calloway County Fair
Board and the Murray-Calloway
County Jaycees.
Fair officials say a full line of
quality entertainment has been
scheduled for this year. David
Graham. a fair board member.
said that in- addition to the normal -grandstand events, a free
gospel music show will be held
again- this year. The gospel
Inusic extravaganza .will. begin- _
at 8 p.m. Friday. July 11 in the
'show barn at the fairgrounds:
United Shows is again bringing its carnival midway to the
fairgrounds. The carnival Will
open at 6:30 p.m. nightly beginning Tuesday. July S. Graham
said.
4
In addition to the Fair Queen
contest Monday, grandstand
events are scheduled for each
night of the fair, beginning Tuesday. Admission to the granctstatid
for adults. $2 for
children 6-11. and under six free.
General admission to the fair is
$1 per car-load -as a parking fee.
No admission is charged to the
midway or- to the agrieitIture
exhibits.
Grandstand events begin at
7:30 p.n. nightly. The schedule
includes:
* Tuesday. July 8 - Antique
Tractor Pull feituring farm
tractors in the antique class
119004939 models) and the late
model class 1940-1952 .
Wednetday. July 9
Mint
Hot Rod Tractor Pull which will
4P 40)01441..accordance with the
Western Kentia•ky Mini Hot Rod
Associatior
• Thurtda. July 10 - Demo
derby in which drivers._ _bang
their carstogether until only one
Is left in operation
reonrd on page 10
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MURRAY -CALLOWAY COUNTY FAIR

Entries mus.t he.entered on July 8
•

4-1-rers to'compete in 16 divisions
-

•

„44144444.4+i- -to -4I-te 4 H anti
feet Heal-ex _
El.rtri'rutf-Future Vaunters 401 America
hauls. must he made according
110 iry and ra 1) I) It shows.
to the instructions iii the -1-Fl pro(..'alloway County 1-1Ters will be
ject book. according to 1;leii
competing i n it; other divisions
Sims. superintentient. The secat- the 27th annual Calloway
tions of exhibits — fundarnenCount Fair •
tals. wiring and lighting — are
EX1111/11(11
t ht. 4--I I divisions
divided into - classes for the
must ht. members in ('iilloWit judging.
(7ounty and all exhibits must he
Woodworking., — Six (lasses of
Ili Work dont. during the Itis5-,,t;
woodworking. ranging from kit
project year. under the rules
crafts to nom -kit projects, will be
F:ntries in the
exhibits
judged.('ecil 1.4ke is in charge of
must be rf•t'4t11:141
the division.
Ili to
noon TilestioN-. July "••• with judgEntipt.nolog — First St'('( 411(1.
ing to begin itt 1 p ni. that
third and fourth year insect proEntries nia - ht. picked up helot...jects. as well as special projects.
414 ton July 12
Will be included in the Judging
Crop, — Corn and IA ibat co will
Superintendent of the division is
juti,.:ed in seven, classes
Cecil Like.
Ernest NI,oireN is in charge of
Forestry — First year leaf and
this event
p rint colli:ctions. and second
Horticulture — Judging will
year Collections' including
he in 2s classes of vegetables
educational exhibits as well as
and fruits and three classes of — stem, leaf and fruit displays.
horticultural photography.
xvill be judged, Mrs. Ernest
Superintendent of the division is
Nlacirey is superintendent of the
Mrs,• Hayes Grady., _

/4.
limar Aw.\v
,1,
p int

;Photograph!. T-44e-jit4-ging
this event is divided into four
sectiOns featuring 24 :classes. ,
• 110th
tlor. and black awl white
photos are accepted.
• Photography will be judged on
story telling itbility.
photographic quality and composition...Mrs. Carol Chapman is
.superintendent of the division.
Geology — Six classes ranging from fossils to first through
fourth year projects and special
collections will be judged. Mrs.
Murrell Madrey is in charge. •
Preservation — This division
.features canning and freezing of
.-"fruits and vegetables. It is divided into 27 classes_ Superintendent is Mrs. Joyce Tidwell and
her assistant is Lee Ann Steely.
- • Foods — Cookies, muffins,
biscuits, rolls and cakes will be
judged in this division. Mrs.
Alice Like is superintendent and
her assistant is Mary Ann Todd.
Breads — Eight divisions of
breads will be judged with entries- from- fourth grade through
- grades 11-12. Superintendent is
Mrs. Mice Like assisted by
Mary Ann. Todd.

( hutting --Twrive-ctivisionS
clothing. from casual clothes to
formal wear, will beljudged in
this- --event
-- Vreeze •
superintendent and Becky
Freeze is her assistant.
knitting and Crocheting
Judging will be in Iii classes plus
six advanced classes. Mrs
Marilyn Martin is superintendent. tier assistant is I:aye
Martin.
Home Environment — This
division features competition in
Is divisions ranging from
wastebaskets to refinishing fur•
niture. Jamie Poat is
suPerintendent. assi%-cted hy
Missy I'oat,
Project anti Activity Posters
— Judging in 14 classes of projects and posters from grades
four through grades 14-12 will be
judged. Paola Palmer is
superintendent.
Arts and Crafts — This segment
is divided into 35. classes for
junior and senior members.
Mrs. Dorothy Cook is
superintendent Assisted by La
Dawn Cook.

•

•

*Children s Portraits
•Senior Portraits
.Studio Or Environmental

304 SI. 1.2th St.

753-8899
41PWL'I/MAMMIAA11-%/&-a--.

N

a'

mei ph•tn l,s Da* 4.4TIV

THE MERRY-GO-ROUND is traditionally a family affair with parents
and children all enjoying the carousel.

•

• . 4.

L
•

•

•
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•

•

MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY FAIR

•
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LARRY NANCE leans over the fence to instruct is son on the
proper way to
manuever a flying saucer. This photo was taken during the 1985
Murray-Calloway

$5 Southern States
Come See Us For
All Your Twine Needs!
•Gold Label
Premium Baler Twine
9,000 feet Length
•Big N Round Twine
16,000 Feet
•Binder Twine
28,1300 feet
•Co-op Agri:Tuff Plastic
Twine
Industrial Rd

Murray

ONLY

•

NOTNING WORKS UKE A NORSE.

$1199 [It WheelHorse
...OF COURSE
!

"
Key start•8 HP Briggs &
Stratton engine•Spacesaying storage bars with pivot- •
ing battery•Tight 24 turning
radius•Turf tires•Extended
foot mats•30 Mower deck
with one hand height
adiustment

Samothnim
Saws
Gold
Label
Twine

plupt.• I. OA ott I lit

County Fair. United Shows will bring its midway back this year during the county
fair, scheduled July 7-12 at the Jaycee Fairgrounds, Ky. 121 N.

FEATURES INCLUDE:

• • a. 411110
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SAVE $100 iN
a

STOKES TRACTOR &
IMPLEMENT CO.,INC.
753 1423

Industrial Rd.. Murray
753-1319

•

Model 108-3
;

-

•-•

;a

...aro

r

;
•

9
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Stephanie. Lucas

IA.e. Ann Rayburn

Cathy Williams

Valerie Gilbert

Gaye Latimer

Huone Dinh

Fair Queen pageant scheduled
Monday, July 7, on MSU campus
ighteen local high
school girls are entered
as contestants in the
Miss Murray-Calloway
County. Jaycee Fair
Contest. It will be Monday. July 7. at 7 p.m- in
Lovett Auditorium on
the Murray State
University campus.
Kim Greene. 1985 Fair
Queen, will be present te)
crown her successor.
The pageant is sponsored by Murray
Woman's Club in
cooperation with
- Murray-Calloway County Jaycees.
Faye McConnell is the
ActOc7

•o

D =o

Woman's Club's general
fair queen contest chairman. She is being
assisted by other
members of the club.
The contestants
include:
Mitzi Boggess,
daughter of Della Boggess and Mickey Boggess, will be a senior at
Murray High • School.
Her special interests include swimming.
FBLA, cheerleading
and working with young
children. She plans to
attend a business college to become an executive secretary or
•

1"`

6.446L11:311111111111
0 0_S
0

C 0%,
o
•

Kelithiator
Room Air Conditioners
No. one who. has suffered. hot
sw'eltering days or sticky, sleepless
nights need to be sold on the advantages of air conditioning. Not onl
will Kelvinator's_ Room Air Condi
tioner bring welcome relief from th
heat, it will also clean, dehumidif
and expel stale air.. all very quietly.

Authorized
Sales•Service•Parts

Steele-Allbritton
0

0

209 S. 3rdSt.
Murray
753-5141

own a small business.
•
Huong Dinh, daughter
Jody Burkeen,
of Giao and Hoa Dinh. is
daughter of Mr. and
a 1986 graduate of MurMrs. Ronnie Burkeen.
ray High School. Her acwill be, a senior at
tivities inch:111p senior
Calloway County.. High
class president, TrSchool.,She is a merdber
Alpha member,
of Calloway Band and
cheerleading. Student
Calloway Beta Club and
Council memb,er and
Is a member of The
French Club member.
Society of Distinguished
She plans to attend MurAmerican High School
ray State and major in
Students. She plans to
pre-med.
attend college and maValerie Gilbert,
jor in accounting.
daughter of Mr. and
Jeanne Darnell,
Mrs. Larry Gilbert, will
daughter of Gene and
he a senior at Calloway
Debbie Darnell, is a 1986
County High School. Her
graduate of Calloway
special interests include
County High School. A
FFA and FBLA. She
member: of .Sftident.
plans to attend Murray
FBLAa
Coul\il.
st Pep Club.
State.
FFA, she enGinger Gayle
joys hor back riding,
Graham, daughter of
-swimming and tennis. _
Mr. and Mrs7 Jimmy
She plans to attend MurGraham, is a 1985
ray State.
graduate of Murray
_

You
Can Be
A Star!
Make
Your Own j
Recordine"
In Our
Private
Sound-Proof
Booth at
- the Fair
July 8-12

High School. Her special
activities include
visiting the lake, swimming and tennis. She
plans to attend Ezell
Beauty School...in
September.
Gaye Latimer,
daughter of Tommy and
Judy Latimer. is a 1986
graduate of Murray
High Scool. Her special
activities include
cheerleading, softball
and swimming. She
plans to attend college.
Stephanie Lucas,
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Mark Lucas, will
be-a-senior at Calloway
County High school. Her
activities include colorguard, junior class
vice president and Beta
Club vice president. She
plans to attend college.
and major in business
psychology.
Kelly, Dawn Lyles,
daughter of Keith and
Mary Lou Lyles, is a
1986 graduate of Murray
High School. Her interests include ballroom
dancing, skating, swimMing and boating. She
works at The Green
Door but plans to attend
Murray State this fall.
Marcy Marine,
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Don Marine. will
be a senior at Calloway
County High School. Her
activities include
cheerleading,Pep Club,
gymnastics, swimming
and ,horseback riding.
She plans to attend college • and major in
psychology.
Amy. Carol Miller,
daughter ot—Mr. aria
Mrs. Ken A. Miller, will
be a senior at Calloway
County High School. Her
special interests include

cheerleading Pep Club,
Student Council, gymnastics and swimming.
She plans to attend Murray State and major in
communications.
Anne Miller, daughter
of Tim and Patsy Miller,
is a 1986 graduate of
Calloway County High
School. Her special interests include water
skiing, , reading and
horseback riding. She
plans to attend Murray
State and major in
communications.
Lisa Overcast,
daughter of Beverly Colson and Mike Oyercast,
is a 1986 graduate of
Calloway County High
School. Her special activities include singing,
traveling, water skiing,
horseback riding and
being around people.
She plans to get married
and pursue a career in
hairstyling.
Lee- Ann Rayburn,
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. David Rayburn,
will be a senior at
Calloway County High
School. Her special interests include junior
class president, Student
Council president, boys'
varsity cheerleader,
Foreign Language club
and Beta Club, swimming, exercising and
meeting people. She
plans to attend college
and major in pre-_,
medicipe.
Lisa' Shoemaker.
daughter of Harold and
Peggy Shoemaker, is a
1981Igraduate of:Murray
High Scoot, Her special
interests indude TrAlpha. French Club,
Student Council, yearbook coauthor. COM(Ctord on page 5)

-
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•
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Ginger Graham

Lisa Shoemaker
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Jody Burkeen

Marcy Marine.

Jeanne Darnell

Kelly Lyle.

Pageant features 18 entrants...

Christine West

kiniherIN

Anne Miller

Mitzi Boggess

A

iller

Lisa

ertast

"141111511w'

4
1114

(Cont'd from page 4)
puter Club, basketball,
softball, band and
horseback riding. She
plans to attend Murray
State and major in
accounting.
Kimberly Twigg,
daughter of Paulette
and Bernice Wilferd,
will be a senior at
Calloway County High
School. Her special interests include
horseback riding, swimming and dancing. She
plans to attend Murray
State and major in radio
and television.
Christine Marie West,
daughter of Pam May!!
ty, will be a senior at
Murray High School.
Her special interests include travel, sports,
dancing. FHA, TriAlpha, French Club.
Black & Gold assistant
news editor, varsity
cheerleading, gymnastics and swimming.
She plans to attend college with a special interest in interior design
Catherine L.
Williams. daughter of
Deborah S. Williams.
will be a aerator at Murray High School. Her activitiek Include swimming, skating. , diving,
dancing, softball and
gymnastics. Shs plans
to attend college.

•

IMemory
% nsurance
Availablei

Here I
QUALITY
FILM DEVELOPING

"2 Prints for
The Price of 1"
•Linilt on* coupon par customor and ono
coupon par roll with this ad.
Expires July 7. 19116

4 .11.11"
\
11
,
Snap Shot I
Photo
1 HOUR
PHOTO DEVELOPING 1
Olympic Plaza. Murray
739-9347
Open Mon.-Sot. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
INN 011111 MI 1111
MEI I=

EATS

ARE
HERE!

Come Out & Support
Your Local Fair

West Kentucky
Rural Co-Op
Corp.
753-5012
9•••
*Nei le
Alt
\
penmpurgy
'44tIellit
gm.
,
Pywirm
:11/.111PO

•
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Classes listed for
cattle show judging
scheduled for Tuesday

(Avol- .Arrik:s and

other goodies will be available the hungry visitor to the

fairgrounds.

The Jersey- and HolsteinFreisan cattle show judging will
begin at 10 a.m. Tuesday, July S.
during this year's Calloway
IWO
County Fair.
All animals to be entered in
the judging show - be on the
*grounds by 9 a.in: that day.
Premiums offered at the show.
which go to eight classes in most
divisions, total $2,444.
Michael Shelton and Kathy
Stubblefield are co-chairmen of
the 'committee which-- also in chides I.arry McKinney and Jim
Stahler.
ner-judged•ni-vlude:
Junior
-- born \larch
I -April :1(1,
Intermediate
— horn
/*•(• I. I9s5- Vet). 2's. llfsf;
:•;enior Can — horn Sept
Not

•

I,

Y4'.1r1Ing
— .born
\larch I
31. 1955.
Intermediate yearling - I
II
I Iec I. 195.1-1.'ell 25, 1955.
:Winn il•

ifr°4

Senior Yearling — horn Sept.
1-Nov. 30, 1984. .
_Cow t two. years • -01d ..— born
Sept. 1. 1983-Aug. 31, 1954.
Cow (three-years old.) — born
Sept. 1, 1982-Aug. 31. 1983.
Cow four years old l — born
Sept. 1, 1981-Aug. 31. 1982_
- Aged Cow — born before Sept.
1. 1981.
Senior Champion_
Reserve Grand ,champion.
(;rand (11ampion.
Get of Sire 1 animals
iairy Herd 4 .1 animals awned
by one exhibitor.
Produce of l)arn.
Judging is also scheduled in
special production (lasses ”ptni
Ill flolstvin an -ii Jersey 'cOws.
Production classifications Inc-link. cows three.,years old. tour
years old and livears old and
older_
Only the animal's nd)st- recen1
complied actual milk record of
305 days or less may be used.

•W're spreading
the word...

4 I

Look what we've got
for you!

Local News • Society • Human Interest
• Sports

• Farm & Agricultural News

• Calendar Of Events

•_ Religious Life

• Classified Ads • Features
• Outdoor News • Weekly TV Listings
• Valuable Advertising Specials

We keep you in touch with
your community.
SUBSCRIBE TODAY'

Support The
Murray CallowayCounty Fair

MURRAY
ELECTRIC
SYSTEM
401 Olive

753-5312

11
JI!

•

•••-••••••"1
.4
—7
•

*
, .-&L".7"

..4
•

4
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Traditional
dhisions
to be shown
The

Agriculture

and

Ilom..niaking divisions of the
*27th annual - Calloway Coanty
Film include all the, traditional
divisions -such
Agronomy
%%omen's division
1-11 division, and
Dairy judging.
Agronorn - .ludging for the
Agronomy division will get
underway at 1 p.m.-Tuesday, July s All exhibits should be
entered between s a.m. and I.
p.ni. that day and exhibits niay
be picked up between 9 a.m. and
noon Friday:.July 12.
Co-chairmen. of the agronomy
division are Teddy Potts:11..1i.
Morgan and Sherwisoi INitts.
Judges are Bill Green and
h:ugene Tarry.
In the field crop divisions, entries will be accepted in. corn.
small grains and seed, soybeans, hay, green tobacco and
stripped tobacco.
The horticulture division -includes 37 varieties of vegetables
and fruits ranging from potatoes
to peaches to pepper plants:
Women's Division - Entries
in these divisions must be in between 8 a.m. and noon Tuesday.
July .8. Judging in the divisions
will begin at 1 p.m. All exhibits

may be picked up between 9
a.m. and noon Friday, July 12.
Connie Talent is president and
Sherrie Yarbrough vice President of this division._
The baked_ goods section is
divided in-to 13 categories of
breads, cookies and cakes ranging from biscuits to the best
decorated
The canning division, which
has 19 classes, Includes jellies,
preserves, fruits and
vegetables, including pickles.
The clothing difision will offer
premiums for men's, women's
and children's clothing. Eight classes of home furnishings__ — -4:44ch----itents--- as
bedspreads, patchwork, quilts
and pillows - will be judged
under the supervision of Donna
Jackson.
In the arts and crafts section,
19 classes of painting, drawing
and handicrafts will he judged.
Sherrie Paschall is in charge of
the division which includes painting, crochetting knitting, stained glass, woodcraft. tole and
several other crafts.
The flower arranging division
has 14 divisions including fresh
flowers, dried flowers, silk
flowers and non-flowering house
platnts,Ahingene l'aschall and
Cols Brown are in charge of
this section.
Ribbons will he awarded for
.the first; second and third place
entry 'in each category. First
place will receive a preim him ofii,
$1.50, second $1 and third $.50

JASON RHONE. 18-months old
at the time,

'Lill

Owl.. It% 1)3, WI I

peer from a ride at the 1985 fair in search of his mom.
Lisa Rhone.

4-H, FFA dairy judging
scheduled for Wednesday
• The 4-H and Future Farmers
of America -Dairy Show judging
will begin at 10 a.m. Wednesday,
July 9 during this year's
Calloway County Fair.
Participants in the shows are.
limited to -1-H and FFA 9
members in good Standing living
in Calloway County.
• The animals entered in the •
show will be judged .on the
Danish system while the*
Showmanship portion of the contest is open to all exhibitors_
--The-Showmanship contest is .

divided into junior and senior
divisions----A-,
talter will • he
awarded to the top junior and
senior showmanship winners
who will compete for an over-all
showmanship trophy.
Holsteins and jerseys entered
in this division will he judged in
the following classes:
•
Junior Calf - born March
1-April 30, 1951i.
Intermediate Calf - born
Dec. 1, 1985-Feb. 25, 110:6.
_ Senior Calf - born Sept_ _

1-Nov. :to. 1955.

Summer Yea ruing - to on
--March 1-May 3.1.
Intermediate yearling - born
I lee. 1. 1954 -Feb 2•,. 19s5
Senior Yearling - born Sept
• 1-Nov. 30, 1954,
Cow tv..o years old i -• horn
Sept 1. 1953-Aug. 31. 19s4.
COW three yisCrs ul ii - horn
Sept. 1..1982-Aug. 31. 1953
Cow I four years old - born
Sept. 1. 19s1, Aug. 31, 1952
Aged Cow - born before Sept
1, 1951.
•
-Senior-Vita mpinn -" • • -Grand Champion_

PHONE 753-4320

Gen-90,/6
FLOWERS
GIFTS &
BRMAL REGISTRY
FASHION SHIRTS
Gene & Jo Brandon. Owners

704.SO. 4TH ST.

MURRAY, KY 42071

te•

_

4:
-

am.

•'410

•,,,r.rar••••••••••••••!...•••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••01611~taaleIND
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Rabbit show to be on Thursday during, fair week
The show is open to
atty yruith 'in Call-ow:ay'—
County under the age of
Is and each youth may
enter up to five rabbits_

The 4-11 Rabbit Slum
will begin at t; p.m .
Thursday..1uly mat this
years Calloway ("minty
Fair.

Rabbits should be
Mitered by 5:.:10-0.ni. od
the day of the showing.
Rabbits will be judged
in:
Breed class (New

Zealan(l, Californian.
other stttbdard -meat
breeds, mixed breeds.
fancy breeds and fur
breeds);
Commercial Class

(best single fryer. not to
be over 80-davs-0ld with
a weight limit of five
pounds);
senior
Categories
buck. senior (toe. 6-S

month buck, tc
month -doe. junior-44.4:4 aridjunior doe,.
- A special prize will be
awarded for the rabbit
judged best of the show.

Fair Board sponsors event
The annual MurrayCalloway County Fair is
sponsored by the
Murray-Calloway County Fair Board. Mc.. and
is held at the Jaycee
Fairgrounds on Ky. 121
North.
Members of this
year's fair board include Joe Kelso. president. Roy Swift. vice
president, Jerry McCoy.
secretary and Jamey
McMillen: treasurer.
Other directors are
Ted Howard-.
agricultural extension
service; Jean Cloar,

27th Anniversary

home economist. Jane
Steely. 4-11: - Larry
.Gilbert, vocational
agriculture teacher.
CCHS: Carmen Parks.
Farm Bureau: • A. F.
Myers, Don Norsworthy, Roby Scottt. Don
Lovett. Gedric
Paschall. Brad Belcher.
Eddie Jones. Terry
Hopkins, David
Graham, Joe Lawrence
and Jim Stahler.
_
The fair ,is- planned
and conducted according to the Kentucky
DePartment of
Agriculture regulations.

Murray-Calloway
County Fair
Tuesday, July 7
thru
Saturday, July 12
***

FEATURIN3

FREE
Admission
- -

-

Schedule of events...
((Ward from page I)
Thursday from 6 p.m.
to closing will be Family
Night on the midway.
Arm bands for rides will
cost $7 during family
night.
* Friday. July 10 —
Open Horse_ Show
featuring 12 big classes
ranging from barrel
races, to pleasure
horses.
Midnight madness
will be featured on the
midway froni 10 p.m. to
m. Rides will be $7

•
•

•
•

per person, ride all you
want.
* Saturday. July 11 —
Motorcycle and ThreeWheeler Races, featuring eighteen classes
ranging from 0-50 cc entries and 4-8 year-old
riders to open senior
classes.
Also. Saturday from 1
p.m. will be Hit/dies Day
on the midway. Persons
21 and under can enjoy
carnival rides all they
want to for a single $6
fee.

Wednesday, July 9 7 30 p rn — Mini Hot Rod
- Tractor Pull

s-

Thursday, July 10
7:30 p.m. —,- Demo Derby
6:00 p.m. till Closing —
Family Night —
Arm Band Night Rides $7.00
Friday, July 11
7-30 p.m. — Horse Show
10:00 p m.-1:00 a.m. —
Midnight Madness
All rides for one price—
$7.00. ride all you want

Noti
•

r;

Auto Air Conditioning
Computer Diagnosis

•

•••

514 S. 12th

Parking

oir

t1.00

per car

GERRALD BOYD'S
AUTO REPAIR &
SERVICE CENTER INC. --

Free Admission
753-$750

rfil 717 E
s

Tuesday, July 8
7 30 p.m. — Antique Tractor Pull

Is Your Car Ready For The 4th?

or concialon.no chorg,ng station

• -

Monday, July
7.00 p.m. — Beauty Contest
Lovett Auditorium

•

•Hove your ow conthhoning
checked,*seryoced or repowed
on our new computer &spgnoshc &

-THE MIDSOUTH S MOST EXCITING MIDWAY

„Saturday, July 12
1 00-6 oo p m
Kiddies Day
(21 and under), one price-$6.00
all you can ride
7 30 p m — Motorcycle & Three
Wheeler Races
Discount rides for all ages

'`1-='!()ver 40 Thrilling Rides
FUN FOR YOUNG & OLD!

1-k

0

.0 •

....lativimmetagmamemmo

• SUMMER
Fitif0.1!ITES
PEPSI
COLA

ise

-16 OZ. BOTTLES
PLUS DEPOSIT
•
WINN&

PEAS,
GREEN
BEANS

WHOLE KERNEL
OR CREAM STYLE

MARTHA WHITE
NEW BUTTERMILK SEC 'ISING

CORN

CORN MEAL

YOUR
CHOICE

11 OZ. CANS

LB. BAG
•" -'1b."7"."

•

4:
•••••••••

MORE SUMMER FAVORITES INSIDE!
•

,•`.1

•
•

4

•

•

410

a

.4.44411s0...

GRADE A LARGE

'SUGAR
5 LB. BAG

WITH ONE FILLED "FOOD FOR LESS" BONUS CERTIFICATE

WITH TWO (2) FILLED "FOOD FOR LESS" BONUS CERTIFICATES

total

CHARMIN BATH

TOTAL

CEREAL
$129
12 OZ. BOX

il
cliqueezk
NTTli ONE FILLED "FOOD FOR LESS

"ZPOR

WITH ONE FILLED

US CEIMFICATE

LESS" BONUS CERTIFICATE

DEL MONTE

MARTHA WHITE

CATSUP

FLOUR
REGULAR OP
SELF RISINC
518.
WITH ONE FILLED "FOOD FOR LESS" BONUS CERTWICATE

WITH ONE FILLED"MOD FOR LESS" BONUS CERTIFICATE

_

•

a
•
'

e

•..

BARBECUE
SAUCE

•

GORTENING

16 OZ
MAO"MOO FOR LESS"

-

DEL MONTE

DEL MONTE

TOMATO
S/kopCE

GREEN BEANS
PEAS,CORN
HOLE KERNEL
R CREAM STYLE
OUR CHOICE
7 OZ. CAN

389
FRUIT JUICY RED

S/ICED OR CRUSHED

PINEAPPLE 15.50z DUG

HAWAIIAN PUNCH 4:Ar
PARADE

„ PARADEBRICK PACK

FLAKES
PARADE

CORN FLAKES

COFFEE

net
18 OZ. BOX 77

CHICKEN-N-RIB

3

MARTHA WHITE

SPUD FLAKES

20 OZ. BOX'19I*"

2 LB. PKG.

NABISCO'S

9

100

13 OZ. BRICK PACK

BARBECUE SAUCE
GENERIC 100 CT

5 VARIETIES

NABISCO'S

NEWTON COOKIES
$

OREO
COOKIES

•FIG
*APPLE
*BLUEBERRY
•STRAWBERNY
*CHERRY

5
•

29

1602.
NABISCOS 4 VARIETIES

1802.

TEABAGS

FOR

$299
89'
99c

WHEAT THINS

90L
BOX

-1$

T

GOLDEN HARVEST

FEPER
TOWELS

CIDER
VINEGAR
5% VINEGAR

JUMBO ROLLS

GAL.

A

,
•
4

I

•

_.

— 43
•

•

N
-vs

riVP

..411K

rarrnir

4

METZGER

CHUNK
BOLOGNA

LB

79'

MARKET MADE ITALIAN ROPE OR FRESH

LINK
SAUSAGE
COUNTRY STrZE

BACK
BONE

BONELESS U.S. CHOICE CHUCK

BEEF
STEAK

LB.

SUPER TRIM CENTER

4..

RIB
CHOPS

ECONOMY PACK LB.

AL

REELFOOT

SLICED BOLOGNA

•

4110'2 109
•

.--•••••

'

•

0
.•••••••

,
••••••11-.-4111110

...41.11.1••••

•

•

MARKET FRESH MEATS

PRICED RIGHT

.
p

OHSE

FRANKS

12 OZ.

79

BLUE BELL,P&P,SALAMI, OR

SLICED
BOLOGNA

EMGE HICKORY KING

SLICED BACON

$109
120Z.

4 KINGS

ICK

CHICKEN
NUGGETS

*139

LB

$239
4101,

HOUSER VALLEY

BEEF PATTIES

2

LEI $249

-

ECKRICH

REELFOOT OLD FASHIONED OR REGULAR

SMOKED SAUSAGE

SLICED BACON

,

7.1

1201.
-

40011111111111$10.00110$~-

l•fit.01,3P•

MP,

--

•

41
,

...00011,8

-.WON

QUALITY FOR LESS
DAWN
DISH DETERGENT
•

FREEZER SUPPLIES

VESS

ZIPLOC 20 COUNT

FREEZER BAGS

SODA

QUART$ 11 29

ZIPLOC 20 COUNT

$1 29

FREEZER BAGS

PINT

ZIPLOC 25 COUNT
$139

STORAGE BAGS
ZIPLOC 15 COUNT

$169

FREEZER BAGS

GALLON

ZIPLOC 20 COUNT

$1 69

STORAGE BAGS

GALLON

QUAKER RAISIN'S'
CINNAMON OATS OR

APPLE & SPICE

011
1:1111:1
160Z.
BOTTLES
GENERIC

EV-R-CRISP VANILLA ICE CREAM

1"CONE CUPS

160Z. $

FRESH BAKED

24 CT.

169' TEA BAGS 100 CT.99'

SORRY FRESH IN STORE
BAKERY NOT AVAILABLE
ALL STORES

ANGEL FOOD CAKES16I199
,

DEVILS FOOD CAKE

6 FOR

DONUTS
POTATO

DINNER ROLLS

12PK99C

BREAD

160Z. $109

CHERRY

FRESH BAKE
r

GARLIC

4F0.99c

-P,111.afeT
,
,

CINNAMON STICKS

12OZ.POW $149

OSEBUDS

f.

4*•*

•

•••••••

,

4111e"1
,

a.

•

•11100.•

FROZEN DELIGHTS

ASSORTED FLAVORS

POPSICLES

C

99
$269

6 PK.

MRS. PAULS LITE BATTER

FISH FILLETS

ORANGE JUICE

16 OZ.

EGGO REGULAR

WAFFLES
OLD EL PASO FESTIVE

MEXICAN DINNERS

noz.N C

$299

130Z.

PILSBURY SOUTHERN STYLE BUTTER
TASTIN OR BUTTER MILK

BISCUITS
FLORIDA CITRUS

$1 39

PUNCH
TRU FRESH

64 OZ. JUG

ORANGE JUICE

640Z. JUG

CHILLED

AB

$1 99

WEIGHT WATCHERS

YOUGURT

80Z.

2

Ai

A

$100
FOR

PRAIRIE FARMS

BUTTERMILK

1

2

GALLON 99C

PARADE MEDIUM OR MILD

CHEDDAR CHEESE

80Z. BAR

$

29

PARADE SPREAD SINGLE SLICED

AMERICAN CHEESE

I

2FOR 89'

6 OZ. CANS

120Z.

$129
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HOME GROWN BARGAINS
FRESH & TASTY

EXOTIC

KIWI FRUIT

CALIFORNIA

TASTY TREAT

CALIFORNIA ITALIAN RED

CARROTS

SWEET ONIONS

FOR

LB.

CALIFORNIA

BROCCOLI

318.
BAG

2 99c
59'
89e
BUNCH

NORTHERN GROWN

GREEN CABBAGE
=Fowl 7'

WASHINGTON STATE

BING CHERRIES

LB. 19
:

NECTARINES
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REMEMBER TO HAVE YOUR "WHEEL OF FORTUNE" CARD PUNCHED
AT BIG JOHNS EVERY WEEK ANYTIME YOU COULD BE 'THE NEXT BIG
MONEY WINNER. THE "BIG MONEY"IS NEVER WORTH LESS THAN

DinTarso."

*500°0FREECASH
THE "BIG MONEY': INCREASES ANOTHER '100" EVERY WEEK IT IS NOf WON.
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